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RECENT ADVANCES IN PUSE TECHNOLOGY

By C Turner

INTRODUCTION

The subject of fuses remains a lively one in the technical world, and it is interesting
to consider developments and changes since our last meeting in 1984.
These changes and
developments may be due to a shift in emphasis, because of the developments in other areas,
in particular the growth in automation and electronic control of processes in industry
and the enormous expansion of home electronics and computers, or they may be related to
the greater importance given to safety and reliability of electrical supplies and circuits,
as witnessed by the developments and improvements in Standards and Regulations.
In the last meeting the papers were classified into sessions dealing with:
Pre-arcing and temperature rise
Disruption and arcing phenomena
Protection and co-ordination problems
Applications and developments
Tests and Standards
Models of fuse behaviour
Ageing and deterioration.
The shift in emphasis during the three years can be seen from the subjects for the different
sessions in the present Conference, in particular the separate session on miniature fuses,
related to the expanding field of electronics and low voltage circuits.
During the past
three years there have been at least 1400 papers worthy of note in the field of protective
devices (1), and so it has been necessary to make some selection for this presentation.
It seemed most useful to me therefore, to relate the information published during the last
three years to the subjects covered in the sessions of the present meeting. These published
papers include the nine papers in the Lodz Conference, which is the only other Conference
specifically concerned with fuse operation.
PRE-ARCING PHENOMENA

A number of papers have been published in this period dealing with pre-arcing phenomena
of various designs and types of fuses, for instance the low watts-losses required of 500 V
supply fuses, to obtain the necessary low temperature rise in consumer units (2);
or
measurements of the heat loss mechanism of fine wire fuses in vacuum or in air (3), showing
that operating
has to be derated considerably for a vacuum fuse compared to a wire
fuse sealed in
in a small tube.
Cyclic loading of fuses, which may cause premature operation, has been investigated (4)
and related to the shape of the tape elements.
The importance of heat dissipation and
uniform current distribution in preventing tensile rupture forces is stressed, for elements
which have bent shapes in air.
When elements are embedded in sand, cycling stability is
greatly improved, because of improved heat dissipation, uniform current distribution between
elements and prevention of direct tensile rupture forces.
There is no corresponding
improvement in stability when straight elements are used.
A new controversial theory of current density distribution in a wire during electrical
explosion is proposed (5), calculated from the effect of a single dc pulse. It is suggested
that the current increases more rapidly in the non-inductive axial area of the wire, so
that initially current density is greater in the centre than on the surface, but as the
current also decreases more rapidly in the centre, the current density during current fall
is smaller in the axis than on the surface.
This 'skin effect' is an instantaneous process
governed by fluctuations in the circuit current.
Temperature measurements for thin-film fuses of single layers of silver on silica or alumina
substrates are reported (6) using a special transient thermography method to study the
behaviour under ac and pulsed conditions. This study is a continuation of the work discussed
in Trondheim.
Important differences for the two substrates are shown up, in particular
a much lower temperature rise for alumina substrate in pre-arcing conditions.
The papers in the present conference show that the above problems continue to occupy a
place in fuse investigations, in particular with regard to the possibility of more accurate
calculations and modelling methods.
ARCING AND DISRUPTING PHENOMENA

The operation of fuse-links under various environmental and circuit conditions remains
one of the main topics of investigation, as this is directly related to their co-ordination
with other protective and control devices, their ability to protect various circuits and
equipment and the safety of
It is therefore not surprising that a substantial
number of publications on
subject has been produced both during the period between
this meeting and the Trondheim meeting, and at the present meeting itself.
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I will give a short resume of the most interesting papers produced in the last three years.
The exploding foil (7,8) is probably not directly relevant to this conference, but the
methods employed in modelling of the phenomena prior to and during vaporisation would equally
apply to the operation of more conventional fuses under high short circuit conditions.
Two
models are used, one based upon observation of the fractional increase in resistance of
the foil on vaporisation, which is determined by the energy per unit mass supplied to the
foil by ohmic heating;
the other model using tables of specific energy, pressure and
resistivity to compute the ohmic heating, translation and expansion of the exploding foil.
The effects of filler material are included in the model.
The phenomena in the corona of an exploded wire have been investigated (9) with time-resolved
X-rays, showing that the development of constrictions in the corona is preceded by the
appearance of superheated ring-shaped structures.
Exploding wires remain a subject of some interest.
Several papers have been published
on this subject, for instance in the Gas Discharge Conference in October 1985 (10,11).
Optical and electrical investigations of a wire with a single neck (10), subjected to a
slow energy input show up a serie.s of voltage peaks due to partial explosions causing
microscopic arcs.
If the initial energy is increased, the number of partial explosions
is increased correspondingly.
The spherical shock waves from these partial explosions
produce a cylindrical shock wave.
The generation of a heavy current arc depends upon the
way the partial explosions occur.
In the vaporisation stage, a cylindrical phase of heated
air appears, which assists in the promotion of a shock wave consisting of cylindrical
wavelets.
The literature on the pressures produced by heavy current interruption in an hrc fuse is
reviewed (11).
Two phases of the generated pressure are considered:
The explosion of
the element producing a sudden pressure elevation, followed by subsequent burn-back producing
a slow pressure rise.
For more conventional fuses, a model hrc fuse has been used (12) with a copper wire element
and sand filler, to investigate the pressure on the wall and its movement through the sand
filler and the change with time after element interruption.
The shock waves in air, due
to the disruption of a copper wire have been investigated (13), where partial disintegration
due to a slow energy input rate produces microscopic arcs, and spherical shock waves which
have a cylindrical envelope.
The process is analysed theoretically using Taylor I s flow
equations.
The radial distribution of the pressure and particle velocities behind the
shock waves are related to specific heat and gas temperature.
A theoretical, computational and experimental study of the factors which govern the arcing
I 2 t integral of current-limiting fuses has been made (14).
These include the effect of
closing angle and the influence of test voltage.
It is shown how the values obtained at
~one voltage should be corrected for application at different test voltages.
The electrical
and dimensional parameters of hrc fuses have been correlated with the arc energy at shortcircuit interruption (IS). Model tests are used to measure and analyse the internal pressure
due to arcing and vaporisation of the element.
It is shown that the pressure is related
to the element material, size and shape of the fuse, rather than the arc energy.
The arc voltage for interruption of a uniform copper element in sand has been related to
the resistivity of the element material, its length and cross section (16) using a method
of calculation in which the average voltage for a single interruption is determined by
division of the total voltage by the number of arcs in series.
This number is determined
from the striations observed in the fulgurite.
The disintegration modulus is defined as
the distance between consecutive striations, and is proportional to the cross sectional
area to a power 0.3.
The theoretical results differ by about 20% from the experimental
data.
Copper elements with necks in sand have been subjected to short circuits (17) to obtain
experimental relations between arcing I't and number of necks.
It is shown that for a
number larger than 7 the dependence is a weak one.
The effect of element material on the arcing process in sand-filled fuses has been
investigated (18) using
, aluminium and silver elements with a single neck.
It was
found that arc quenching
with increase in thickness, arc energy increases,
length of element consumed increases and the maximum pressure on the fuse body increases.
For less than 0.15 mm thickness, it is shown that arc extinction is better for copper than
for silver, while aluminium is better than both.
An increase in width increases arc time,
arc energy and arc integral, but not length of element consumed. Cut-off potential decreases
with increased width.
Expressions are obtained to relate energy liberated in the arc to
thickness, width and length consumed.
DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN ASPECTS
The great advances made in computers and the fact that computer modelling is now much more
widely available have been reflected in the developments in fuse design.
It is now feasible
to investigate fundamental changes in parameters and their likely effects on fuse operation
without the need for extensive and costly manufacturing and testing, although eventual
likely designs obviously still require to be made and tested.
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A number of new developments have appeared, some of which were already mentioned in
Trondheim, but have been developed further into higher ratings, like the Fullran fuse (19).
A fast-acting high capacity current limiting fuse has been developed by using direct forced
cooling of the fusible tubular element (20).
Several coolants were investigated but water
was found to be the most effective.
The design can be incorporated into both ac and dc
high voltage current limiters for the protection of thyristors in ac/dc substations. Other
high voltage fuse developments include the cadmium element high voltage fuse-link (21)
which can be constructed with concentric elements for high ratings, as the elements do
not require support, as opposed to silver elements which need a core.
A general analysis of the design of fuses on the basis of optimisation and identification
theories has been given (22), in which the principle of maximum and non-linear programming
methods is developed.
Step-by-step approximations are sometimes necessary to approach
the optimum design.
~ special design for interruption of dc high voltage current has been developed (23) using
a composite resistance commutator system with three parallel circuits:
an electrode,
normally passing current;
a high voltage generating fusing element;
and an energy
dissipating non-linear resistance. High voltage interruption is obtained by using a multistage fusing element.
High current is interrupted by having an additional gap in series
with the fUse.

A s!Jecial electromigration fuse is used for protection at the other end of the spectrum
(24) for electronic components, utilising the heat generated in the component when it enters
a runaway condition to increase electromigration in a constriction to create high resistance
or open circuit.
A high interrupting capacity, low deterioration, small dimension high voltage vacuum fuse
has been developed (25).
These properties are achieved by application of an axial magnetic
field during arcing, and structural arrangements to provide power dissipation when carrying
current. The element is copper, with copper arcing electrodes in a ceramic barrel, together
with a magnetic field generating coil. The fuse can have general purpose or motor protection
characteristics.
Further developments in the self-restoring fuse field include experiments on various
dielectric inserts and different liquid metals (26).
These include quartz glass, corundum,
steatite, cordierite and beryllium oxide in conjunction with the eutectic of indium, gallium
and lead, a potassium-sodium alloy and pure sodium.
A further development of the two-part fuse already described in Trondheim has a long arcing
element in sand in parallel with a short main element in air (27).
The period of switchover of the current from the main element to the arcing element is of particular importance,
and this can be related to the time current characteristics of the two parts.
Special
problems still exist for the application of the principle to high voltage fuses, but for
low voltage fuses it is now feasible and has a number of advantages.
New devices for interruption of high-voltage faults are being developed, for instance the
'electronic fuse' (28) consisting of an electronic control module providing a large selection
of time-current characteristics and the energy to initiate interruption, and an interrupting
mOdule which carries the current normally and interrupts when a fault occurs.
The control
module is re-usable.
The interrupting module consists of a main current carrying section
and a current-limiting section in parallel. Both elements are copper in sand.
Improvements in element design, shape and materials, as well as improvements in filler
have been made (29).
These include the use of aluminium elements, and improvements in
thermal conductivity of the filler by means of binding agents.
Gas-evolving materials
on the core or on the elements provide arc control.
New developments in thermal fuses (30) include new alloys which can be used for intermediate
currents between the organic chemical compounds used for large currents and the low melting
point alloys used for low currents.
AGEING AND M-EFFECT

The problems of ageing of fuses, and in particular the influence of M-effect materials
continues to be of interest.
A number of papers have been published, dealing with this
subject, and with tests to determine the physical processes involved.
A general survey
of these processes has been published (31), in which diffusion, temperature and the effect
of shape and material of the M-effect pill on the time-current characteristic are dealt
with as well as the shape and material of the element, and the position of the pill in
relation to necks.
Ageing of copper elements with or without M-effect for elements with or without
constrictions, when subject to current cycling has been investigated (32), using a model
fuse element in air, with Sn or Sn/Pb 60/40 as the M-effect material. A number of regions
of cyclic loading are considered:
For relatively low currents and long periods of current
carrying, the diffusion of the solder into the element has the most effect, but for higher
currents and shorter periods the melting point of the solder becomes more important. Without
M-effect, the ageing is due to oxidation and grain growth at the constrictions.
This is
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For elements with both M-effect and constrictions both mechanisms
a relatively slow process.
take place, dependent upon current and duration of cycle.
At high currents and short
durations the neck-ageing mechanism is prominent, but at low currents and long cycles the
diffusion process predominates.
Long-time behaviour of Al and Cu fuse-links with various M-effect materials has been
investigated (33) with the aim of producing fuses with low loss and low temperature rise,
by making the shape and size of the element such that the reaction temperature needed for
operation lies only slightly above the melting point of the M-effect material.
Ageing of fuse contacts has also been considered (34).
Investigations into the resistance
of fuse-links with silver-plated, nickel-plated and tinned contacts at high environmental
temperatures on no load, show that silver-plated contacts retain a lew contact resistance
even after long periods of slow temperature cycling, while the resistance of nickel-plated
or tinned contacts tends to rise.

MINIATURE FUSES
The main developments in miniature fuse design have been concerned with thin film or thick
film fuses for use in electronic circuits.
High-speed thick-film fuses have been developed
(35) compatible with modern assembly procedures in electronic systems at low voltage and
low current.
Three-layer co-fired thick-film fuses are capable of very high speed
protection.
They can be incorporated in a total circuit, or made as surface-mounted chip
components.
Semiconductor protection can be closely controlled by using a metal film (36)
applied to an insulating backing.
The number of publications
further development.

in

this

field

has

been very

limited,

and there is

scope for

STANDARDISATION
In standardisation of low voltage fuses 1986 marked a major advance in the issue of a world
standard, containing a single band of characteristics for all general purpose fuse-links,
offering discrimination world-wide on a ratio of rated currents of 1: 1. 6.
This standard,
IEC Publications 269-1 and 269-2, is a major advance on all previous standards.
This advance
ensures a uniformity of performance throughout the world, which has the practical advantage
that any item of electrical equipment designed to be protected by a given fuse rating in
the country of manufacture will now be equally well protected by the local product if it
complies with IEC Publication 269.
In the North American Continent it is difficult to exploit this satisfactory situation
because of the independent line of reasoning followed by those who establish the testing
requirements of the Underwriters Laboratories, which are completely out of line with those
of the rest of the world in certain fundamental aspects.
Not least of these is the basis
-of rating, which results in an IEC rating approximately 80% of the UL rating for identical
fuse-links.
In the case of miniature fuse-links, a concerted attempt was made to resolve this ridiculous
situation and agreement was achieved on the technical plane with a universally accepted
compromise solution.
Unfortunately, this technical agreement could not be translated into
practice, because of administrative and political obstacles.
A completely new type of miniature fuse-link called the 'Universal Modular Fuse' (UMF) is
being developed and a framework of standards is being created to accommodate it.
This
new concept is designed for use in conjunction with the new technology associated with
solid state circuits, which have now largely replaced the electronic circuits for which
the original miniature fuse-links were designed.
The UMF takes into account the lower
voltages at which such circuits normally operate and seeks to accommodate the requirements
of automatic insertion of fuse-links into PCB's.
These developments have the potential
to completely revolutionise the field of miniature fuse technology.
In the standardisation of high voltage fuses, the third edition of Publication 282-1 was
issued,
representing an advance over previous editions and incorporating Amendments
introduced since the 1974 2nd edition.
The on-going problem of the definition of a generalpurpose/full-range fuse,
as opposed to a back-up/high-minimum-breaking-current fuse is
again seeking resolution, stimulated by recent developments in the technology of fuse design
in this field.
There are proposals for reducing the energy required in testing to Test
Duty 3 by the use of a 'two power factor' method. There are also new proposals on waterproof
testing, energy delivered by strikers, switching voltages of fuse-links of small current
rating and simplification of the homogeneous series rules.
APPLICATION ASPECTS
One of the most widely considered fields of study for fuses is still their application,
as the range of applications changes towards the protection of more and more complicated
electronic circuits and towards ever closer protection of devices and circuit components.
In the field of semi-conductor protection, very fast-acting current limiting fuses are
necessary, and various solutions have been investigated (37), for instance flat pack fuses
wi th water cooling, which can carry high currents, and which have low let-through 12 t for
protection of large medium voltage semiconductors. Conditions and circuits are very varied,
and a useful guide for selection of fuses for typical circuits has been provided (38).

-
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Transformer protection has been improved in various ways.
One solution to the problem
of surges from fuse operation causing damage to the transformer (39), is to use expulsion
fuses and metal oxide arresters.
A special device for transformer protection (40) uses
a disposable single-phase fault thrower mounted within the high voltage cable entry of
the transformer, operated by a chemical actuator fed by a resistor circuit, using timelimit fuses for time grading.
Another possible solution is to use an expulsion fuse backed
by a current-limiting fuse in one envelope.
Expulsion fuses have been improved by using
replaceable elements and increasing their breaking capacity (41).
Protection of motors and co-ordination with other protective devices has been improved
by the design of special fuses for motor circuits (42), and by using permanent power fuses
in cascade protection of mccb's (43).
The necessity for derating fuses for use in SF6-gas
insulated tanks (44) has been shown.
computer programs can now be used to calculate co-ordination of operating and tripping
characteristics of breakers and fuses in series (45), and for determining the optimum
economic selection of cable sizes and fusing (46).
Special internal fuses have been designed for internal protection of capacitors (47).
The above selection of publications is by no means exhaustive, but is merely an indication
of the wide variety of fuse applications, and the particular problems associated with them.
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

After this short survey of the main publications on fuses during the last three years,
the questions of future developments remains.
It seems to me that the task of the present
conference is to show the way to further improvements and developments in the fuse field.
The particular directions to be followed should be formulated at the end of the conference,
when it will hopefully have become clear in which directions our efforts should be
concentrated to ensure the continued improvement in fuse protection and application.
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ANALOG SIMULATIONS OF nIE HEAT FLOW IN A HIGH VOLTAGE FUSE.
J.G.J. Sloot
Department of Electrical Engineering
Eindhoven University of Technology.
Abstract.
The heat flow in a high voltage fuse
analog

model.

The

has

design and analysis

been

simulated by

an

electrical

was performed interactively on the

screen of a personal computer.
The model has been used to determine the melting time curve of

a

full

range

type commercial fuse.

1. Introduction.

Fig. 2 shows a part of the

Within high voltage fuses heat is generated by

section of a fuse slice.

Joule-losses. In fact the
fuse

functioning

of

narrow

parts

of

a

fuse

is

silver

porcel1an
sand ------~~~----__r
quartz----~~~~~_r

activated when
strip reach their

melting temperature.

sand

In the overcurrent range the
narrow

parts

heating

often becomes

cross

the

depends on heat flow processes. For short

circuit currents the

longitudinal

of

less

dominant

(for

--------~

><><><><
.0.0"0"0
CQOO

instance with the X-spot effect).
This article discusses the calculation of

»:.:1:0
::C>:OHO
HOZC::
ZC::
>-iI
>-iI

such

thermal processes in a commercial fuse by using
an electric analog model.
The

method

first

was

developed using

electric components. like resistors and
citors.

real
capa-

but today it is more attractive to use

the the method

with personal

Fig. 2 Longitudinal section of the fuse.

computers

when

graphic interaction on the screen is possible.

Because

of

symmetry

part of a slice needs

reasons, only an angular
to

be

considered

{see

fig. 3).

2. The dimensions of the fuse.

Fig

shows the exploded view of a commercial

fuse (40 A. 12 kV) of the full range type.

rr1

I~
fig. I Exploded view of the fuse.

Fig. 3 Angular part of slice.
Within a
parallel

porcellan housing.
fuse

a

of

strips (N) with thickness A are

wounded helically with
quartz cylinder.

an angle

The

provided

fuse

number

strips

are

P

around a

The

angular

part represents a fraction lIN of

the slice and corresponds with half a notch and
half a band. The part has an axial length

with

{length Lnot ' heigth Hnot } between less
bandparts (~. I\.an)'
The
inner and outer space of the
cylinder is filled with sand.

notches
narrow

0.5 (L
not + ~) sinP.
ax
(This means that the silver

L

corresponds
quartz

with an

LaxHax with Hax

outside

= 2vXquaroutlN).

strip

element

quartz

surface

- 8 -

angular

The

part

Fig. 5 Specific electrical resistivity of

is now further divided into

silver.

pieces according to fig. 4.

.., ....
,..
0
(I

:l

:l

111

"' ....

.....

...

0'0"

III

0

XX

....

'"
....

ill

~

....Q,..

N

0"

><

X

X

*: exp values [1J

....
....

curve: linear regression

><

P

= Po

(1 + a (T -To)}

295 [KJ

with To
Po

1.51 E-8

[Om]

0.0045 [11K]

a

b. Storage of heat energy.
The Joule heat of the fuse strip results in

an

increase of the temperature T of the subsequent
cylindrical

layers

with

length

between

Fig. 4 Angular division of the fuse-slice.

radius r

3. The thermal model.

Th.is power Pstore can be represented by:
2
2
dT
Pstore = ~~ (r 2 - r 1 ) Lax ~ ......... (1)

Joule heat is generated in the

notch and

the

bandpart on the outside quartz surface.

with

Because of its higher resistance the notch will

~

and r .
2

1

for the specific density and S

for

the

specific heat.

heat the band.
On

a

longer

time

scale

quartz and the sand.
long

The

both will heat the
fuse

is

The

compared to the diameter, therefore it is

by:

assumed that the heatflow in the middle of
fuse

c. Radial conduction.

relatively

is

the

is

cooled

by

convection

and
For the heat flow through a cylindrical surface

radiation. The governing heat equations are the

it follows

following:

Pcond

a. Heat sources.
The

joule

dT
-A dr ··························{2}

q

directed radially. The outside of the

porcellan

radial heatflux density can be represented

heat

of

the

band

and

-A2urL

ax

dT

~ ..•............

{3}

the notch
From this equation

represent heat sources P
and Pnot with:
ban
Pban = (lIN) Rban
Rban = Rbo{l + a (T - To»

Tl - T2

Rb o

Po 0.5 ~/(HbanA)

Po

P (To) with ambient temperature To

P
not
Rnot

(llN)2 R
not
Rna {I + a (T

Rna

Po 0.5 Lnot/(HnotA)

the

temperature-difference

between two radial positions can be calculated:

2

PconN

= A2~Lax

r2

In(--) ........... (4)
r1

d. Convection and radiation.
The

To»

convection-losses of the porcellan surface

with temperature

T ' to the surrounding at
w
temperature To can be presented by Newton's law

of cooling:
The

coefficient

constant

for

a

the

can be

considered as

temperature

range

a

q = h(Tw - To) .. · ...... · .... ·· .... (5)

295K

1234K, as illustrated in fig. 5.

The heat-transfercoefficient h for horizontally
positioned

10

Ea

<

h

a>
W

0
.t:

...

6
4

2
0

cylinders with a radiUS r less than

r·

10 cm can be described [2] by:
25

400

sao

800
TEMP. (Kl

1000

1200

1.3 [Tw;rTo

............ (e)
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This

gives

an equation

for

the

convective

2200

cooling:

+

2000

P
=2TrL 1.3 (2r)-0·25(T
conv
ax
11'

T }1.25IN .. (7)
0

The radiation heatflux of the outside porcellan

a tp

;;: 1(;00
Ct:

surface is given by the formula:
q

~ 1800

4
(Tw4 -To)'
.............. (8)

1400
1200
1000

140

T - 295 ( K I

= 5.67

[W/m2K4]
E-8
emission coefficient of porcellan: tp = 0.93
surrounding temperature
To=295 [K]

a

t~O

100

80

60

40

20

0

with universal radiation constant:

Fig.

The

7

elementary

surface

transition

resistance Rconrad as a function
of
the
temperature difference with the surrounding
(+ for the experimental values).

This means a powerflow due to radiation from
the surface of:

4. Analogy between thermal and electrical
equations.
The

total

cooling power

flow

through

It is generally known that there exists a great

the

analogy

outside porcellan surface part is:

between

the

equations

describing

thermal or electrical problems.
Pconrad

Pconv + Prado

Table 1

Fig. 6 presents the calculated relation between
Pconrad and Tw-To for a porcellan radius
r = 27.4 mm. N = 15. Lax
3.6 mm and
To = 295 K.
The
upper
regression:
P

curve

represents

the

shows

the

equivalent

equations

and

quantities:

Thermal

quadratic

Electrical

storage:
2) Lax (dT)IN
P=S.". ( r 2
dt
2 -r 1

A + B (T

T) + D (T
T)2
11'
0
w
0
with A = -3.54-4. B = 4.62E-4 and D = 2.63E-6.

I = C ddUt

conduction:
U _ U
2
1

The validity of this equation was confirmed
some

experiments.

where

the

replaced by a tungsten core.

by

R(1.2)

quartz tube was
The

results

radiation + convection:

are

P=(Tw - To)lRconrad
with R
conrad=:f(Tw-To )

presented in fig. 6 by the +marks.
rad+con.

0.12

-

';;010

-.

-0.08

0.02

0.00~O~~~20=---4~O----(;~0----8TO----l0rO----lr20----r-6

elementary

The cooling power Pconrad of an
surface as a function
of
the

temperature difference Tw

0

Rconrad

temperature: T

voltage: U

thermal capacitance:

capac! tance:

N In (r 2/r 1 )
21lL A
ax
'surfaceresistance:

I

T-ToIK)

U

current: I

thermal resistance:

0.04

uW -

heat flux: P

~S.".(r2 - rl)LaxlN

~ 0.0(;

Fig.

I

f(T

Table

w

C(1.2}

electrical
resistance: R(1.2)

surface resistance:

- T )

1.

0

Equivalent

thermal

and

electrical

expressions.

To
With the formulas of table 1 it was possible to

The

surface

cooling

relationship corresponds

with a temperature dependent resistance.
has been plotted in Fig. 7.

which

calculate the equivalent circuit components for
the elementary part of Fig 4.
The resulted values are listed in table 2.
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Capacitances

Resistances

An

interactive computer program was developed.

to

calculate

the

values

of

all

circuit

components. after it was supplied with the fuse
Cil

= 2.6E-2

Ci2

= 6.0E-2

Ril2
Rl23

= 1664

dimensions.

=

741

fault current.

300

Voltage

429

P

Ci3

= 1.0E-1

Riq

Cq1

= 1.1E-l

Rqln

Cqn

= 2.7E-3

Rqnn =

Cnot
Csn
Csl

= 1.4E-5

= 2.1E-3

Rsnn
Rsnl

= 1550

= l.4E-l

Rsp

Cpl

= 3.9E-l
= 2.2E-l
= 3.4E-2
= 4.9E-4
= 2.6£-2

Rpw

=
=

Cw

Cqb
Chan

Csb

=

material

properties

and the

dependent current sources Pnot and
have to be used for the representation of

band
the powerflow from the notch and the band.

425

The

1700

convection/radiation

voltage

190

Rqlb

the

is

represented by a

resistor

dependent

CXlNRAD.

Their

description was already discussed in

72

paragraph 3.

38

listed in table 2.

The

other

component values are

Rqbb

34

Rnb

333

6. Simulation of the nominal current-situation.

123

The analog model was first applied to

273

the

Rsbb
Rsbl

=

Rqs

103

warming-up

of

the

simulate

fuse with the nominal

current (40 A) flowing.
Fig. 9 shows the calculated temperature rise of

Table 2. Equivalent
element in fig. 4.

component

for

the

5. Electrical analogon of the thermal model.
The
equivalence of thermal and electrical
quantities can be used
to
construct
an
electrical analogon
model (see fig. 8).

for the discussed thermal

the porcellan surface, and the silver strip.
DsiL

80
70

Ipor.

60
SO

=40

..:' 30
:

20
10
O·~--~~r--.---r--.---'--'---'---'o 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180
TIME (mill)

Fig. 9 Comparison of computer predictions and
experimental results of temperature rises

.......................-'VVv-................. :

R93

RQIH

a fuse. at a current I

.

(0

R7

= exp

silver. I

I'fN

~~~~~rr--~~~~~~Ml~~

1m
Fig. 8 Electrical analogon for a thermal
elementary part.

t, t

= 40 A

exp porcellan).

in
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As a verification of the validity of the model.
the actual temperature-rise of the porcellan

10 5

surface was also measured.

10'

The

fuse

set-up

was

positioned horizontally

according

to

the

in a

requirements of IEC

282-1.

The

nominal

experiment

values
are

of

the

reasonably

model

and

the

in accordance with

each other; this is an indication that the
choice of the fractional radial losses and the

10 3

can be

concluded

dynamic

Lz
10

the

10"

strip-temperature

up

process.

was

by

during

substituting

o

~

10'l

the

1000

100

10

IAI-

these

Fig. 10 The melting curve for In

=

+ (1 -

'\

estimated

R(T)
Ro [1 + aCT - To)] ..... ·.(lO)
with R = U/I

=T

\

10'Z

the

values in the resistance-relationship:

it follows T(t)

\

it

that also the choice of the

voltage measurements

heating

'

10 0

curves

As a raw verification of the Silver curve.
from

i

\

:

capacitances is acceptable.

experimental

~

!

value of the resistances is acceptable.
From the similarity of the

\
\

= 40 A.

---: specification of the
manufacturer.
o : results of the analog model,

~)/a ........ (11)
IRO

7. The prediction of the fuse characteristic,

Similar agreement like fig. 10 shows for

Encouraged by the

In = 40 A. was obtained for 25 A and 16 A.

situation.

a

accordance

prediction

of

was

the
made

dynamic
for

the

melting curve.
The moments were
temperature

of

determined

when

either

the

the silver band reached 500 K.

being the critical value of the M
• or the
spot
notch
temperature
reached
its
melting

Conclusions.
Obviously this
for

analog
the

method
behaviour of fuses

model

offers

simulation of
over

an

a

valid

the

thermal

extended

current

range. With the analog model a quick impression

temperature 1234 K.

can be got of the melting curve and this forms

The

results

compared

are

wi th

manufacturer.

fig.

10

and

a powerful tool for the development engineer.

specifications

of

the

The individual influence of

presented
the

in

the

silver

strip

dimensions. the sand. quartz and porcellan
parts can be characterized separately; the
effect from changes in the fuse design on the
I

t characteristic can be concluded directly.

A

similar

development

calculation
for

programm

designing

more

is

under

claSSical

constructions.
g~!~!:~!!~~!.

[IJ Tslaf. A.: Combined Properties of
Conductors.
Elsevier. Amsterdam (1981).
[2]

Perry. R.H. and Chilton C.H.: Chemical
Engineer's Handbook. Fifth ed.. Sec 10.
McGraw-Hill. New York (1973).
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ABSTRACT
Thin film electric fuses compnSlng of a metal layer bonded to an electrically insulating substrate such as
silica or alumina have distinct advantages over conventional types.
The element is in intimate contact with its
support which provides an efficient sink for heat dissipated during quiescent operation.
However the temperature
dependence of the thermal time constants of alumina and silica are radically different; the former increases
"ith
temperature while the latter decreases.
This gives rise to a thermal feedback effect which is
perhaps the
significant factor in determining pre-arcing performance in this type of device.
In this paper a novel numerical technique. three dimensional transmission line matrix (TUM), is used to predict
the pre-arcing behaviour of thin film electric fuses on silica and alumina substrates.
The results indicate
that there is a complex interaction between the temperature dependence of the conductor resistance and the
substrate thermal parameters (specific heat and thermal conductivity) which has important consequences for fast
power semiconductor protection fuses.

The development of new types of very fast power semiconductors has created considerable problems in terms
of protection.
Many of these devj.ces can fail in times which are short compared to the pre-arcing time
of conventional sand filled electric fuses.
An alternative and potentially faster fuse can be constructed
by depositing a very thin film of conducting metal on an electrically insulating substrate.
In addition
to providing mechanical support for the conductor, the substrate also acts as a heat sinking component during
quiescent operation.
The thermal behaviour of thin film fuses on insulati~ substrates has been 2examined
experimentally and the results were reported at a previous ICEFA Conference.
It has been shown that the
properties of thin film fuses are dominated by the thermal properties of the substrate.
The effort involved in performance optimisation can be significantly reduced by means
device modelling.
The time and space variation of parameters such as temperature can be described by means of a suitable differential equat:on.
However for a given set of boundary conditions an analytic solution is not always possible
and this
particularly true if one attempts to include the temperature dependence of para~eters such as
substrate specific heat and thermal conductivity or conductor resistivity.
The advent of digital computers has stimulated the use of n~erical methods of solution.
The numerical
solution of equations which are functions of space and time generally involves two discretisation steps i.e.
one for each variable.
The discretisation of space into nodes is simple enough but the subsequent time
can, as in the case of the heat flow equation, lead to instabilities unless
precautions
are taken.
In this paper a relatively novel technique, the transmission line matrix
method, is used
to solve the three dimensional non-linear thermal diffusion equation for a thin film fuse.
THE TUM METHOD
The use of electrical analogies for the solution of differential equations is well accepted and the transmission line matrix (TUM) technique represents a new development in this area.
It arises from the fact
that any transmission line has capacitance (Cd)' inductance ( ) and resistance (R ) distributed along its
d
length.
It can be shown
Maxwell's equations for
along a lossy transmission
line can be
expressed in one dimension

...

=

+

-

- .. (, )

This describes the propagation of a wave which becomes attenuated.
The first term represents lossless
wave motion.
A spike impulse launched into a transmission line will take a definite time to travel along
the line.
Thus if' a physical problem can be modelled by an electrical network consisting of a matrix of
transmission lines, then a solution of the network will provide a solution to the problem without the necessity
of a separate time discretisation step.
The TUM technique involves a discretisation of the problem space.
Each spatial node is replaced by transmission line components in an analogous electrical network.
Current
or voltage impulses are injected into the network.
During their progress through the network they obey
Maxwell's equations.
Thus the population of impulses as a function of time and position provides a solution
to equation 1 .
. Under c~rcumstances where a lossy transmission line fulfillS the condition that RdC « (impulse
d of the Tk"1 method
tnen equaclon 1 reduces to an analogue of the heat flow equation.
This forms the basls
of thermal modelling.
Figure 1 shows a three dimensional node together with a one dimensional lumped equivalent circuit.
Any physical problem is modelled using a matrix of these nodes.
Heat is input as impulse
analogues at appropriate parts of the matrix.
An iteration commences with a scattering of impulses.
They
travel along the lines and experience reflections if the impedances of adjacent nodes are unequal.
At the
end of a period llt all impulses arrive at their new positions.
The temperature rise at a particular node
then the sum of all incident impulses at that location.
7he process ends with an adjustment
the thermal
capacitance, line impedance and thermal resistance (all functions of temperature) at each node in preparation
for the next step.
Boundaries can be treated in the following ways:

-

(1)

jJ

-

The terminating impedance is infinite (an electrical open circuit). In this case
any impulse encountering the termination will
reflected back along the line
with its phase unaltered.

(ii) The terminating impedance is zero (an electrical short circuit).
In this case
any impulse encountering the termination will be reflected with the opposite phase.
(iii)The terminating impedance is identical to the impedance of the line (matched load
condition).
In this case no heat is reflected at the termination and it provides
a good approximation of a semi-infinite sample.

Dimensions and boundaries
The fuse structure that was considered is shown in Figure 2.
The symmetry permits one to simplify the
treatment by considering one quarter of the entire problem.
Figure 2 also shows the physical dimensions
and the boundary analogues.
[0 C] implies that the boundary is equivalent to an electrical open circuit,
which is a good approximation since radiative losses are very small compared with thermal conduction.
The
'atched load boundary (designated [M L])has been used to simulate a structure whose horizontal dimension
is very large compared to the region of maximum thermal dissipation.
The matched load at the under surface
of the substrate implies that it is likewise much larger than the geometry of the hottest region.
For the
timescales involved in the pre-arcing process this simplification is found to be valid.
The conductor
Silver was use? as the electrical conductor in all simulations.
In order to provide a comparison with
experimental data a conductor thickness of 2.2~ was used for simulations on silica.
1~ was the value used
with alumina.
The values of electrical r sistance and its variation with temperature were derived from
6
the American Institute of Physics Handbook.
Within the routine the resistivity for each discretised volume
of conductor was adjusted at the end of every timestep.
The adjusted value of resistance was determined
by the temperature of the substrate node immediately below it.
Since the values of conductor thickness were very much less than the minimum dimension of any substrate
node, the thermal contributions were initially ignored and the conductor treated only as a heat source.
Substrate
Values of specific heat and thermal conductivity were abstracted from Touloukian 7 ,8.
The thermal resistance,
capacitance and hence line impedance were calculated for each node at the end of a time step.
RESULTS

The three dimensional TLM routine was tested for a thin film silver element (2.2~ thick) carrying lA DC
on silica.
When the calculated results were compared with experiment it was found that agreement was good
only at locations remote from the region of maximum dissipation.
One source of discrepancy was obviously
the silver conductor itself.
In the initial formulation it was ignored on the basis thatit was very thin
compared with the thickness of the nearest silica node. If all node sizes were reduced to accommodate the
conductor thickness the computational efficiency would have been reduced drastically.
Nevertheless it can
be seen that even for very thin layers, the thermal parameters of silver can make a significant contribution.
If one considers the relative dimensions of a silver element and its adjacent substrate node, one can see
that the silver makes a small contribution to the thermal capacitance.
In the vertical direction the silica
and silver thermal resistances add in series.
As the thermal resistance of silver in this direction is
negligible compared to the silica thermal resistance its contribution can be ignored.
In the horizontal
directions the two resistances sum in parallel and total resistance will therefore be dominated by that of
the silver.
This suggests that the thermal effects of the conductor can be included without any loss of computational
efficiency if one uses a composite surface node like that shown as an inset in Figure 3.
When this was
taken into account there was a considerable improvement in the extent of agreement between theory and experiment
and the results for a latitudinal (x-direction) temperature profile are shown in Figure 3.
Residual differences
can be attributed to resolution errors.
The 10 x lens used in the original measurement had a minimum resolution
of 150~.
Experiments with a 40 x lens (resolution 38~) confirms that there is a small underestimate of
temperature when a 10 x lens is used on this type of structure.

The inf~ence of the insulating substrate was investigated for the pre-arcing period.
For simUlation
purposes this was assumed to be the time necessary for the conductor to reach its melting point.
TLM was
used to model the case of a thin film silver fuse (of the lateral dimensions shown in Figure 2).
Currents
were chosen so that the 2.2~ thick conductor on silica would reach melting at about the same time as a 1~
thick element on alumina.
The effect of thermal feedback for both substrates can be seen in Figure 4.
For silica the rate of temperaThe rate of temperature rise increases in the case of the element on alumina.
ture decreases with time.
The influence of the positive thermal feedback effect in alumina can be seen
over a range of currents in Figure 5.
The results suggest that a thin film fuse on alumina should be more
sensitive to overloads.
At 7.5A the element is in a steady state condition.
There is a transition somewhere
above SA.
Melting is reached within 105ms at 8.5A and within 30ms at 9A.
These effects become even more

-

14 -

significant at higher current levels.
Figure 6 shows the variation of maximum temperature with time when
29A is passed th 0ugh a 1[J. thick silver conductor on alumina during 1 Ons.
It is quit.e clear that.. this .does
2
not display an I t dependence.
Tests of the model have confirmed that the behaviour is largely du.e to the.
interactions between the temperature ·dependence of substrate thermal parameters and conductor resistivity.
A rise in temperature leads to a rise in electrical resistance and 'under conditions of constant current increases·
the dissipation rate until the melting point of silver is reached.
The effects of negative thermal feedback on a silica substrate are remarkably different.
Figure 7 shows,.
the time variation of maximum temperature when 24A is passed through a 2[J. thick silver conductor..
There
2
is an initial fast rise in temperature which then settled down to an I.t relationship..
The inset provides.
some details about the initial thermal transient for a number of different currents.
CONCLUSION
Transmission line modelling is a fast, efficient and unconditionally stable technique for solving non-linear
physical problems.
Once it is mastered the·user has at all times a reassuring sense of the physicaL.nature
of the problem which is being modelled; something that is not often possible with the more conventional
finite difference and finite element methods.
TLM has been used to simulate the thermal behaviour o~ thin film fuses on silica and alumina substrates.
"he negative thermal feedback effect and the resulting I t behaviour suggests that silica is indeed a most
inappropriate substrate material.
Thin film 'fuses on alumina should'represent a considerable saving in
terms of the conductor required for a particular current rating.
The temperature-time dependence at high
current levels indicates that fuse structures based on alumina should be capable of providing protection
for fast power semiconductors.
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Figure 1.
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Calculations of models for non-adiabatic processes
Hans-GUnter Rex

EFEN Elektrotechnische Fabrik GmbH , D-6228 Eltville

A melting element very often is sheet metal containing parts of reduced cross-section which
represent weak areas when current is flowing thro.ugh. Undoubtedly a melting element therefo!"!;!
is a two-dimensional structure. But yet it is possible to have the process of heating-up the
melting element by a short circuit current described very
by a simple one-dimens.ional
model. The advantages of such a method are simpler relations,
supporting points for the
calculation of the temperature along the melting element and t.herefore less time for the
calculation of the temperature distribution.
The processes of heating-up and melting both combined with heat transport along the metal are
demonstrated by simple differential equations. These equations are solved by approximation by
means of a small computer and th.e results are compared with experimental values.

Ma terial constant·s:
abbreviations , definitions , dimensions • numerical values

Ag

Cu

Ao

resistivity of the conductor at 20 degr. cent.

2
o*mm /mm

.000016

.00001'(5

Al

first order temp. coeff. of resistivity

11K

.00377

.0039

A2

= second

l/K2

order temp. coeff. of resistivity

5.7 E-7

6.7 E-7

W/(mm*K)

.428

.385

A4 = first order temp. coeff. of thermal conductivity

11K

.00018

.0002

AS

W*s/(g*K)

.237

.377

11K

.00020

.00024

11K

.000024

.000020

.0105

.00895

.00016

.00022

A3

thermal conductivity k at 20 degr. cent.

thermal capacity c at 20 degr. cent.

A6 = first order temp. coeff. of thermal capacity
A7
A8
A9
Bo
Bl
W9
B4

= coeff.

of linear thermal expansion

density d of solid conductor at 20 degr. cent.
resistivity of liquid conductor at melt. temp.

= melting temp. Ts of the material, degr.
= latent heat of the conductor material

cent.

of the liquid conductor

and

B8

2

O/mm /mm
K

W*s/g

reSistivity of solid conductor at melt. temp.

= density

g/mm 3

2

o*mm /mm

960

1083

105

214

.0000808

.000103

density of solid conductor at melt. temp.

1.1. CUrrent heat and heat loss along the melting element
The behaviour of a melting element at very short current pulses can be described by a model
for adiabatic heating. When the current pulses become longer there will be heat loss during
the time the current flows. The heating up will be delayed and the melting time will grow up.
If the melting element is a wire of constant cross section maximum melting time and current
for adiabatic heating can be determined according to (4). A lower current heat and a delayed
melting time mean heat loss by heat conduction along the wire.
These melting times may reach 50 ms for respective wires.
In this essay we will only look at the heat loss by conduction along the melting element.
Longer current pulses which lead to additional heat loss into the sand are forbidden.
A lot of melting elements consist of homogenous sheet metal with rows of accurately punched
restrictions in it. This results in parts of smaller cross section on the melting element. A
current flowing through a small cross section means large heating but little heat conduction.
A large cross section at the same current means little heating but remarkable heat conduction
and therefore great influence on the melting time.
The instantaneous value of the current can determine whether the current heat exceeds the heat
loss by conduction and heats up the melting element or whether the heat loss at small values
of the current prevents the temperature rise.
In the following model calculation we limit the melting time to 50 ms. In this period only
heat loss along the metal exists. Heat loss to surrounding sand is not yet important.
We construct for the calculation a model that contains simple differential equations and that
enables us to solve the formulas by means of a small computer. We only want the solution to
be as correct as the result found by the experiment. The calculation will be made stepwise
by approximation. At the beginning of the experiment or the calculation we define a temperature portrait of the melting element and we calculate the temperature values changed after
a fixed time interval dt.
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1.2. Construction of the model of the calculation
1.2.1. The melting element as a one-dimensional model
A high current flowing along a broad melting element will be driven by its dynamic forces to

the lateral edge of the element. We will neglect this effect and assume homogenous current
density. We imagine the melting element is cut lengthwise in small parallel strips. A current
pulse along such a strip will warm up the restrictions on the strip. The material between the
restrictions stays at its temperature. Because of the good thermal conductivity of the metal
we have constant temperature transverse to the strip, but not constant along the strip. The
temperature on that part of the strip without restrictions is constant in all directions.
As a first approximation we obtain a one-dimensional temperature portrait along each parallel
strip of the broad melting element. The constant current density across the whole melting
element causes the temperature to have the same value transverse to all parallel strips.
By this method we can calculate the temperature portrait on a broad melting element with
a one-dimensional model. The formulas are much simpler. We need less supporting points for
the temperature. This means less memory capacity and calculating time and results in the
applicability of a small personal computer.
1.2.2. The restrictions on a strip
In many cases a melting element contains several rows of restrictions normally symmetrical in
res~ect to the midst of the restriction. This limitation does not alter the method of calculation. Current heat will produce the highest value of the temperature in the midst Ml of the
restriction. In the midst M2 of two rows of restrictions current heat will be minimal. The
heat flows from the midst Ml to the midst M2 between two rows of restrictions. The effect of
heat conduction is symmetrical in respect to the midst Ml of the restriction. Therefore it is
sufficient to select for the model a region MI-M2 on one small strip of the melting element.
The calculating model enables us to calculate the temperature values on the region MI-M2 as a
function of the instantaneous time.
Production of the heat by the current and heat conduction along the strip are simUltaneous.
Because we want to have a very simple model we assume heat production and heat conduction to
be two effects at two different moments following close to each other.
Then we can calculate both effects separatedly and simply add the results. The heating-up can
be treated as adiabatic heating and it is possible to calculate with known simple formulas.
1.2.3. The model of the chain of pearls
For the calculation of the heating-up of the melting element the current density and the time
after the commencement of the current must be known. The heat conduction will be calculated
with the values of the cross section and the distance of the transportation of the heat, the
temperature difference at the ends of the distance and the fixed time interval. Because the
shape of the resctrictions shall not be significant for the solution of the differential
equations we must find a solution independent of the shape of the restrictions.
This will be gained by deviding the region Ml-M2 of the melting element into several small
intercepts m. Each intercept is described by its real length, by a mean value of the cross
section for the calculation of the current heat and by a realistic cross section for the
heat conduction.
We assume furthermore the mass to be heated up will be concentrated in one point in the midst
of each intercept. With the above mentioned model the temperature deviation and the
temperature of each mass pOint will be calculated.
Normally the cross section varies in each intercept. As to the heat conduction we must define
two different values for the cross section at both ends of the intercept. The distance for
the heat to flow to within the time interval dt is described by the distance x of the mass
points and by an active cross section between the two mass points.
This delivers us a model like a chain of pearls. It shows us a stepped temperature curve.
We divide one restriction from its midst Ml to its end M3 into several intercepts of
different length and we have the intercept from M3 to the end M2 as the last intercept
with only one temperature value in each midst paint. The number of intercepts depends on the
shape of the restrictions. When the cross section changes very much with the distance of the
midst Ml of the restriction it is helpful to have ten intercepts. When the cross section is
nearly constant six intercepts will result in a sufficient correct value. A greater number of
intercepts does not deliver very much better results but will need more time for calculation.
Because a higher temperature of the material delivers a higher current heat it is suggested
to have the length of the intercepts adapted to its cross section.

1.3. Current heat in the solid material
The following calculation is valid for each intercept m of the region Ml-M2. R(T,m) is the
resistance of the intercept at the beginning of the time interval, dt the length of the time
interval for the calculation of the current heat dQa and i(t) the instantaneous value of the
current in the middle of the time interval dt. When we refer the literature (4) we find a
maximum time tm without remarkable heat conduction for each length x.
1.3.1.

Ag : tm ;:: O.5*x 2

eu : tm = O.8*x 2

( tm in ms

x in mm )

In general a current i(t) produces current heat dQa within the time interval dt
1.3.2.
dQa = R(T)*i 2 (t)*dt
We obtain the resistance R(T,m) of the selected intercept m when we know the length x of the
intercept, an average cross section q and the resistivity Ro. These three values depend on
the temperature and on the measures of the intercept m. The resistance is
1. 3.3.

R(T,m)

= Ro*x/q = Ro(T)

* x(T) I q(T)

As shown before in (4) we express each value as a product of a material constant independant
on the temperature and of the beginning of a power series of the temperature T. We collect
all values depending on the temperature T to a temperature function f4(T).
1.3.4.
f4(T) = ( 1 - Al*To + (Al-2*A2*To)*T + A2*T 2 ) I ( 1+A7*T )
After a short time the function f4(T) reaches a different value for each intercept in the
same moment. Therefore the resistance depending on the temperature of the intercept m will be
1.3.5.

R(T,m)

=

(Ao*xo/qo) * f4(T)

Ao , xo , qo are the values of the intercept m at a temperature of 20 degrees centigrade.
We write the current i(t) as a product of a constant value D and a time function f(t).
After n time intervals dt we take the value of the current i(t) in the moment t = (n-1/2)*dt
and the temperature values at the beginning of the time interval dt and obtain the current
heat dQa(m) of the intercept m produced in the time interval dt.
1.3.6.

dQa(m)

=(

Ao*xo*/qo ) *

f4(T,m) * D2 *

(t)

*

dt

Because we divide the restriction MI-M3 of the segment MI-M2 into several intercepts we will
have for each intercept a differential equation ananlogous to equ. 1.3.6.
In general this cross section is not identical to the cross section for the heat conductivity
from one intercept to the next one. The last intercept M2-M3 of the section MI-M2 has got a
constant scross section.
Because the current through all intercepts of a section Ml-M2 has the same value but the
cross section and the energy necessary for the melting of the intercept normally not we
calculate with the value of the current i(t).
At the beginning of the current all intercepts shall have the same temperature value To.
In the first time interval dt the current itt) produces an amount of heat dQa(m) in the
intercept m.
dQa(m)

= (Ao*xo/qo)

* f4(To,m) * D2 * f 2 (dt-dt/2) * dt

After a period of n time intervals dt the intercept m has gained the temperature Tm(m).
The current i(t) produces an amount of heat dQa(m) in the intercept m in the next interval dt.
1.3.8.

dQa(m)

= (Ao*xo/qo)

* f4(Tm,m) * D2

*

(n*dt-dt/2) * dt

1.4. The heat conducted away in the solid material
We begin with a simple equation for the heat conduction. The heat dQk(m) which flows from
one mass point m of the chain of pearls to the next one is given by the distance x of the
two mass points, by an active cross section qk, by the thermal conductivity k of the
material of the melting element, by the temperature difference dT of the two mass pOints
and by the length of the fixed time interval dt.
1.4.1.

dQk(m)

=k

* qk * dT * dt I x

Because we want the time interval dt to be respectively small according to chapter 1.3. the
temperature values of the two mass points alter only a little. Therefore we can assume the
temperature difference dT in equ. 1.4.1. as a constant value for each single step.
Because we know that we calculate especially time intervals dt with current heat the model
will work. We calcula te the amount of heat dQk( m) that flows from one mass point m to the
next one. The material values k, qk and x depend on the temperature. The values qk and x
depend on the shape of the restriction too. That means they depend on the intercept m.
Once more we write the material constants at the temperature T as a product of values
at 20 degrees centigrade and a function of the temperature T(m) of the intercept m •
Hence we obtain the heat dQk(m) which flows from the mass point m to the mass point m+l
within the time interval dt.
1.4.2.

dQk(m)

=

(A3*qo/xo) * ( l+(A4+A7)*T(m) )

*

dt *

T(m) - T(m+l)

The active cross section qo j.s a real value between the two mass pOints m and m+l and
depends on the shape of each intercept.
At the commencement of the current all intercepts have the same temperature. The heat
conducted away therefore is zero. When the current gains a measurable value temperature
differences are produced and heat conduction will occur.

1.5. The current heat produced during the transition solid/liquid
When a material is heated up to the melting temperature Ts the temperature rests constant
while the current still produces current heat. The resistivity changes during the transition
from the value W9 for the solid state to the value A9 for the liquid material. Is the heat
necessary to make the material fluid produced by the current then the dynamic forces of the
current can interrupt the melting element. The process of the melting is finished. We obtain
the the amount of heat Pm necessary for the transition in each intercept when we multiply
the latent heat Bl with the mass of the intercept m which depends not on the temperature.
1.5.1.

Pm

= Bl *

A8

*

qo

* xo

A simple relation between the resistivity Ho and the amount of heat Q(m) left in the mass
of the intercept m is a linear function. Thus we write the resistivity of the intercept m
as a product of a function fl(Q) and the resistivity W9 of the solid material.
The amo1lnt of heat added up in the intercept m depends on the current heat produced at the
melting temperature Ts and on the heat loss that means on the dimensions of the intercept.
The function fl(Q,m) yields different values for each intercept in the same moment.
1.5.2.

fl(Q,m) = ( Pm + Q(m)*(A9-W9)/W9 ) / ( Pm + Q(m)*(1-B4/B8)/3 )

fl(Q,m) is of no dimension. In (4) the function fl(Q) is explained in details.
When the intercept m gains the melting temperature Ts the length shall be x(Ts) and the
cross section q(Ts). At this moment the value of Q(m) is zero.
The resistance H(Ts,m) of the intercept during the transition solid/liquid then is given by

1.5.3.

R(Ts,m) = W9 * fl(Q,m) * x(Ts) / q(Ts)

After n time intervals dt we take the value of the current i(t) in the moment t=(n-l/2)*dt
and the value of the added-up heat Q(m) at the beginning of the time interval dt and obtain
the current heat dQa(m) of the intercept m produced within the time interval dt.
1.5.4.

dQa(m)

=

W9 * fl(Q,m) * (xo/qo/(1+(Ts-To)*A7»

* D2 * f2(t) * dt

1.6. The heat conducted away during the transition solid/liquid
The calculation of the model for adiabatic heating showed that about 90 ~ of the value
of the melting integral were needed to heat the material up to the melting temperature Ts.
The remaining 10 % could do the transition from solid to liquid.
An error of 50 % at the calculation of the transition integral because of an inaccurate
model then yields an error of 5 % at the melting integral of the melting element.
The heat conduction during the transition solid/liquid results in a higher value of the
heat produced by the current at the melting temperature Ts. The portion of the transition
energy may increase up to 50 % of the melting integral. An error in the model for the
calculation of non adiabatic heating will influence very much the melting integral of the
melting element at longer melting times.
During the transition solid/liquid of the material the temperature of the material remains
at the melting temperature Ts. Are the temperature values of two intercepts equal to the
value Ts then the temperature difference between these two intercepts is zero. The use of
formula 1.4.1. results in no heat conduction.
Arrive these two intercepts at the melting temperature at different moments then the
transition solid/liquid normally is not in the same state. The added-up heat of transition
in the two intercepts is different and we will have heat conduction between the intercepts.
It is necessary to find a method to calculate heat conduction during the transition from
solid to liquid. As a first approximation we assume the active force of heat conduction
will be the difference of the added-up energy Q in both intercepts.
Hence we yield the heat dQk(m) conducted away from the intercept m within the time
interval dt analogous to equ. 1.4.1.
1.6.1.

dQk(m) = k * q(Ts) * ( Q(m)-Q(m+l) ) * dt / x(Ts)

The conductivity k of the material changes during the transition solid to liquid. It is
difficult to find numerical values in the literature. Hence we assume the conductivity k
to be constant during the transition solid to liqUid. Comparing of calculated and measured
values will show the applicability of this simplification.
When a heat dQ is added to a mass m with the thermal capacity c then the temperature T(m)
will change by a value dT according to the relation
1.6.2.

dQ

=m *

c

*

dT

Is the material heated up to the melting temperature Ts before no additional temperature
rise will occur. Yet we are not forbidden to define a virtuel inner temperature T(m) for
the material. Equ. 1.6.2. gives us the value dT of the change of this inner temperature.
At the beginning of a time interval dt an amount Q(m) of heat of transition is stored
in the intercept m and therefore a value of its inner temperature exists. When we add a
virtuel temperature difference dT then we obtain a changed virtuel temperature T(m) of the
intercept m. This is valid for each intercept.
T(m) = Q(m) / (m*c) + Ts
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When in equ. 1. 4.2. the real temperature difference is replaced by the difference of the
virtuel temperatures and the temperature value T(m) by the value Ts then we can calculate
the heat dQk(m) which is conducted away from the intercept m to the next one m+l •
1.6.4.

dQk(m)

=(

A3*qo/xo ) * ( 1+(A4+A7)*Ts ) * ( T(m)-T(m+l) ) * dt

The amount of heat conducted away from intercept m is conducted to and added to the next
intercept m+1.
Is intercept m already heated up to the melting temperature Ts but not yet intercept m+l
then it is possible too to calcula te the heat conducted away from the intercept m by means
of equ. 1.6.4. Then the value T(m) means the virtuel temperature of the intercept m and
the value T(m+l) means the real temperature of the intercept m+l •
1.7. Calculation of the temperature values
Current heat and heat conduction in the melting element define the amounts of energy dQ(m)
left in each intercept within the time interval dt. For temperature values below the melting
temperature Ts exist other formulas than for temperature values at the melting temperature.
When we add the current heat dQa(m), the heat dQk(m-l) conducted to and the heat dQk(m)
conducted away from the intercept m we obtain the energy dQ(m) stored in the intercept m
within the time interval dt.
1.7.1.

dQ(m)

= dQa(m)

+ dQk(m-l) - dQk(m)

When the energy dQ(m) is added to a mass m of the thermal capacity c the temperature of the
mass changes by the value dT(m). We obtain
1.7.2.

dT(m) ; dQ(m) I (m*c ) I (1+A6*T)

The thermal capacity c depends on the temperature T, the mass m does not.
Is the intercept m heated up to the temperature Tl(m) then after a time interval dt the
temperature of the intercept m has changed to
1.7.3.

T2(m}

= Tl(m}

+ dT(m)

The first calculation round yields the temperature values of all intercepts after the first
time interval dt by means of the above mentioned formulas. The same formulas used with the
calculated temperature values yield the second series of temperature values of all
intercepts. When we go on this way we obtain in every moment the temperature portrait of
the chain of pearls which represents the melting element.
1.8. Some details of the programm
The program is written in basic and was developped to run on a cbm 4032 basic computer of
32 KB RAM and 8-bit cpu 6502. Later on the program was tested on a cbm 610 basic computer of
128 KB RAM, 8-bit cpu and 80 columns screen.
This program is made for rising currents only. With little additional software it is
possible to calculate temperature values too when the current decreases. Then the run time
of the programm will encrease by about 30 ~.
When the current passes a maximum before the intercept melts then the heat loss will exceed
the current heat and the error of the result increases by using this simple model.
The run time is valid for a program that calCUlates one type of restrictions only. When
there are two or more restrictions of different shape on the melting element all different
restrictions had to be calculated under the very same conditions. The restriction which needs
the least current heat starts to interrupt the melting element. The total run time of the
program is the sum of all Single run times of each restriction.
The computer displays all temperature values, the instantaneous time and the instantaneous
run time. Temperature values above the melting temperature Ts are displayed as Ts-values.
This makes the program comfortable but slow.When we divide the section MI-M3 of a restriction
into ten parts of equal length the run time is about 34 minutes for a real melting time
of 6 ms. To make the program faster it needs to eliminate the basic lines for the display
of the instantaneous values. The run time then decreases to 30 minutes.

1.9. Discussion of the results
It is most important to have accurate numerical values of the material of the melting element.
we can ask the program for the instantaneous values of time and temperature and for the
it-values in every moment.
We find the fact that the values of the melting integral by experiment are lower than the
calculated values. The lowest limits are delivered by calculation of adiabatic heating.
The difference between the results of calculation and experiment may be caused by incorrect
numerical values of the material, by inhomogenous current density in the melting element
and by the fact that until now the tolerances of the values in the experiment were not
measured as accurate as it would be necessary today. For silver material only a few values
existed. For copper material we had a lot of values and we found a result by calculation as
accurate as by experiment.
T~en

Table 1. 9.1.

material

silver

copper

--------------------------------------------~-------------------

melt.integr. at
virt.time 4 ms

132.5
162.7

168.7
179.3

A s
2
A s

experiment
calculation

Table 1.9.2. shows the result of a calculation of a melting element of copper material.
The restrictions are round holes of 1.5 mm in diameter and a distance of 1.8 mm from centre
to centre in the line. The distan e of the lines is 3 mm minimum. The cross section of all
restrictions in a line is 1.00 mm 2 •
table 1. 9.2.: ( power factor 0.3 ; making angle 0 degrees )
current

4000

5000

6000

6500

7000

time until Ts
integral value

8.42
191.7

7.04
172.6

6.25
162.6

5.95
159.1

5.70
156.2

4.47
142.8

3.27
129.9

ms
2
*1000 A s

melting time
melt. integral

219.4

'7.31
196.0

6.46
184.5

6.15
180.7

5.89
177 .3

162.1

3.36
147.9

*1000 A2 s

virt.melt.time
run time

13.7
41.13

7.84
36.28

5.12
33.10

4.27
31.90

3.61
30.83

1.33
26.16

0.33
22.23

ms
minutes

11000

21000

A

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------8.86
4.61
ms

We did not take care to the influence of the resistance of the melting element to the
current. When the test voltage is high enough then we may neglect this influence.
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The authors use the finite element method to calculate
the prearcing characteristics, theoretically explain the calculation results, compare the virtual t-I characteristic
and the theoretical t-l characteristic consider the deviation
very small and the method can be used in the fuse-element
design.
1. INTRODUCTIOh

A lot of different methods have been developed for the simulation of prearcing characteristics of notched fuse elements with heavy short circuit currents, as is well known, the simulation is very sucessful, for example, the finite difference method (1). If the distributions
of temperature and electric potential are taken into acount for different shapes of notched
fuse-elements, the finite element method WOL<ld be more convenient because of its process of
boundary conditions, fuse-element geometry and the positive stiffness matrix, that is why
the f.e.m. (finite element method) is used here. After the distributions are carried out,
all the par1')r;leters required cart be obtained to simUlate the prearcing phenomena.
2.

2.1 General discription
As far as two dimensional electric current flow fields and temperature fields, general
equutions are:

JL(~~)
DX xox + JL!~,~)
ay' 3~y -- f(x,y) +

~t

(1)

.p

't (x,y) €Il.
where KA , "Ky , A --condlAction coefficient, Kt---damped coeffjciellt, ~potentia.l
funcvion, 'fJ _ _ rlerivative of potentiRl functioL, Il. _ _ _ calculation region.
boundary condi 1, ions:

¢ = ¢(x,y,t),

t > 0,

on

KX~X x + K~ny + q(x,y,t) = 0
"

t > 0,

2ii/

on

n
(2)

initial conditions:

¢ ::: ¢o(x,y)

.=J

1.

.Q (e)

t

0,

-'rf(x,y) E,12

f_Ni·d..Q(e)+f

JG. (i1)

~ = t(x,y)

t

=0,

'f(x,y)t'JL

q·.df:(e)
1.

2.

1 {I

The resultant equation is \
I .\
f
l
LC}"l¢!+ [K . ¢] = tR(t)j
.Lere

[C J' __ 'i'herre.al capacity matrix (or damped matrix);
[KJ _ _ ::,tiffness m2.trix;
[R(t)]
Right hand vector.

Supposing that

te

tn + €I-At,

f ~1e

fR(t e )} = (1-e)fR(t)]n + efRCt)]n+1

(\¢1n+1 f¢Je

=

f ¢\n)iot

;

(1-e){¢In + ef¢Jn+1

According to (4) we get

[CJ'(¢)e

+ [KJf¢Je = (R(t e )1(5)and

( 6)
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t¢)n+1

is unknown array and other parameters are known, so the equation (6) is solvable.

2.2 The electric current flow field
When electric currents flow through the fuse-element. the electric potential equation
stated as folloW2:
.iL(.r,~) + 1!..(-jd0) ;: 0

ax 'Si

is

ay

()y

Because of the symmetry of the fuse-element as shown in Fig. 1 (A), the calculation region
may be greatly simplified into.Fig. 1 (B) and the current direction is ta~en a0 that of
X-axis.

...-_ _ _ _...,P{lox, loy)

x
Fig. 1 (A)

Fig. 1 (B)

Fuse-element

Considering the geol:ietry of the fuse-element, Lox
balculation time, supposing
)~~

I

Calculation region

>R, Lox> r, in order to decrease the

¢ x=o = 0, ~ x=lox

=10

where ~o is a constant determined by the transient current through the fuse-element.

1~

= 0

on the other boundaries therefore the electric potential distribution satisfies the

following equation:

£.Ckl.!.t)
+ 2...( r '.211) = 0,
~x
QX
&y oy

0,

y~
I -J0
dX x=lox -

(7)

Z¢J,

It is the special form of (1),(2),(3), after solving
the electric str~nth ~nd t~e
current density distribution can be gotten from Ex = ~/ax, E = -~¢/ay, J x =yE x , ~y
For the simplicity. is taken as only a function of the positi~n or the local te.pera~ure,
during t.he melting of the fuse-element, the resistance coefficient is greatly chang.able, it
is therefore not suitable that ¥ is considered not to vary with the time variable, at least,
it would lead to iii. large model error. The heat energy produced by the current heating effect
in dv at any point p(x,y) in the unit time and volume is
(..! (

IE) "" YEi +

¥' E~

2.} The tem erature
The heat condUction

(8 )

ament

(9)

+ qt(x,y,z,t)

it is difficult to precisely and directly calculate the temperature distribution of the fuseelement and its temperature field in the media (fillers), because the caps, tags and fillers
surrounding the fuse-element and the surrounding temperature in the media influence on
thermal fields, especially the precise thermal data of fuse fillers are lack.
In addition, there are some more problems in the calculation of long time transient
fields
which need to be solved, for eX&I\ple, the stability of solution, the velocity of convergence
and the cost of calculation (cpu time), what is more, the coupled two dimensional problems
with the electric field.
itle start with the penetration depth to discuss how to simplify equation (9). The penetration
depth of thermal fields: (
ott)

==J12c1.ot

~o

= K/E'C

where t is time variable for copper, silver, quartz and
results:
fAo Cu

I

cA oq == 419.0}6,

cJ... op/ cA oq

= 2.}8}65

6culdq

- 0.76778 ;

20.47;

dq/ip ==

(10)
~TPE.

cA o Ag/ cA oq

we can get the following

= 625.62,

2.6055 - 1.}0245

A. It is obvious that for small time or short circuit current, comparingJ c ,J, withJ
neglectingJq can't cause large error, the range of time depends on the ¥useag geomet~
and the calculation accuracy required. In other wo,rds, wi thin tlilis range, three dimensional
heat conduction equation can be deduce to two dimensional heat conduction equation.
B. E'or mediul'll and long time overload, we take the surfacial dissipated coefficient into acount
which can be obtained from the experimental results. this i ter~ is apt to take purt in the
f.e.m. equations.

ALotl!er 'Lethod for
tii;le overload is to use semi-experienced forLula w:1ich is based on
the f.e.w. and ti1e
conduction theory.
lr.
case E, we ciUst daiJcribe the item -In.,,,}}.I.l~idn.(el and. put it into Rli' Up to now, we
can ,set the following equations;

e

=

a'KaT)
ax\
xf)x

+

K,n)
Yay + q .( x.y. t)

T(x,y,O)

( 11)

Co

general calculation region is shown in
1 (B). \Ve don "t consider the conduction
the symetric sections of fuse elements. i th short circuit current, ql1 = 0, that means
the
conduction doesn't exist in the element symetric lines and on the contact surfaces
betweer. fillers and the fuse-eleoent or covered materials, if any, and the fuse element. In
, qB depends or:. the surfacial st!il.te of heat discipation and qB I: 0 (related to J!.), Co
the initial temperature distribution and takes a constant. We also give Kx,Ky,e,
constant values respectively before the fuse-element melts.

'[:18

3. Hifi0"" G]:i,J:WJ;; A1GORE:Hi'lS

ilhen electric currents flow througn the fuse-element, the element and the media a:r:Ound are
heated due to Joule effect, and the temperature rises, if the energy put into the element is
more than th"t discipated, the elelllent temperatu,l.'e will go high. while the ter:Jperature is up
to or above the melting point of the fuse-element, the SOlid-liquid phase change occurs, if
it continues, maybe the liquid-gas phase change will t!il.ke place.
As a basic element, the triangle element is used here, the average temperature of the local
element or division element:
(12)
Tave.
for each triangle element, when Tave exceeds Tro. it should be changed to Tm. and write down
iT-Tm) or (Ti-Tm)' If (T-Tm) ~dTm' the temperature of local element is admitted to increase
in normal way. for each node, it is similar. Purther more, the similar algorithm is suitable
for the vaporization and j\l-spots.
lt is hard to say shen notched elements begin to arc, because the initial arc is related to
the electric current density, the
geometry, the properties of materials and so
on. we suppose that arc occurs when
temperature of local element begins to rise after
melting of tr~e loc"'.l region, therefore the temperatu:r:e lies in the range of
to Ta or
r~ore high.
~'r::e prearcing virtual time
tv =
i 2dt /
(13)
'lLs calculation results prove that it is true.

J

ThQ
,'ives

?) shows us how to finish the simulation work in f.e.m.

wri t GeT: in !\\;hT:tCtU~

LniVersity, China.

Fig.2(
AJ:iD TEhP~HATuR~ DI::;THlBGTIOK. All the programs are
running well in Dps 8/52 in C[;hl:'LJThE C.bl,TLih of Xi' an Jiaotong
~l0TH1BL'1\10l,

OGT;I*I.l~'TV'TAV.j
T(I,J) ,10,'1'0,

U(I.J) BTC.

--c--'--I END I
FIG. 2 (A)

BLOCK DlAGl:LiU·J

l'Ie reco~illland a simi-experienced formula which is sui table for the fuse-element with lVI-spots
and covered materials throughlow overload cD.rrents.
trie virtual time tv
tm + tr, where tr depends on the following equations:
t
T
l)
1-e- r / );
r: = eC'!:.w/ Ce.I§. fo(1-rl)
( 14)
Tw
Ko(Tsold + H;n/Cpl)

tf-.

i.

7 -

where ~ is specific heat, 0e is f.e.ill. division coefficient, ql is beat discipated coefficient
from the specified elements and 1: is time constant, O""Ko~ 1
(15)
rne N-effect time tm '" z2/Np ' D
where fip is the distI'ibution coefficient, Z is the element thickness and j) is the diffusion
coefficIent. I f 1) ('i'sold + Hm/Cpl), it is said that the mel ted IiI-spots will flow along the
element to the neck and cause the rupture of the fuse element due to M-effeet.
6.
T.,e programs in £.e.m. and the formula \ 14), (15) have been used to sil:ulate the
phenowena of a type of full range fuses and got some sucessful results given in figures
E'ig. 3 to E'ig. 10), the element of which is shown in ~·ig. 1 (A). The fuse rated current and
voltage are respectively 63A and 500U $or different shapes of elements, the parameters needed
to be changed are the i.e.m. division grid and physical data of the fuse-element, so it is
very convinient for users and designers to u.se this method to simulate.

~'ig.

3

Current flow distribution
Distribt,tion in cold state
Distr.ibution in hot state

o
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27.0
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(ms)
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t

.r'ig. 6

t.
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20.
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Temperature field with
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Prea.rcing voltage VJ Time
580.32B., IP = 83.94°, Jr == 56°
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t

104
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.s)

t

(s)

10

lig. 9

l 2 t - Ip characteristic

t'ig. 2 is sui table for c\Arrent fields and temperature fields
of the fuse-element on
• in oder to reduce the C}JU
tilae, slr;all time ste)s t are taken to solve the two set of
respectively for compensation.
will be seen from t'ig. 3 that the current flowing through
el.ement is concentrated towards the edge with time, especially in the constrictions. ·rhe reason for which is that thE
tewperature in this region is lower than that in the middle
of the element, so thE! resi.stantivity in the middle is
iSreater.
and Fig. 6 prove that the
the prospective
, the smaller the time when
ratio of the heat
103
resl.stance to the cold resistance begins to increase extremely. In other words, the prearcing time is smaller for sa. theoretical curve
pros
current. The similar cases exist in the
the pre-arcing voltage shown in Fig. 7 and iig.8.
b. test results
In the breaking tests of low overload currents several changes
of
voltage are observed by the indicator, before
Fig.10 t - I characteristic
• There are three times of the voltage increase,
this is a indirect evidence of the calculation results. 1 2 t-Ip characteristic of' the single
element is gj.ven in lig. 9. Yihile Ip> 3000A, the value of 12t is kept constant, nearly having
nothing to do with I p ' when Ip< 1000A, the value of I 2 t increases rapidly as the prospective
current 10 decreases, at the neighbour of 180A, as Ip decreases the value increases slowly,
as 10 approaches 1.251 n , the value increases rapidly"too. It is considered that M_effect has
creat influence in the range of 1. 25In to 180A, when Iphas the lowest value, ''Ihich is near
tne HFC, therefore 1 2 t has a large value, the heat conduction of element is in action from
2001, to 2UOOA, ho"ever, for the large prospective current (Ip> 3000A), the adiabatic process
is under control.
'l:he comparasion has been made in b'ig. 10 bet"een the theoretical curve and tested results.
It proves that the deviation between the two is small and the calculation results are helpful
for future test.
8. GOJ,C.LutlluN

The method above may be used to simUlate the pre-arcing phenomena of the fuse-element and the
acceptable accuracy is achieved in calculation and good correlation is obtained
between
calculated and measured values of cold resistances and t-I characteristics. 'l'herefore the
method could be used in CAD of fuses.

-

.tI.x.

~

J

Ky.

conduction coefficient;
damped coefficient;
potential function;
derivative of potential function;
calculation region;
shape function;
electric conductivity;
electric field strength;
current density;
K
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division number;
mass density, resistantivity;
thermal capacity, specific heat;
surfacial heat discipated coefficient;
f.e.m. division coefficient;
heat discipated
from the
specified elements to
and end caps.

resistantivity at the room temperature
1.6961:xl0-6 n.CIDj
resistar:.tivi,ty in liquid phase at melting point
21.3xl0-6 n.cm;
1
0
resistance temperature coefficient
0.0045 C- ;
meltinr, point
1084.5 oC;
melting latent heat
211.4 J.g-l;
vaporization temperature
2543 oC
vaporization latent heat
4752.16 .r.g- 1
K

thermal conductivity
4.01 w.cm- 1 ,oC- 1 ;
3
density
8.93 g.cm0.385 w.s.g- 1 ,OO- 1
sp~cific heat in solid state

l'hYUICA.L DATA FUn h-S.POTS

227-231.9 °C ;
Tsold melting point
melting
latent
heat
60.66 J.g-1.
Hs
0Ttbii Di1.TA
= 0.9. 1:

1089,

I c

73A,

D

10-4-10- 6 cm 2 .s- 1 •

.(1) J. G. Leach, P. G. Newbery arid A.Wright: "Analysis of high-rupturing-capa bEity fuse-

link pre-arcing phenomena by a finite-difference method", .l'roc. ILL, pp987 , 1973
(2) lJhatt Oanada, Touzot .r'rance: "The finite elemer.t method
• j a bookj, 1984
(3) heng Xianzhong: \I Heseprch on low voltage full-rance fuse en:!. its pre-arcing
cha:l:'acteristics". l>'p>ster-thesis, Xi I an Jiaotong uni vOL'si ty, 1
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Pre-calculation of ti~e/current characteristics of "M"-effect fuse elements

M. Hofmann and M. Lindmayer

A finite element method is used for a fuse element model and for the calculation of the timet
current characteristic. The basic data which are needed for the calculation consist of
material data (electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity, heat capacity, convection and
radiation coefficients) and data which describe the dissolution processes related to the
"M"-effect. The data concerning the dissolution behaviour between solder and fuse element
metal were gained from micrographs of heat treated fuse elements. These fuse elements were
exposed teo different temperatures and times in a furnace in order to measure the dissolution
depth. These dissolution process data were integrated into the program at each calculation
time step.
The results of the calculation carried out for a Cu fuse element with tin solder show good
agreement in a melting time range between 12 sand 200 min at overload currents.

1.

Introduction

In "M"-effect fuses the dissolution of the base metal (Cu, Ag) by a deposit of soft solder
is utilized to adjust the time/current characteristics in the overload range. The current
heating of the fuse element causes melting of the solder spot and a dissolution process
starts. This dissolution leads to a reduced cross section of the base metal. The dissolution
behaviour is dependent of the load current because the effective remaining cross section,
the resistance, the temperature and the dissolution velocity mutually influence and enhance
each other. The fusing time lies in a range between some seconds and several hours.
Up to now no attempts to calculate the time/current characteristic in this time range are
known.
Good solutions exist for the calculation of the time/current characteristics of fuse elements
without "M"-effect for fusing times up to 100 seconds. Especially McEwan and Wilkins /1-3/
have done a lot of work in this field by using a finite difference method.
Earlier investigations /4/ with Cu fuse elements with Sn-solder spot showed that it is possible to calculate the dissolution depth when the fuse element is annealed at constant
temperatures (without current load). Fig. 1 shows an example, the dissolution depth
starts
at t = 0 with a steep increase and reaches a saturation value after some time. This saturation value can be derived from the saturation concentration for Cu in liquid Sn according to
the liquidus line in the Cu-Sn phase diagram •.

x

Other tests /5/ were performed with cyclic current load of CU fuse elements with Sn solder.
It was found that in each load cycle the dissolution only proceeds during the time span in
which the maximum temperature of the preceding cycle is exceeded. This and the results of
/4/ showed that the fuse element temperature 1s the ruling factor of the fusing behaviour
caused by the "M"-effect.
Dipl.-Ing. M. Hofmann and Prof. Dr.-Ing. M. Lindmayer
Institut fur Elektrische Energieanlagen
Technische Universitat Braunschweig
D-3300 Braunschweig, Germany
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The calculations of the time/current characteristic were carried out using the fin'ite
element program ADINAT 16/*.
The calculation is based on the heat flow equation:
div (A'grad T)

aT
qG + C at

=-

(1)

The solution of this problem with the finite element method (FEM) leads to the variationintegral, which is solved by ADINAT:

(2)

v
with:

v
IT

variation integral

A

heat conductivity
temperature

T

x,y,z

coordinate axes
volume

V

internal generated heat per unit volume (ohmic heating of'the fuse element)

qG
c

heat capacity per unit volume

t

time

A

surface
heat flow at surface A

qks
qG

A

can be described by
j 2 • P (T)

(3)

where j is the current density and pIT) the temperature dependent specific resistance.
qks can contain a convection term qk and/or a radiation term qs'
qk is defined by equation (4):
h •

(4)

(TU - T)

and qs is analogous to equation (4):
Ie

with:

R

-

(5)

'1')

convection coefficient

K

radiation coefficient

TU

surrounding temperature

TR

temperature .of external radiation sink
element/node temperature

is defined by the following equation:
K

*

(T

h

T
Ie

•

(T 2

R

(6)

ADINAT (A Finite Element Program for Automatic Dynamic Incremental Non Linear Analysis
of Temperatures) for the linear and nonlinear, steady state and transient finite element
analysis of heat transfer - and temperature field problems in dependence of linear and
nonlinear material properties.

with:

o

Stefan-Boltzmann constant

£

emission factor

f

form factor

ADINAT calculates the temperature distribution and the temperature/time curve respectively.
The calculation is stopped when one of the following criteria is fulfilled:
a)

The maximum fuse element temperature becomes greater than the melting temperature of the
base metal.

b)

The base metal beneath the solder is fully dissolved in the liquid solder at one place.

Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram of the calculation.
The input block starts with the input of the control data (no. of nodes, element groups,
time increment, starting time) and calculation data (convergence criterion, time integration
method, etc.). Then the number of time increments, the nodal data, the starting conditions
and the heat flow input data (esp. the time functions) are defined. The time functions
describe the generated ohmic heat per volume j2' P (T) for every single element at all times
and temperatures. The input block is terminated with the assignment of the material property
data to the elements. The material property data (specific resistance, heat conductivity,
heat capacity) were chosen according to fig. 3. The convection coefficient h (equation (4))
was chosen h9
hu

=

6,5'10-

2
= 1,2'10-6 W/rnm'K

for the upper and side surfaces of the fuse element and
2
w/rnm 'K for the underside. Considering the Cu oxidation the emission factor

was set to rise from £
£

=

0,6 at T

~

0,1 to £

= 0,6

600°C. The form factor f

in a temperature range from 20°C to 600°C and
(equation (61) is set to 1 because all radiation is

absorbed by the environment. At the fuse element terminals the temperature random condition
is T

=

const

=

20°C.

The analyzing program integrates an additional iterative loop into ADINAT. This loop
computes the correction of the time functions. The time functions, i.e. the generated power
at each element, are not known at the start, because they are a function of the specific
resistance p and hence of the temperature. The calculation therefore starts with estimated
time functions. Each run of ADINAT yields the temporal and local dependence of the temperature. After each run the time functions are corrected according to the calculated temperatures in a loop outside ADINAT until a given temperature difference between two iterations
is not exceeded. After this iteration the diffusion process at the solder is taken into account in a second loop outside ADINAT, as shown later.

3.

Example: Cu fuse element without constriction/with Sn-solder surrounded by air

Fig. 4a shows the dimension of the simple straight fuse element, the test arrangement is
described in /4/.
The FEM-model (fig. 4b) represents geometrically a quarter of the real fuse element. The
asymmetric position of the solder is neglected, that means it is assumed that the solder is
about 8 mm long. All elements range over the whole fuse element thickness.
The thickness dimensions of the solder area are relatively small, so it could be assumed
that a fast heat balance within the solder and the base metal thickness occurs. Therefore in
the solder area the electrically and thermally conducting path as well as the ohmic heat

generation can be replaced by a body of a constant thickness equal to the base metal
thickness, but with material data adjusted to the decreasing base metal and increasing
solder cross section. In detail this is achieved as follows:
Estimations show that the current and heat flow within the original solder of thickness d Sn
can be neglected. Within the total base metal thickness (0.2 rom) there are two parallel
paths consisting of the remaining copper of thickness d

Cu

- x and the dissolution depth x.

The equivalent electric resistivity then reads

(7)

p

The heat conductivity and heat capacity are treated analogously.
Fig. 1 shows that the beginning of dissolution at a fixed temperature can be described by a
nearly constant dissolution velocity. Assuming that no saturation occurs because of the
steady increase of the resistance and the temperature the dissolution can be approximated
by that value v

dx/dt at t

O. In fig. 5 this dissolution velocity is plotted as a

function of temperature. Intermediate values are interpolated linearly between the measured
values.
In the beginning the temporal and local temperature dependence is calculated without
considering the dissolution. When the solder melting point is exceeded, an increase

nx

in

dissolution depth is calculated for each time step according to

nx

(8 )

In the following time steps corrections of the materials properties and the watt losses in
the solder area are made according to equation (7).
Fig. 6 is an example for such a calculation. In this case the initial transient heating
which is short in comparison with the total fusing time was neglected. The temperature
distribution at the beginning was assumed to have reached already equilibrium, hence the
steady-state version of ADINAT could be used.
After switching on current the measured temperature at the solder increases within 1 minute
to T

335°C, the melting point of Sn (232 °Cl is reached already after t

25 s. In a

time range 1 min to 15 min the temperature increases only slightly from 335°C to 400 °C. In
this range the dissolution depth of the fuse element is relatively small (

60

~m

according

to micrographs). At greater dissolution depth the changes in resistance become more
important, so that the temperature, the resistance and the dissolution velocity enhance
each other. Therefore a steep increase of the temperature occurs above 400°C until the total
copper thickness is dissolved. The measured temperature at this point is 740 °C, the melting
point of Cu (1083 °Cl is not reached. The measured fusing time is 20,6 min.
The result of the steady-state calculation at the beginning is a solder temperature of
330 °C , the further increase is a result of the stepwise dissolution calculation.

The total dissolution is reached after 21,6 min at T

770°C. The comparison shows a rather

good agreement between measurement and calculation for the temperature-time dependence as
well as for the fusing time.

34

Similar calculations were carried out for other currents. A result is the time/current
characteristic (fig. 7). At I

150 A, 160 A the fusing time becomes relatively small.

Therefore the effect of the heat capacity was included in the calculation, which then takes
into account the transient temperature rise. The agreement is generally good, except for
120 A. The deviation in terms of current is about 10 % in this area and below 3 % in the
area around 100 A (fusing times around 1 to 3 hours) •

Conclusions
The L'esults show that it is possible to estimate the time/current characteristic of fuse
elements with a solder spot by using a finite element method for the temperature field. The
dissolution of the base metal into liquid solder is modelled by temperature-dependent dissolution velocity. The changing thickness of the base metal and solder

is

replaced by appropriate material properties at the solder spot.
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Dimensions of the straight fuse element with "M" - effect
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fUSE-ELEMENT - AGEING AND MODELING
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Abstract :
As motor fault current protection the IgI" or "aM" fuses
with standards.

sometime to prematurely melting, not in accordance

A better knowledge of the ageing mechanisms should permit to design new types of fuse element.
The oyole loading investigations on a 100A gI fuse (size 1 of IEC 269 Standard) were performed on a high power
testing station.
Metallographie observations were made as a function of the fuse element ageing. The solder migration around the
copper dissolutions explain the phenomena.
Then, to redure the ageing two possibilities appear
- to prevent the solder migration
- to delay the dissolution time
require to know the temperature along the fuse element, therefore the heat transfers

were

The temperature evolutions were calculated in the fuse element and in the sand.
The model validity was checked by comparing the calculated and experimental fuse time/current fanction.

FUSE-ELEMENT - AGEING AND MODELINq
It often occurs that in the production units the fuses melt prematurely after several over loadings which, in
accordance with the standards did not and should not lead to melting.
In order to study the fuses ageing, we have submitted them to overload cycles, and we first measured the
variation of the electric withstand, according to the number of cycles. Then, we performed some metallographic
observations at various stages of ageing. At least, we carried out the modeling of thermal transfers in order
to know the distribution of temperatures within the fuse.
1. EXPERIMENTAL
STUDY
...
--~~~

The studied fuse is represented on figure 1. Its main characteristics are
- fuse HPC according to standard lEe 269 g1 100A
fuse element of copper + tin
- application voltage : 500V AC

Knif

Figure 1

fuse element
The fuses have been first submitted to repeated
cycles made of a load of}xl
300A during 1,82 s
followed by a
of rest of 12 s. The time
s corresponds to 0,9 times the average melting time
for 12 fuses
to a load of 300 A. These cycles have been performed to a serie of fuses and the melting
process occured for an average number of cycles N
1614.
Then the resistance of 22 fuses submitted to these same oycles have been measured for N , 3N , 7N , cycles

'2

4'

Il

First, He can notice that all fuses do not age in the sa:o:e way, some melted prematut'ely. We nevertheless can
note that accordi.ng to the ageing, the resistance increases, then decreases and increases again before the
melting process.
A metallographic study has been carried out in order to explain this behaviour.
For fuses Hith little developed ageing, the tin has melted, is oxydised and presents marks of sand grains and
has barely migrated. On the surface, the copper is oxidised, especially in the areas between the holes. On the
metallographics (figure 2) we can see that the copper presents the samc volume as ':he oopper of a ne\-I fuse.
There are some toothlike imperfeotions in tin.
ror fuses with more developed ageing, the tin is oxidised, it migrated and went to the other side through the
central holes. Besides them, we oan see toothlike imperfections near the copper (figure 3) together Hith a
slight reduction eX the fuse seetio,;. The remaining copper has not been modified.
For fuses with extremely developed ageing, the tin has complet8ly limited the copper parts between the holes
and i t is oxidised. On the metallcgraphics He can
that the
is completely dissolved in the areas
between the holes and has been replaced by tin Hith a great amount of toothlike imperfection (figure ~). These
toothlike imperfection corresponds to the dilution of copper withi.n tin. Regarding the volume, the remaining
copper has not been modified.

The age i ng is originated by the tin miGration at the copper surface towards the areas between the holes and by
the diffusion of tin within copper th er e seams not to be a grain sweling.
I n a f irst s tep, the oxy datio n increases the withstand , the n when the tin migra t es int o the inter-holes area,
the copper is partly short-circuited, wh i ch decreases the resistance , then the copper dissolves whi ch increases
the resistance unt il the melting process.
Other test s have been carr ied out, at l ow constant overload (1 ,6xIn) for increasing durations and at high
overload ( 10x In ) during 0,08 s f ollow ed by rests of 600 s, these cy cle s have been repeated until melting of one
fuse of th e range.
For these tests, the age ing processes occ ur the same way as those previo~s l y described.
In order to limit the ageing, it is poss ible :
- t o treat the copper sur face whic h makes i t less wetable and which bothers the tin migration.
- to plac e a de posit at th e coppe r su rfac e wich act s as a diffusi on barrier and whi ch makes the
co ppe r dissolve s sl owl ier .
These various possi bilit ies require to know the distribution of the temper atures and ther e fore, we ca rried out
a mod e ling of heat transfer s in the fu se and sand which surrounds it.

Figure 2
metallographic little agei ng
copper-tin

Figure 3
metall ogra phi c more developed
ageing copp e r -tin

Figure

lj

met al log ra phi c extremely dtveluped
ageing cop per disso l ved in tin

-

4 l
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2. MODELING OF THE HEAT TRANSFERS
The power by lengt h unit of the fuse i s r epresented on figure 5. (For symmetrical reasons , the calculation has
been made on a quarter of the fuse) .
Eac h part of the cUI've P (y) has the following shape : p (y) = J2
0 ,.I i
!iZ .,.. fI f. J,· 'i f Il z'.! i )
S

efl

,. = OJ, ?, J""

The pa rts at the hol es l eve l s ar e pa rabo l ic so t hat the maximum correspond to the powers ext racteG at t he
abscissa of the holes centers an d so that t he s ur f aces under the parabola are equal to the powers extracted
at the ho les level . The uniform parts represent the heat em i ssion between t he holes.

I

p (y)

o

- - --

e1

holes

-

- -"- - - - -- -.-

fuse element

2

1

L

sand

".. y

Fig ure 5

Power dissipated along the fuse eleme nt

t

","CO 6

For a current I passing through the fuse during a time DT, t he temperature range can be ob t a i ned from the
f o l l ow i n~ patter n (see f igure 6)
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The t erm in square ur , ckets represents the heat em iss ion by joule effect in the fuse and ~ t he thermal l eaks
towards tile sand .
["or the sand :
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Thi s auxi l ia r y resul t pe r mits one to calcula t e the temperat ur e range for a current I acco rd ing to f actor time.

-

:! 2

~

We are desoribing here the method for a constant current I from t
solution is :

By

O. by applying DUHAMEL theroem (2), the

taking the LAPLACE transformation of these expressions :

L

'f f' is

determined by using a coupling condition between the middles 1 and 2 :

..L Jff dy =(T,)
l..

:Jt.:: 0

0

which shows that the average temperature of the middle 1 is equal to the temperature in x

0 of the middle 2.

The expression of y;> (P) is transfered to T1 and
The temperature of the middles 1 and 2 is calculated by using a numerical method of LAPLACE
inversed transformation (3)

NOMENCLATURE
1. - Indication for the fuse element
2. - Indioation for the sand

- LAPLACE transformation
T.

Temperature

t. - Time

y and x

Coordinates

L. - Length of the fuse
1. - Width of the fuse

c. - Depth
K. - Conductivity

f -

Volumic mass

c. - Massie heat
h. - Exchange coefficient with the outer environment
- Diffusivity
I. - Intensity
~ - Flow exchanged between the fuse element and the sand

~

P. - Variable in LAPLACE transformation

E - Infinitely little
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The validity of the hypothesis accepted in this pattern have been checked out by comparing the curves of
experimental meltings and the melting curves calculated for various fuses (exemple figure 7).
For this very fuse, the temperature evolution arround the hole is shown on figure 8 as regards to the nominal
intensity. ~le can see that in these conditions, the tin has melted.

Figure 7

Calculated melting curve
(time-current)
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CONCLUSION :

Modeling of the heat transfer has been performed on a HP calculator with graphic printing. It enables to
totally simulate the fuse operating in prearc period.
Although this pattern is suited to a given technology of fuse blade, it can easily be modified according to
other conceptions.
Finally, the experimental checking of the curves time/current confirmed the validity of the pattern together
with its significance regarding the optimation of the fuse element, either according to the relevant standard
or according to economical matters.
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Search for new extinguishing ..dia for LV fuses
Josef

PAUKIRT

There are described the r •• ults of a search for new .xtingui.hing .edia for LV
fus.s, 'sp'cially focused to lowering the Joul. integral 12 • dt.

1. Introduction
The aiM of the research was the discovering of new extinguishing .edia for LV fuses,
which would be .ini.ally equivalent with. quartz sand, but preferably with a lower value
of Joule integral 12 • dt.
The possibility of exploiting so.e wast • •aterials was taken in account at choic,
of t.st.d extinguishing Media, but first of all, this chice w.s direct.d to verify the
following hypotheses for iMproved beh.viour of fuses:
a/ the presence of an eLectron'gative cOMpound
bl the pressure ris. inside of the fu •• -link c.u.ed by che.tcal deco.position or by, loss
of crystaL water

cl the pressure rise in the i ••• diate vicinity of the .elting-ele.ent
cal by forMing .n unpenetrable layer on the surface of the Melting eLeMent
cb/ by reinforce •• nt of .xtinguisher lin forM of • porous fillerl.
According to Bron [1J , the pressure rise c.us.s the lowering of ionisation rate and
the ri •• of ther •• L conductivity, too. Th. re.uLt i. in both c•••• the ris. of
arc-voltag. gr.di.nt and thus the incr •••• of arc fn.tability.
52 kinds of extinguishing Media were inve.tigated, see tab. 1 and 2.
2. Test Method
Individual .xtingui.hing Medi. w.re t.st.d in a fus., all oth.r parts of which
were tak.n frOM a factory Mad. fuse. The reason w.s not only the .a.y avaiLability of
these part. but e.pecially the use of a .l,yready proved construction, verified by a
COMplete type test. In the beginning of our work we u.ed h1gh~breaking capacity fuse.
type PH 0, 100 A, gF characteristic., with a copper fu.e~eleMent. Later was the work
directed to s •• iconductor fu.es, type PC, 100 A, with a silver fuse-eLeMent.
The breaking-test were .ade in accordance with lEC 269~1, Ifirst edition 19681
and lie 269-4 Ifirst edition 19741 at test current 12 , thus with the •• XiMU. arc energy.
Because so •• of tested extingui.hing Medi. were of organic nature, the recovery voltage
wa •• aintained for 5 Minutes at aLL sa.ples tested.
In the first line, the acceptability of test results was evaluated in accordance
with lie Publication 269, na.ely
- nonper.issible overvoltage

-
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-. nO' externa. effec'ts lP:ttrllNnttnt .,.ein9,,· flashDver

0'''

da,u"erDus ejection Df fla . . .'

- no etesintegratiGn. Dr dit,fQ,r.ation of r.placeable fUI .• Link, vb1ch v,QuLd prevent its
taking off in one piece
, - aUready a.n1:ioned ef-1ecta shaU no1: DCet..• even in the p.'t'ioct of recDve"y V.o.l1:89.
- insuhtiDn resis,tanee, alHtU n.t be lGwer tn.u 100' k

J •

FurtheraDre, fGr .very ext.i·l'tltu:iaJtil19: ••IHua the lDver;ng Df Joule integral
in CGapari.Dn to' standard extinguisher - quartz .and "as evaluated.

J12 dt

Becau .• e for Dur tests no .eter fDr Ji 2 dt ",as available, it ",as neceasary to evaluate this quantity gra·ph1caly frO'. DscillDgra.s by hand, this has. been very labDriDn.
and tiae cDn.uaing. MDlIe",.,., the ••1:'er for quantity E • i • u • dt IIIIS at di spoul.
As can be seen frO'. fig. 1, the cGrrelatiDn betwen J .. and E exists

J

2
J &J1 d1: • k • E

111

Therefore, fGr evalua,tiGn Df let-thrDugh energy the qua.ntity E Ifas usad and thegraphical
cDntrDl Df J ",as .aete fO'r that HtiRfJuishing aediUII$ Dnly, ..bien had the value O'f E
lo",er than qu.artz sand.
5 sa.ples were .ade ",ith each extinguishing aediua. The actual nuaber n Df tested
sa.ple. is given in tab. 1 and 2.
Individual extinguishin, . .dte were appliitd ",ith foLlO'",ing .ethGds:
- as filling IFI
- as coat ICI Dn tile .elting-ete.ent, fO'r •• d by technGlGgy O'f painting, vacuua evapGration or fluid~bed depO'sition
- al •

pr.ss.d~Gn

body on the ulting-ele.ent IPI

Ipris. 4 x 14 ••• t PC type or 8 x 16 •• at PH type a.long all activ. l.nght Gf •• lting

.lea.nt/.
Wh.n using .athDd. C or P, the prepared .elting .. le •• nt "'•• placed in a filling
of quartz sand of the •••• gr.in size' 10,3 to 0,4 •• 1 al in .anufacturfd' fu •• s.
Characteriltics of fuse typ.s u.ed al'l' a. follow.:
acthe Lenght of .elting-.le. .nt 50 ••
di •• nsions of •• lting-.le.ent
nu.ber Gf notches
crGss-section reduction ift • notch,
.elting eleaent Gf
volu.e of fuse-Link
cavity di •• nsionl of fuse-lina

Type PH
50
10 x 0,2
4
12 X
Cv
21,95 c. 3
Z4 x 15,5 x 59

••

••

Type PC
47 .a
10 x 0,17
7

••

8 X

••

Ag
3
19,10 c.
• 23 ••• 46

••

3. Results
The r •• ults of the ..arch for ne .. extinguishing ••die are su.arized in table 1
lexper1a.ntl on high b,..aking-cap•.city fus., PHI and in table 2 Ise.iconductorfuses PC/.
Besides 1nfor•• tion on cO.PO'sitiDn of individual extinguishing •• die, about nu.ber of
tested ... pt .. n and about testeet lIypothesh. the table.'contein also inforHtion' on the

-

·lb -

.ethod of application of extinguishing .ediuM and about the acceptability of breaking
test results according to individual criteria 1+ cOMplied with, - not co.plied/.
Effects during tests are cbaracterised by abbreviations: E explosion, D defor.ation of
lids, C cracks in the body of fuse-link, F fla.e. ejection. Unacceptable overvoltage
was not observed. Particulars about tests are gtven in headings of tables.
FrOM tables 1 and 2 can be seen, that a nUMber of extinguishing Medi. i. equivalent to quartz sand as regards the breaking capacity at the 12 current according to
lEe 269, the insulation withstand for 5 .in after switching and the insulation resistance greater than 100 kQ • They are either extinguishing •• dia in for. of a coat or fillings, which contain at least 80 ~ of quartz.nd. ~ith regard to the fact, that even
the .elting eLe.ents with extinguishing MediUM in for. of a coat were placed in a filling
of quartz, good breaking capacity of these .edia can be attributed fro. the theoretical
point of view to the quartz sand, because the relatively thin coat of extinguisher is
rapidly destructed by tbe arc. This result fs in a good agree.ent also with older,
hitherto unpubLished experiMents, which followed the influence of i.purities in quartz
sand lin for. of aetal oxides, especially of ferric and ferrous oxidesl up to concentrations of about 10 X. The influence of i.purities on breaking capacity of fuses was
not found at that ti.e.
The lowering of quantity e and of Joule ;nteg~al J as well was found at three
sorts of special cera.ics MEZ,NE3, NE7 only. Their base was quartz sand with the sa.e
grain size as in .anufactured fuses 10,3 to 0,4 •• 1 with organic binder of silicate
nature. After ther.al treataent the organic co.ponent volatilizes and the re.aining
porous body is of anorganic nature. As however the syate.atic research of influence
of co.posit;n and .anufacturing technoLogy of extinguishing .edia of this type on
value of JouLe integral J was not Made, the boundary value of lowering J in co.parison
to current fuses with quartz sand is not known.
4. ConClusion
Extinguishing .edia, which are equivalent to quartz sand, are .ixtures with aini.al content of quartz sand of 80 I, or coats on .elting ele.ents placed in filling of
quartz sand. Fro. the econo.teal point of view they are therefore disadvantageous in
co.parison with pure sand. Extinguishing .ediu. of another che.ical co_position than
SiO z was not found.
The lowering of let-through energy IJoule integral can be realited only by use of
reinforced porous extinguishing .ediu. on the base of S10 z with a binder, which reMains
after ther •• l treataent enorganic silicate "artificet sandstone"' Boundary value of
lowering the Joule integral cannot be deter.ined fro. existing experi.ents, but the
reached results suggests the way of future work.
Fro. the working hypotheses those of influence of electronegative co.pounds, of
pressure rise oy deco.position of che.ical co.pounds or by loss of crystal water and
of pressure rise in i •• ediate vicinity of the .elting ele.ent by Means of a layer on it
are to be rejected. The infLuence on lowering the value of Joule integral has tbe relnforce.ent of extinguishing .ediu. only Ihypothesis cal.
The .ention worth is the failure of Al Z03 as extinguisher, not only in caleinated
but in crystalic for., too, even when a priori on account of ehe.ical eo.position and
of physical properties at least the equivalence with S10 2 w.s expected.
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Tab. 1

Experi.ents with extinguishing aedia in high-breaking capacity fuses,
type PH 0, 100 A, characteristics gF. No 1 to 11: l Z • Z700 A, cos~i.0,Z5.
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SWITCHING PERFORMANCE OF HIGH-VOLTAGE FUSE-ELEMENTS
IN DIFFERENT SOLID AND GASEOUS FILLING MEDIA
D. Konig, J. Trott, H.J. Muller, B. Muller

HV-fuses that are back-up fuses do not interrupt overload currents below a minimum braking
current I b because of thermal overheating caused by the overload current arcing. The rupturing ca~a8ity of the switching deVlce High Voltage Fuse is essentially determined by the
arrangement of the fuse-elements and the used filling media. Quartz sand has not proved to
be the most proper medium for arc extinction during current zero in the small-OVerload current range. However, quartz sand has proved to be the proper medium for current limiting arc
extinction in the heavy fault, short-circuit current range.
The burn-back performance of fuse elements was tested with different filling media. It appears
that the burn-back rate of a fuse element surrounded by electronegative gases is much higher
than when surrounded by quartz sand. The significant increased arc length assists the arc
extinction. In addition, the dielectric
of electronegative gases during current zero
of an overload current arc is much higher.
features lead to a significant increase of
the rupturing capacity of fuse-elements surrounded by electronegative gases, thus enabling
overcurrent protection. Fuse-elements that are surrounded by electronegative
represent
in 9rinciple a current zero switching device. To obtain additionally current
preference should be given to a combination of fuse-elements in electronegative gases with conventional current limiting switching device consisting of fuse-elements in quartz sand, e.g.
a conventional back-up fuse.

High Voltage fuses are in large majority so called back-up fuses. Back-up fuses provide satisfactory clearance of all currents below their maximum breaking capacity down to their
minimum breaking current Imbc' Currents below the minimum breaking current Imbc that cause
melting of the fuse element may produce the destruction of the fuse body. The low overload
current arc cannot be extinguished by the filling medium due to the fact that the power loss
of the arc
(1 )

W
a

o
Wa - power loss of the arc
- arcing time

- arc voltage
i - a r c current

leads during a significant long arcing time
to thermal overheating of the fuse body and
thus to the mechanical destruction of the
body /1/. Therefore, for safe interruption
of low overload currents an early extinction of the established low overload current arc is
important.
General
fuses
to IEC.282-l /2/ must break currents leading to a melting
time of
h. The value
h-melting currents normally is below the value of minimum
breaking currents Imbc of back-up fuses with the same rated current. Quartz sand, due to its
thermal and dielectric features, cannot give sufficient assistance to the arc extinction in
the low overload current range. This applies particularly to fuses with high voltage- and
high current ratings. The present report tries to point out the reasons for failure of common
fuses in the range below Imbc and discusses an approach to solve the overload
current
. The performed investigations deal exclusively with the effects that different
media have on arc extinction in HV fuses. Modifications of the fuse elements
investigated.
I TEST ARRANGEMENT
To reproduce the breaking performance of HV fuses a test arrangement was used complying in
its construction with HV fuses (Fig. 1). The fuse-element (6) is wound around a ceramic supporting core (5). The fuse body is an epoxy resin tube (1) where at both sides metal end caps
(2)
on. Via O-rings (3) the test body can be closed
by means of additional
flanges (4). As the investigations are restricted to the
overload current range
the use of a fuse-element arrangement with notches could be omitted. Fine grained silver fuse
wire of d
0,15 mm to 0,4 mm diameter were used. In order to avoid current commutation processes between different fuse elements only one fuse wire was wound on the core. The test
body iYig. 1) was alternatively filled with quartz sand in grain size proportions of d q 0,3
- 0,35 mm (d
grain diameter) or with the gases air, nitrogen and sulphurhexafluoride.
Prior to be gfilled with gas the body was evacuated to a residual pressure of p = 6 kPa.
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2 TEST CIRCUIT
The breaking capacity tests in the low overload current range of HV fuses were performed
singlepole in a three-phase network system with a recovery voltage of U = 20 kV. The current
setting was made by reactance regulators. A simplified equivalent circuIt diagram of the test
circuit is illustrated in Fig. 2. The investigated test currents are within the low overload
current range of HF fuses w~th a rated current of Ir = 10 A. The power factor of the test
circuit is cos ~ = 0,125. The slope of the transient recovery voltage is duc/dt = 220 V/~s.
Thus, the test conditions are much more severe that it is required for the minimum breaking
current test (test duty 3 according to IEC /2/) and cover at the same time the test specifications for the critical current (test duty 2 according to IEC /2/). The permissible tolerances for the performance of overload current breaking capacity tests are not utilized.
3 BURN-BACK PERFORMANCE OF FUSE ELEMENTS IN DIFFERENT FILLING MEDIA
During the melting period the ohmic loss on the fuse-element
t

(m
)
Rm(t)· i(t) dt

W

m

(2 )

o

R

Wm - power dissipation of the fuse link

m

- ohmic restistance

tm - melting time
results in heating the complete fuse body /3/. Under low overload current conditions the
fuse-element reaches its melting temperature right in the middle of the fuse wire and one arc
is established. This arc is lenghtened along the axis of the fuse wire. As long as the low
overload current keeps running, the established arc burns back. The burn-back rate of the
fuse-element is depending on the fuse-element material, its geometric dimensions, the filling
medium and the current rating.
Since in the performed tests fuse wires of only one type of fine grained silver were used it
is possible to determine the burn-back rate in relation of the filling medium and to the current density within the fuse-element. The rupturing process was controlled in such a way that
the current continued to run some few current cycles after the arc has been established until
it was interrupted by the safety-switch E (see Fig. 2). By measuring the length of the partly
burnt-off fuse-element (burn-back lenght ~) or of the fulgurite in the quartz sand and by determination of the arcing time the burn-back rate v can be calculated with
v =

t

~

(3 )

a

The test results for the filling media quartz sand, air, SF are illustrated in Fig. 3. The
6
burn-back rate is directly proportional to the current dens~ty in the fuse-element /4,5/.
Hereby it is to be taken into account that the burn-back rate is determined by the distance
-growth of the opposite arcing foot points in both directions of the fuse-element axis starting from the melting point.
From the proportional relations given in Fig. 3 the specific burn-back volume c can be calculated in the dimension mm 3 /As. In Table 1 the calculated specific burn-back volumes for
silver wires and the mentioned filling media are registered.
filling media
quartz sand

SF

6
6

1,4 mm 3 /As
3

air
SF

specific burn-back
volume c

burn-back length
t
= 10 ms
a

~

heat conductivity A
w

11 mm

0,35
0,0257

8,5 mm /As

67 mm

(p=0,3MPa)

11,5 mm3 /As

91 mm

(p=O,lMPa)

14,5 mm 3 /As

115 mm

W/mK
W/mK

0,01778 W/mK

specific. heat
capacity c vw
840

J/kgK

715,9

J/kgK

608,6

J/kgK

625,7

J/kgK

Table 1: Filling media, specific burn-back volumes and burn-back lengths at a
current density of J = 792 A/mm' with fuse-elements of fine grained silver.
Heat characteristic values AW and c
taken from /6,7/
vw
The specific burn-back volume depends on the heat transport features of the filling medium
figured in Table 1 by the thermal conductivity and the volume rated specific heat capacity
of the filling medium. Media with good heat conduction (e.g. quartz sand) reduce the burnback rate because of its cooling effect. Media with bad heat conduction (gases) on the other
hand, enable quick lengthening of the arc.
The arcing development in the low overload current range of HV fuses can therefore be influenced by the choice of the filling medium. Quartz sand leads at small current densities to
little burn-back lengths ~, For this reason the arc extinction below the minimum breaking
current Imbc is aggravated. Only if the current density is increased to such an extend that
the fuse-element melts simultaneously at several points, a significant arc extension may be
obtained. When gases are used as filling medium (e.g. SF6) considerable arc lengths can already be achieved with significant smaller current densities within the time of half a current cycle.

4 INVESTIGATION OF THE DIELECTRIC STRENGTH AFTER OVERLOAD CURRENT ZERO
According to the tests described in Chaper 3 the arc length during low overload current arcs
some mm in length at the first current zero after arc ignition. Since
in quartz sand is
according to Equation (1) by the power loss of the arc an early
the fuse body is
current is important. The aim is to obtain arc extinction at
rupturing of the low
the first zero of the arc current.
4.1 Current and voltage development after current zero
The low overload current arcs in HV fuses are exclusively extinguished
current zero.
As arc current and arc voltage are in phase during the arcing time and the power
of the
test circuit is cos ~ < 1 the arc gap is heavily stressed by the steep transient recovery voltage as soon as the current remains zero. During test performance the transient recovery voltage amounted to
220 V/~s.
Current and voltage
of the
of a low overload current arc in quartz sand
and SF 6 are plotted in
demonstrate restriking arcs directly after
the first current zero
quartz sand is running linear through the natural zero of current, in SF , however, a distinct zero phase of current can be realized. The
6
ignition voltage Uz which is characteristic for the extinction abil
of an arcing arrangement with equal arc length and equal current rating, is significantly
in SF 6 than in
quartz sand. The higher U the better is the cooling of the rupturing arc /8,9/.
z
4.2 Dielectric strength of an arc gap caused of an overload current arc
At u current density of J = 792 A/mm' and for an arc length (burn-back
t of the silver
element) of ~
10 mm (see Table 1) the cumulative frequency distribution
the measured
ignition voltages in quartz sand was
calculated and is illustrated in Fig. 6.
According to this 70 % of the measured ignition
are smaller than Uz = 2 kV. Due to
different burn-back rates v a comparison with gaseous filling media, however, is possible
only on condition that the arc length is constant. This can be achieved by reducing the fuse
wire length in such a way that the burn-back length per half current cycle is of the same order as in quartz sand. For measuring the
voltage in gaseous media the arc length is
reduced to 1
10 mm by the arrangement
7 in the fuse body. From the measured ignition voltages and accurately adjusted
the external ignition field strength
E of the arcing arrangement can be determined:
Z
(4 )

T'

The arithmetic mean values of the ignition field strength E are given in Table 2 for the
Z
tested filling media.
filling media

field strength E

quartz sand

1,5

°2
N2
SF
SF

6
6

Z

(p=O,1 MPa)

kV/cm
+ 0,5
0,075 + 0,025 kv/cm

(p=O,1 MPa)

0,075 + 0,025 kV/cm

(p=O,l MPa)

3,5

(p=0,3 MPa)

16,0

+ 0,5
+ 0,5

kV/cm
kV/cm

Table 2: Ignition field strength E in dependence of the filling media at a current
density of J
792 A/mm2. Z
According to Table 2 the dielectric strength of the same arc
in SF6 higher than in
quartz sand. According to Table 1 the arc in a fuse filled
may obtain a burn-back
length t that is sufficient to extinguish the arc already after
a current cycle. In
quartz sand, however, the burn-back rate and the ignition field strength is so small that a
quick arc extinction is not possible. Only if the fuse-element melt up at increased current
density at various different locations forming multiple partial arcs the burn-back performance causes the necessary length for arc extinction.
5 MINIMUM BURN-BACK LENGTH OF THE FUSE WIRE FOR ARC EXTINGUISHING IN SULPHURHEXAFLUORIDE
By lengthening of the wire
ignition voltage increases. In dependence of the
pressure and of the field
of the filling media SF6 (see Table 2) the arc is extinguished at a
length of the wire. The drawn line in
8 shows
the minimum arc
currents in static SF • Experiments with
arc
6
extinction have been done with a
arc length. Experiments without arc extinction were
performed with smaller arc length.
the media SF it is possible to extinguish an overload
current arc during the first current zero after arc6 ignition by a arc length of only some cm.
SUMMARY
The low burn-bacK rate of low overload current arcs in quartz sand and the small dielectric
strength of the achieved arc gap at
current zero may lead to malfunction of HV fuses
filled with
sand below a minimum breaking current
• Because if its high dielectric
strength
current zero and of the
burn-back
low current densities,
offers the
to rupture low
currents with long melting times before
fuse body
due to thermal overheating.
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4: Voltage and current development of a
low overload current restriking arc
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THE EFFBCT OF FUSE-BLlJlBNT SHAPB ON
BREAKING PHBNOMRNA IN a.o CIRCUITS
J. Osso"ioki
EleotroteoHaioal Institute, Gdansk, Poland
, ABSTRACT
Desoription is given of the results of oomparative tests on interrupting parameters
by fuse-links having an aM t1me-ourrentoharaoteristio. ThEl tests were oarried out at
alternating ou.rrent of 1180 :!:: 20Y on fuse-link models with O,20mm wide, single and
parallel. oopper strip elements. The aative length of the fuse-elements was 96 mm. The
fuse-link inSUlation bodies were made of Al 20 and had an inside diameter Of 43 mm.
3
They were filled with quarts saDd of a 0,2 to 0,5mm granulation. The results obtained
peDm1t to determine the dependence of the interrupting arc energy ama the energy needed
for melting 1mm3 ot the fuse~eiement upon the width of the element as determined by the
number of modules. The analysis oomprises the interruption of 12 oritical ourrents
ama overload currents seleoted so that the pre/oing times amount to from 20 to'200 seo.
1. INTRODUCTION

Progress in the oonstruotion of fuses oontinues to be dependent on incessant
researoh and development work. Nevertheless. quantitative advantages following from
the applioation ot several parallel fusible strips instead ot one strip having their
summary width are still unknown. Thus. attempts have been made at olarifying this
matter partially and tests oarried out pertaining to the effeot of the strip fuseelement oonstruotion on the prooess ot interrupting short oirouits and overloads.
The interrupting oapability of model links with single fusible strips, from 2 to 8
modules wid~.as compared wlth the results obtained with single-module parallel fusible
strips arranged in the l1ak so that distanoes between their surfaoes amounted to 5mm
apprOximately. The arc energy, length of the melted elements and the energy needed for
melting 1 mm 3 of the .lemen~ss Were used as oriteria for the comparison. The tests
were limited to interrupting critioal short oirouit ourrent 12 and breaking overload
- ourrents seleoted so that their prearoing time amounted to from 20 to 200 sec. The
measurements Were taken at alternating ourrent of 1180 ! 20Y on oopper fuse-elements
having a thiokness of 0,2 mm and an aotive length If 96 mm.

2. GENRRAL CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING INTERRUPTION BY FUSES
Correotness of interruption by means of fuses is deoided, above all, by the amount
of energy appearing in the aro and by the fuse-element melting rate. This refers
espeoiel17 to fuses forreted oontinuous ourrents of several hundreds of amps and for
rated voltages of, more than 600 Y. Speoial teohnioal Cl1:tfioulties are enoountered at
working out designs for high-voltage full range fuses. This is so beoause of the laok
of appropriate information inreferenoest and the available desoriptions of the phenomena
whioh acoompany the interrUption of ourrents by fuses are 1n general oonfined to short
oirouit oonditions and usually they refer merely to fuses with single fusible strlps or
wire elements. ?arallel fusible strips find applioat10n nowadays 1n aotual fuses for
higher rated ourrents. In fuses of suoh a des1un, howerer, progressive destruotion of
the fuse 1s fouaa to take plaoe at 1nterruption in suoh oases when, because ot any
reasons, the parallel fusible strips do not take th.'same part in the prooess oonneoted
with- interrupting the current. The strip at whioh the largest fulgar1te appears, will
also have the lowest arc 1mpeClanoe and it will quiokly take over the whole interrupting
task while the aros at other elements extinguish. In suoh cases the arc usually oomes
up to the end oaps, in many oase~urhing out holes in them, whioh results in a failure
of interrupting the ourrent. Suoh kind of faulty operation is, aooording to Rosen [5] ,
is typioal in fuses having their elements of an 1nsuffioient length or it takes place
when the test is carried out with a smaller current then-the m1nimum £use-link interrupting ourrent.

\
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3. TlST CONDITIONS
The tests were oartted out on fuse-linKs composed of typioal metal el~ment aa used in
low voltage industrial links lith seoond size blade oontaots and with AI 20) bodies.100mm
loagt inside diameter 43mm. Q~tz filler was used as aro-quenohing material having
a granulatIon of 0.2 to O,5mm and the following basi~ ohemioal oompasition'99.2~ S102 ;
O.21~ A1 0 + '1i0 ; O.O~ Pe 0) and O.1~ CeO. While being filled the links were
2
2
2 3
subjeoted to shaking in order to ensure lowest possible porosity [4] • The tests
oomprised 3~0 mOdela of fuse-links with oopper
1
stri~lement having an aotive length of 96 mmt 8
thiokness of 0.2 tOO.005 mm and a module wIdth of
2
3 t 0.02mm. The fuse-elementa were oomposed of
single strips having n • 1; 2; 3; 4t 5; 6; and 8
modules "Type B/ and of single-lllodule strips
/Type 0/ plaoed in the links in parallel with their
oentre line and welded at both ends, to the oopper
oontaot blades /Fit.2/. The distanoes between the
3
single-module strip planeS amounted to 5! 0.5 mm
eaoh. The melted element length was determinea on
the basis of X-ray photographs by suming up the
Fig.1.Fuse-link blade oontaot
wIth arrangement of 5 strips
partioular leagths melted in the fusible strips.
shown.1-blade oontaot;
While evaluating the melted length areas of the
2-fuse-element welding
points; 3-fusible strip.
out-outs for torming restriot,ions as shown in
Ftg.1 were taken into aooount. The test oirouit
in oompliance with the IRO requirements [7] was
supplied form a single-phase transformer,15kV/1kV;
3 MVA., Resistors and air-oore reaotors were used for presetting the values of the
ourrent and power factor. The voltage and tests ourrent were measared with an aooaraoy

Fig.2. Two-module strip element with an aM oharaoteristio.
of 1,~. and the JE>llle,~s integral /I 2t/ and arc energy /A/ by means of speoial me ....ters
with an estimated aoouracy of ~. The measured values were reoorded by a loop oscillo~aph. in whioh loops with a resonanoe frequenoy of 5 kHz were applied. The reoording
tape mOVing speed amounted to 5m/seo. at the shorv-oirouit tests, and 0,5 m/seo. at the
overload tests.
Ten measarement were taken per eaoh point of the oharaoteristl0, and in doubtful oases
even up to 30.
4. INTERRUPTION OF SHORT-CIRCUITS
The tests were carried out at alternatIng ourrent of 1180 t 20V in a oirouit with
a power factor of 0.22 t 0.02. The test ourrent /~/ was seleoted so that the out-off
o~r~ent /io/ values amoun~ed to /0,65 to 0,75/ JZ.l p !he current making angle was OOto
20 el. Subjeoted to the tests were 60 models with siogie-strip elements /Type B/
oontaining 1 j 2; 3; 4; and 5 modules respeotively and. 50 models with elements, oomposed
of single one-module strips /Type ;C/", The dependenae ':0£ /nl appear. to have a straight
line form for single and parallel strip elements

-
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I

A .. a o + a.n /1/
The ooeffioients in this eqAion as determined by the above men-:tioned minimum square deviation method take suoh values as given in Table 1. '
As this may b~saen the linear oorrelation ooeTable 1. Values of the ooeffioients
ffioients r2 a:uevery high in both the oases.
in equation/1/
This means that the oorrelation degree between
the results oaloulated ao.oording to dependenoe/1/
and the results of measurements is very high.
Thus, it may be oonoluded that equation /1/
desoribe.s the dependenoe A ... f/n/ oorreotly. In
order to oheck whether are any essential differenoes between the straight lines 1 and 2
/Fig.3/, the results of the aro energy measurements in the model groups with 2; 3; 4 and
5 module fuse-elements were subjeoted to a test of essential differenoes of the mean "t"
values. It appeared that it is possible to determine with a 99% probability that there are
no essential differenoes betwlfn the results in both these groups. The tests oarried out
on 110 models of f~se-links at interrupting 12
,14 ,-------,----,----,----rc~---,
ourrents made it possible to determine at a 0.98
oofidenoe level the energy whioh is neoessary
kJ
for melting the speoifio mass of a oopper fuseelement. On 80th the types of element models
praotioally the same value of 53 t 3,7 ~/mm3
'Q)
was obtained. For the sake of oomparison.
c
Q)8t---t---.fA:--t---t-----1
Table 2 showS the value of energy needed for
u
damaging 1 mm3~ oopper element as given by
'o
several authors.
Table 2. Energy needed for damaging 1mm3
of copper-element

2
3
4
5
6
modules number.

Element .elting
energyl
•
_L~L!m~ _________ __

Kohlrausoh [2]
53
46,3
Johann
l1J
Fig.3.Dependenoe of short-oiouit ourrent Turner
[6J
53,4
interrupt ion aro energy on fusea!!!~.2!: _______ _
___2l_t ~LZ__~ _____ _
ele_nt width.1-s1ngle strip element,2-multi-strip element.
The relatively high soatter of results obtained by the author is explained by the effeot
of restriotions on the aro burning pro.ess.

5. INHRRUPTION OF OVERLOADS
These tests were' oarried oat at-anaiternating voltage of 1180:!: 20V in a oirouit having a power faotor of 0.5 :!:: 0.05. The test ourrent 11' was seleoted so tha.t III ourrent value of 75A with a toleranoe of ~ oorresponded to one module i.e. the test overload to
75'n+~ Amps. This oorresponded to the prearoing time, in dependenoe on the dimensions
and shap. of the fuse-element, from 20 to 2000 seoonds.
Fig.4.shows the dependenoe of the fuse-element melted lengths on the number of modules in
the element as oaolulated on the basis of measurements. Line.1 /Type B fuse-links/and line 2 /T,pe C fuse-links/saow the courses X = fln/ as valoulated by the minimum square deviation method. Vertioal lin~s have been applied for marking the mean a:Uthmetio va lues
deviation ranges oaloulated on the OOnfidenoe level of 0.98. As it may be seen the dependenoes X .. "'/nl have the shape of a straight line. I X • Xo+ a •. 'n· /2/ I Nevertheless,
the linear oorrelation ooeffioie,nts r2 given in Table 3 have small values, whioh may be
an indioation of a relatively low probability of desoribing oorreotly the obtained results·X = f/n/ by means of the equation /2/.
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Table 3. Values of ooeffioients in
Nevertheless, it may unGbiguously stated that the
equation 121
applioation of parallel fusible strips in a fuse
link instead of one strip with a summary width for
Fuse-link
Xo
a
interrupting overload ourrents having a prolonged
model
!U!____ _ -l!!L___ _L~L __ _
aroing time from 20 to 200 seo.diminishes by 3 to
-0,02
0,01
3.2 times the mean melted length of the fuse-eleB
78,43
-1,56
0,12
ment. This has a oonsiderable signifioanoe in prao30,3
C
tioe in the oase of high voltage fuse.links.
Fig.5. shows the de pend enoes of energy I AI emitted in tbe ara .•t interruption on the number of modules in tbe fuse-element as oaloulated on the basis of measurements. Lines 1 and
2 show the oourses of A=f/nl oaloulated by tbe minimum
100
square deviation method. The ve~tioal lines bave been
mm
used for marking t,he meah arithmetio value deviation
,.
I
80
ranges, oaloulated on tbe oonfidence of 0.98.It mJy be
easily seen that the dependenoe A.f/nl has the shape of
a logarithmio ourve
A = Ao + Ai • In • n
/31
I
as
determined
by tbe
The
oeoffioients
in
equation
131
~40
OJ
above
mentioned
minimum
square
deviation
method
have suoh
+-'
(ij 20
values as given in TaQle 4.
1
1
E
Table 4. Values of ooeffioients in equation 131
n

~60

.

.

)-

H- 4- }-

o

246

modules number

8

Fig.4.Dependenoe of the fuseelement melted lengths at
interruption of 12 ourrent
on their length.

[

F~~~~~!~~;I~L~i~~~L~~1~~t~~:~~j
B

3,8

_____ £_____

__QL1~_

8,8

0,5

_1LQ2__ _QL1§_

As it may be seen the energy emitted at overload interruption by a type B fuse-link with a single element is
from 6.1 to 85 times higher than the energy emitted in the C link with an element oomposed
of single one-module strips. This is oonfirmed to some degr~~ by the aroing times as oaloulated by the dependenoe from whioh it fo~lows that virtual aroing times Itya l are in
the oase of type B models from 4.3 do 7.5 times longer than
the times obtained on type C models. The shGrtening of the
t
dt 141
Va
~
aroing
time obtained due to division of the strip element into
p
n parallel strips seems to be oaused by the faot that the aro
usually melts only one of the strips. This means that in the prooess of interruption migration of the'aro takes plaoe. The taking over of the interrupted ourrent. by one of the parallel strips in the oause of a ourrent density in that strip, and oonsequently of a considerable shortening of the arcing time. The aro migration lasts until conditions for the
its extinguishing appear. The more so beoause, acoording to OnulhrienkO's investigationl31
the penetration of the arc plasma into the. inside of the sand filler does not exoeed in
praotioe 2mm at strip thioknesses of not more than 200 pm. The advantages following from
subdividing the module strip element in n parallel single-module strips are shown in Fig.6
whioh gives-the dependences of the aro energy magnitude, related to a single module
I
A
A • Inl, on the number of modules in the fuse-element. Another oriterion for evaluating
t
the effect of the fuse-element oonstruaion on the interruption of overloads oonsists in a
oomparison of the energy needed for melting/damagingl 1mm3 the fuse-element in type Band
type C fuse-element. The results of measurement and oaloulation indioate that the values
of the energy involved are dependent on the oonstruotion of the strip fuse-element and
also to same degree on the magnitude of the test ourrent.
Fig.? shows the results of measurement and oaloulation of the energy E needed for damaging /meltingl 1mm3 of, oopper strip elements plaoed in models of the.B-type lourve 1/and
C-type lourve 2/. The lines 1 and 2 show the dependenoe R = flnl as determined by the minimum square deviation method. The vertioal lines are used for marking the mean value

.fi2
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deviation ranges oaloulated on the oonfidenoe level of 0.98. It ma, be oonoluded from
Fig.? that the dependenoe B.. f/n/ has the form af all. exponential ourve for both the olU'Ves.
B • Co - 01 • In • n
/4/
The ooeffioients in the above equation as determined b, the minimum square deviation method,have
kJ
suoh values as oompiled in Table 5.
20
Table ~. Coeffioients in eqdtion /4/

-U8~;~~:me -1:-~:~~3~1:;!3L! ~]
B
116,85
21,65
0,18 I
C____ _______ ____ ___

~ 15
c

Q)

~

~~~~

3.:~

~~_~

The results of measurement andoa1oulation indioate that value of energ1 R needed for melting
1 mm 3 of oopper in a 0.2mm thiok fuse-element
n
surrounded by quartz Sand is dependent on the
a
2
4
6
8 magnitude of the test oarrent.and on the oonmodules number.
struotion of the fuse-element. Thus, when interrupting oritioa1 fault ourrents I 2 \at alternating
Fig.5.Dependenoe of overload oarrent
voltage,the anergy 1s approximately equal to the
interruption aro energy on tuseelement width.
values given in referenoes [1. 2, 6] , amoating
1-single-strip element;2-multito abt. 53 J/mmJ. At the interruption of overload
strip element
ourrants oorresponding to prearoing time of from
kJ 8
20 to 200 seo. the values of that energy is
6
dependent on the oonstruotion of the fuse~
~.
-......:
element ,to a great degree. For instanoe, in
4
order to melt 1mm3 of a O,2mm thiok oooper
Ifuse-element /Fig.1/ oomposed of from two to
Q)
\
c 2
eigth single-module strips, 3mm wide eaoh,
Q)
the values E is near1, oompletely independen.
\
U
l\
f~om the number of the strips, amounting to
0 to
\
Q) 0.8
10 J approximately.
>
r-..
This is a lower value than of 53 J given in
....0 0.6
referenoes
[1. 2, 6 J • On the other hand, in
.... _.
r--... l r
ClJ 0,4
Ithe oase of a single fuse-element n-module
strip the values E is oonsiderably dependent
n
on thi width of that strips. Thus.abt.115 J
0,2
12345678
are ... ded for melting 1 ·mm 3 oooper in a
mod utes numb~
3mm wide single-module strip, and abt. ?O J
Fig.6. Dependenoe of overload ourrent
interruption ara energ1 related to
for a 24mm wide eight - module strip respeotia single module upon the width of
vely. The explanation is a simple one. The
the tuse-element.
i-single-strip element;
prearoing times are in this oase several ti2-multi-strip element
mes longer than at parallel strips. amounting
to abt. from 160 mseo. for a sintle-module .
strip up to abt. 80 mseo. for all. e1gth";module strip. At suoh long prearoing times a oonsiderab1e portions of the energy emitted in the fuse-link at interruption is absorbed by
the ara-quenohing material. Further, the shortet prearoing time as measured in tuse-1inks
!;laving wider elements follows also from the era does not burn equally at the total length,
and only in points mo.lng an the oathode and anode i.e. on the whole width of the strip.
The migration of the aro aooel~Tates the melting prooess i.e. legthening of the aro. and
in oonsequenoe it results in shortening the arCing time.
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Fig.7. Dependence of oopper fuse-element
melting energy at interruption of
overload current upon the width of
fuse-element.
1-aingle-strlp element,
2-multi-atrip element.
CONCLUSIONS
The model tests that had been oarried out on fuse-links with single and parallel
strip elements at alternating voltage of 1180 :: 20V for interrupting- orit.ioal 12 shortoirouit and overload ourrents selected so that the pre~rolng times amotPted to from
20 to 200 sed. permit to draw the following oonolusions:
la/. The measured value of energy needed for melting 1mm~ of a Qopperstrip element at
interrupting a oritical short-oircuit our rent amounts to 53 :: 3.7 J/mm:,being In
praotice the same for single as well as for parallel elements ha~i.ng identical
oross-seotions.
On the other hand, at interruption of overload ourrents the value of the energy involved amounts to abt. 40 J/mm 3 for parallel strip elements and in the oase of single
elements it is dependent on .their width, amoutiag to abt. 115 J/mm' for a 8inglemodule element and abt. 70 J/mm3. for an eight-module element.
Ib/. The melted length of strip element at the interruption of overload ourrent is 3 to
3.2. times higher'in the oase of single strip elements than that in the case of parallel elements of the same oross-seotion~
/0/. The energy emitted at the fuse-link at the interruption of an overload ourrent is
6.1. to 8.5 times higher in the oase of links with si,ngle-strip elements than in the
case of links withparsllel strip elements of the Seme cross-section.
Further, the virtual aroing time time is 4.3 to 7.5 times higher respeotively.
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ARCING PHll:NDI'lENA HI A UPli OF
LOW VOLTAGli FULL RANGE FUSES
Wang

Jii-mel

Meng Xian-zhong

Xi' an J,iaotong UniTersi 1;1'
The People's Republic ot China
Abstract
In this paper, the authors give out a kind ot full range
fuse applying to the low Toltage power distribution system.
the element structure of which is made of silver or copper
metal combined with M-spots and gasing material. The authors
explain the experimental results and obtain the main experimental conclusion from the test samples as tollows: The
element can improve the rupture of low overload currents and
high rated breaking current.
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, a new kind of tuses have been developed in tew countries with full range
cle~ring ability, which could be described as II a current limiting fuse, capable
of breaking
under specified conditions all currents from the rated breaking current down to the lowest
overload current that causes melting of the fuse element u (6).
IEC recommendations requires for standard fuses that the shapes of the time current
characteristics lie between definite time current values in the overload and short circuit
range, the temperature rise should be below the specified values and the breaking test should
finished
under
the requirements.
So all the
experiments are according to these
recommendations.
2. COhbTRUCTIOb uF FU~~ ~L~~iliNT AND T~ST CIRCUIT
The main parts of the fuse element are (shown in Figure 1):
(a) Basic element which is a notched strip is made of silver or copper metal;
(b)M-spots are used to be better otf the breaking pertormance of low
overload
currents.
which are located at the necks of fuse element;
(0) Covered medium (gasing materials) is made of PTEE (polufluortetraethylene) to quench arc
and to advance the dielectric recovery strength by producing gases. It is belted on the
basic element.
Figure 2 shows the principle of the breaking test circuit with low overload currents.
The
turn-over time from the subsidary circuit to the main circuit is less than 0.08 second by our
automaticall controlled device. The voltage of subsidary circuit is about TlOV,and the'~voltage
ot main circuit is 55-0V.
The main measuring instruments for low overload breaking test are as tallows:
(a) A time counter records the prearcing time and the arcing time;
(b) A tape memory re~order and a light-ray oscillograph both are used measuring the fuse arc
voltage and current with low overload.
2
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Us =220V

1'he principle of the breaking test
circuit with low overload currents
Um=550V: FL--Shunt 01,C2-Contacters

3. lI:Xl:'lliRIl>'J::}jTAL PHENO.illll:NA

3.1. LOW OV.blRLOAD OUR.RIl:NT REGION
lt it is not specified, the low overload current means the current less than }In and more than
1 • 25- 1If • Low overload curren.t breaking tests plro.ve that the fuse element sometimes
mul tiple
reigm.tion take place (arcing, recovery and reignition for a t"ew semiwaves} then clearing.
For copper ~uses, if Ip is less than 1.6In , the multiple reignition wduld occru. The
typical
curve of thLS phenomena is shown in Figure 3. Fulgurites are comparatively regular and
have
black col~ur near M-spots, red colour among them, while colour in the other region and
also
clear gra~ns of quartz sand. M-spots in the neck of constrictions except the middle constric-
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tion have tlhe melting traces and spots. The total length of arc lumen is not longer than the
diameter of siddle holes in the fuse element in normal cases.

'" 155 ...

F1gure 3.

The typical curve of low overload current break1ng test
(for copper element)

The permanent high frequency oscillation phenomena are observed in the measuremen~ of arc
voltage which is flat on the average in the initial 1-2 ms. Near the.zer? current
region,
the voltage frequency is about t kHz and then the voltage frequency ~s h~gher than 1 kHz.
For silver tuses, no multiple reignition is tound, under the same conditions as copper
fuse
test circuit parameters, the arc gap is shorter and the total arcing time is
much smaller,
the remains of covered materials are more than that of coppe.r. M-spots on the two sides are
seen to have subtle melting traces.
3.2 SHORT CIRCUIT

CY~T

R.b;GION

For sort circuit current test up to 50k"'{r.m.s.} at 550V. Insulation resistances of copper
tuses are above 100 Kn, sometimes up to 2.5 Mflaad inSUlation resistances of silver fuses are
above 100 K~ too which are satisfied with the IRe recommendat1ons (1). The typical curves of
short circu1t test with 50k... (cos=0:15) are shown in, Figure 4.
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In recent years t some scholars investigated the fusing and aging behavior of fuse elements
with l!Ii-spots. (9·J (1.0) to indicate the two different patt.erus o,:f fusing. liO our tests, it is
observed that t.he melted tin flows forward to the element neck, until the melted tin reaches
to the element neck, the basic element begins to dissolute to the liqUid s;tate am;d i t develops
more quickly. The dissolution and the penetration are alternat1ve1y p,roduced. It makes
the
electric conductivity aDd the thermal conductivity ot element decreasing. While the surfacia1
force on the liquid phase can't k~p the ballance. The element necks are vapourized
and
produce arc suddenly. These Il:t'ocass may be explained by Figure 5. Figure 5 (A.) shows the
liquid tin contacts the surface of the basic element. Figure 5(B) shows the two materials(tin
and copper) occures dissolution and penetration. Figure 5{C) shOWS the two materials completely dissolution and penetration. Figure S{D) shows the liquid state of the two materials starts
to occur arc., If the quantij;y of tin M-spots are so small and thin, the liquified time shOUld
be delay that means M-spots effect needs to a long time.
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Figure 5.

The. penetration process of M-effect.

The covered material can produce gas, and change the diaaipated heat state of the fuseel~ments, when the elements change into liquid state, the gas promote it to vapourize.
The
electric conductance becomes insulation state and higher dielectric recovery strenth may be
established. Ylhat ia more, a lot of energy may be consumed by quartz sand to against'arc
reignition. In this sense, the producing gas is a well condition to quency arc.
AS for short circuit current, the dlscomposition of PTF~ is very rapid, according to
the
theory of high polymer chemistry, when PTFE discomllosed, its main products are monomer(;i)95%)
and a little 8aseous hydroge& fluoride. F(fluorine) has the highest electronic
attaching
ability. The products can attach electrons, decreasing the conduetance and promoting the.
establishment of the dielectric recoTery strenth.

5.

Dlscussro~

5.1 G:D.ilRll ~llY;SlS
'1he· differen,ces of arc phenomena between copper fusea and stiver fuses eXisted, the main
reason of which is considered that, in breaking low overload current, during the period
of
copper fuse rupture, more metal vapour is produced in lumen area, there are more
electric
conductive particles, this mlll¥ occur the thermal breakdown sometimes, 1llIltil the column
is
cooled enough.Meanwhile more quantity of N-spots materials flow into the column or the lumen
area, thus the multiple reignition is easy to occur. For the silver element, by the end
of
reignition that is kept continuously arcing for several ten ma, because of less metal vapour
~nd column cooling, gas quenching arc, attachment of electrons, enough dielectric recovery
strength ha~ been formed, so the multiple reignition couldn't show up. From the viewpoint of
energy, it followed that in this circumanstance, there are not enough input energy tomaintain
the cont!inuowLarc,)3.o arctput ofr, and larger gaps eTtmtually created the good conditions for
higher dielectric strength.
5.2 FULGURlTliiS
With low overload, the formation of fulgurites depends on mainly the arc energy
and
the
temperature fields of elements, so silver fuses and copper fuses haTe small fulgurites,
but
the fulgurites of silver fuses are smaller than those Q! copper fuses.
Fulgurites of copper fuses after short circuit currents are statistically classified into two
kinds: Flat type and tip typ~.
Flat type had&'t obvious climaxes, the current density J1<JI aDd J2~Jlc'
Tip type had striking clima..es, the current denSity J,.;;'JI and J2>Jlc'
These two values J1 and .Ilc are taken as the critical values of flat type and tip type,
.11 "'" 4.5 - 5·.6 x 106 A..cm-':: from the prospective short current and .Il e = 1.6-2.25x106 A.cm- 2
from the cutoff current.
The primary conclusion is that the copper fuses would be suitable for make of one, two
and
three fuse elements.
Figure 6. shows the typical photograph of fuse fulgurite after 8QA low overload current test.
Figure 1. shows the typical photograph of fuse fulgurite after 50tl short circuit
current
test.

(80A

low overload current test)

Figure 6.

The typical photograph of
fuse fulgurite.

(50k~

Figure 7.

short circuit current test)
The typical photograph of
fuse fulgurite
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6'-. SUM'JARI
(a) 'rhe fuse elements with M-spots and covered gasing materials (I"l'FEL·paJI. successfully break
low overload current;
(b) In breaking low overload currents, arcing will be multiple reignitions for copper fuses
and single reignition for silv.er fuses;
(e) General description 1s given about M_ffect. and G,Q • .l.
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INVESTIGATIONS OF THE PRESSURE SHOCK-WAVE GENERATED BY H.B.C. STRIP FUSE ELEMENTS AT THE

ARC~

IGNITION INSTANT IN SAND FILLED FUSES

J.Hibner, T.Lipski
Gdansk Teohnioal University, Gdansk
Wlasna Strzeoha 18 a
Poland
Abstraot
The paper desoribes laboratory investigations of the pressure exploding oomponent generated
at the instant of the arc-ignition instant in h.b.c. fuse-elements. 3 different strip shapes
of the fuse-elements were applied. Also 4 thioknesses and 5 widths ot those strips were used.
~ests in a l.v. short-circuit test's rig were carried out using 2 different h.b.c. model fuses. As an arc-quenohing medium the standard sand of l.v. fuses Was utilized. The test results show some distinct influenoe ot the oonstiotion number, strip length and its width.
Test results are illustrated by the osoillograms and the profiles of above mentioned relations. The oonolusions end the paper.
1. Introduction

The pressure generation during eleotrioal conduotor explosion is known trom many years. For
example the reoorded pressure of order 100 MFa was not so seldom case. it a wire was exploded in the water [51. Electrioal explosion investigators usually are speaking about so-called
exploding component [21 of the pressure, because the whole energy delivered to the exploding
conductor responsible is for that pressure. On the contrary in h.b.c. fuses, in which a fuse-element is plaoed in quartz sand during arci~ two pressure components are generated [6):
one, exploding component, at the instant of the arc-initiation due to tuse-element initial
explosion (usually in constrictions); second one, arcing component~Jas a result of delivering
ot the energy to the arc-column. The superposition of those both components is responsible for
an exposure of the fuse-link body onto eventual damage due to mechanical failure.
Because both mentioned components are acting in oompletely different time spans the peak of
the superimposed pressures equals to the peak of the one or another oomponent. The time duration of the explosive component is of order hundreds microseconds whereas of the arcing
one equals to the arCing-time, say severalmilliseconds. The explosive component usually is
oscillatory one with a strong pronounoed damping mainly by sand, while the arcing pressure
follows approx. after comulative effect of the liberated arc-energy. The explosive component,
upon suggestion given in (61, depends on some power ot the current density in the explosion
instant. And,of course, due to good damping ability of the sand the pressure magnitude on the
fuse-link body is much smaller than that in the exploding constriotion.
Published resultsD] on the explosive component are dealing with the uniform Cu wire tuseelement of diameter 0.5 mm and length 20 mm streaohed in the sand. From the manufacturing
point of view, however, more interesting should be the pressure behaviour in h.b.c. tuses
equipped within strip elements'having some constricted parts. This need became the base why
since 1977 in our Institute a number ot the measurements were done on the pressure in some
model h.b.c. fuses with the strip elements. Some results of those investigations limited just
to the exploding component are reported here/inafter. Everywhere in the following text speaking about the pressure one shall understand the exploding component of the pressure.
2. Experiments
,2.1 Test circuit

To get the most reproducible conditions of the tests using AC current a thyristor makingswitch has been used of 1 kA continuous rated current and 2 kV peak reverse rated voltage,
shown in Fig.1. A ooaxial practically noninductive shunt of 1 or 5 m~rated resistance serves to the current measurements. A cathode 5 beam oscillograph of 0.5 Mbtand 40 pF input
oonstants enabled the reoords of .the interested parameters. During check-out procedure ot
the measuring system a 2 beam oscillograph of 1 M~and 40 pF input parameters found an app-
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lication.

TH
F u

a

s

"0"

II

.0

t~[:

c II
Fig. 1 Simplified test's circuit
TH - making switch, CB - safety
circuit-breaker, TR - transformer
)80/260 V or 520 V, L - choke,
F - tested fuse, S - shunt, u t i,
p - recorded voltage, current,
pressure
in modulus

it.

Fig. 2 Tested

I!

ld

I

fuse~elements

2.2 Fuse-elements

The strip fuse-elements of the different shape 8
shown in Fig.2, of the thicknesses 0.05, 0.1,
0.185 rom and of the widths ).1,5.7.5,10, '15
rom were applied. The constrictions were distributed rhythmically along the fuse-element withFuse-element type C has got a rectangular cutting out of the different length.

2.) Model fuse-links
Two different kinds of theh.b.c. model fuse-links were used, body ot which were made from
some organic textoli teo The body of one was tight, made from one piece (Fig.Ja). The !useelement in this case was sott soldered to the terminals. Arc-quenching chamber ,- 16 rom.
The second one (Fig.3b) has got the chamber diameter 26 rom within lengthwise divided body,
. fastened by 4 screws M5. The fuseelement now is clamped to the terminals by the wedge fasteners. In every case as an arc-quenching medium
the quartz sand of 0.3.0.5 rom granularity has been used. The granularity fractions were: abo 67 % of
0.)85.0.43 rom and abo 22 % of 0.43.
1
0.49 rom. The fuse-elements were situated along the cylindrioal arc-chamber axis. A standard firm procedure
of the sand gave in result ab 16 % of
the mass increment in relation to the
loose sand in the ohamber.

K1

K2

1

2.4 Pressure sensor
A piezoelectric sensor ha.s been used
of the sensitivity 1.88 V/MPa, se11capacity 900 pF' and resistivity 600
G~. The measured frequency range up
to 100 kHz. A concentrio cable of!ll
7 rom and of 5 m length to connect the
sensor with oscillograph was applied.
The wave re~ance of the cable.- 15~
The check-out tests of the pre sure

Fig. J Tested fuse-liks
K1 - chamber Ii' 16 rom, leng,~ 42 rom; K2 - chamber ¢ 26, length 64 mm; 1 - terminal; 2 fuse-element connection; J - body; 4 - hole
for sand strew in closed by nut MaX1 rom; 5 fuse-element; 6 - p-sensor of ~ 8 rom surface
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measuring system has showed no practical influence of the interferences.
3. Test results
Pressure test results show relatively great dispersion, that's why to determine an average
magnitude it was necessary to make atleast 10 measurements. Some exemplary results indicated
in the Fig.4 show that the exploding pressure component lasts less than 100 ps.
Obtained results are aummari/zed in the Figs 5 to 9. Given
in those Figures exemplary profiles are for this same costriction cross-sectional area. Due to the adiabatic heating
conditions kept during the tests in every case the current
density at the instant of the arc-initiation was practically
this same. From Figures 5 to 8 outcomes that the influence
of the parameters n b , bd , and ld on the pressure is weakening with their growing according to the rule
Pi =

Pmax

( 1)

x~
in which x is one of the variable n b , b d , ld. For example in
the case of pressure relation on the length ld from the experiments follows
1 +

.~:;. . . .

p.=O.S

~ 1 + 10

(2)

'Id

where Pi in MFa, ld in rom. From (2) it is clear that further
the exploding part to the measuring point lesser its influence on the pressure measured. It can be showed that the relation (1 ) is in agreEIIIEllt with some analytical calCUlations
based on sum of the partial pressures along the fuse element.
The profile given in,Fig.7 indicates, for instance, that already for ld> 25 rom the pressure in the cent:re of the fuselink has got nearly maximum value, but not so much higher
than for 10 rom.
Data in Fig.9 suggest that there is not any logical reLation.
That's why the arc-ignition voltage can not be the base for
the pressure caloulation, despite that voltage relates to the
length ld and ourrent density as follows
( :3 )
u i = jld'ff
In addition to that it is necessary to admit that given in
the Figure 9 magnitudes are practically for this same ourrent density in the instant of explosion. The results show
also (Table 1) that despite 1.8 greater current in the instant of explosion the pressure changes are small. This changes are of order of the result dispersion. But to underline
is nearly this same current density at that instant. To note
is as well that for every couple of results the circumference of the constriction was practically this same. The only
change in both results of given couple was the difference of
the thicknesses, i.e. 0.1 or 0.2 rom.
Aforementioned results suggest the pressure exploding component can be described as tollows
Fig. 4 Exemplary test records
of fuse-links K2, circuit conditions 520 V,
50 Hz. 1 -element A,
nb= 3. constrictions
¢ 1.8mm, A = 3 rom; 2 element a, Id= 5 rom;
J - as 2 but ld= 20 mm.
Scale unit 746 A/cm,
216 V/cm. 0.216 MFa/cm,
1.5 ms/em

Pi =

kp(bdldyBj~

C4)
2(r{-(3)
where Pi- in MFa; k p- in ~~~;[!-- depends on the chamber diameter, sand porosity and granularity; b d , ld- in rom; j - Acurrent density in A/mm 2 , «,fo- some powers.
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The relation ( 4) relates to the tested fuse-link models, applied filler and moreover in the
case of tuse-element C to the length la = 10 mm and it is valid for single element placed in
the fuse-link axis in such a way that the flat surface is parallel to the measuring surface
of the pressure sensor.

As the preliminary result it is stated that the
limits 0.5 + 1.0.
Influence ot i, j, u on Pi
i
i
Sd
Pi
A
mm mm 2
MFa
1.8 0.15 1603
0.328
1.8 O.JO 2727
0.392

Table 1
A nb

powers~

,fifor those

Qondi~ions

are in the

4. Conclusions
Pi
%
100
120

A. The exploding pressure componenet
lasts very short time(range of jls)
and appears during explosion.
.3
B. It can be assumed that in given design the exploding component depends
.3 4 • .3 0.15 1515 10100 J05 0.370 100 100
6 3 4.3 0.30 2727
on the fuse-element dimensions of
9090 341 0.455 123 ·180
ita that part which explodes. As
6 5 4.3 0.15 1515 10100 538 0.477
a parameter is the current density
6 5 4.3 0.30 2727
9090 449 0.506
180
at the instant ot arc-ignition and
~:given in the Table magnitudes are for elethe circumference of the fuse-elemements A, fuse-link K1.
nt in the place of explosion.
C. When a fuse-element does diSintegrate along the whole its length the pressure exploding
componenet is a maximum in the middle of the fuse-link. From the relation (2) it can be
seen that the influence of some further parts is lesser on the generated pressure.
1

D. It seems, the exploding pressure component in described measurements depends on the current density rather than current magnitude in the instant of arc-initiation. For example
by ab 1.8 times greater current the pressure remains nearly this same by nearly this same
current density.
E. It seems, the exploding pressure component does not depends on the arc-ignition voltage.
The problem needs some further investigations.
F. The practical calculation of the exploding pressure component, it seems, could be possible
from the relation (4). But to get more preCise results it is necessary to carry out further investigations to establish appropriate magnitudes of the powersoCandj>.
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Abstract
This article presents a one dimensional numerical model for the burn-back process, including
changes of a metal strip under the influence of an arc.
Special attention is given to the velocity decrease caused by heat conduction and the velocit
caused by Joule preheating.

Introduction.
In a short circuit situation, the
increasement

of

a

fuse

is

voltage

arc

dominated by the

burn-back velOCity of the metal strip.
Early investigations of Kroemer
linear

dependence

between

[1]

showed

Because

of

Joule

heating,
Tbegincan
be
than T . For an adiabatic
o
situation, Tbegin was calculated from:

considerably

higher

a

the velocity v and
j

the current density j of the strip:

2

Tbegin = To exp(

tLwf

A~C

) .............. (5)
s

v

= kj .... "
with k

Daalder

........ , .... , ............... (1)

[2]

suggested

an

~ stands
T
Wiedemann-Franz.
with

for

the

constant

A

for

the

conductivity

for

where Lwf '"

1.15 E-9 [m3/As]
expression for the

burning constant k:

of

thermal

and

P

electrical

fits

a part of the experimental

the

resistivi ty.
k

---=----................ (2)
Hdrop

~egin

Equation

(2)

results of Daalder [2] with silver,

under

the

with

assumption that U = 5.25 V and T
1700 K.
drop
However
experimental velocities at current

Hdrop = cs~Tmelt + ~L +c2~(Tdrop-Tmelt)··(4)
In these formulas:

about

densities above 3 kA/mm2 and

U: power loss per A arc

Hdrop

current

to

the

5

ms,

could

not

validity

the maximal specific enthalpy of a
metal part. before i t is removed by

The most simple extension

Hbegin

the already reached
when the arc arrives.

local enthalpy

cs

specific heat

metal

of

the

in

the-

times

described

equation (2) as T
would exceed T
.
begin
melt
Therefore, our first aim was to extend

electrode.

the arc.

arcing

be

of

of

with
the

equation (2) up to higher current

densities.
can

be

reached

by

allowing l~egin to exceed the product Cs ~Tmelt'
In this case the enthapy increasement by Joule
heating can be calculated with:
dH

PJ2 ........................... ( 6)

"d't

solid and liquid state.
~:

specific density in the solid state.

L: melting heat.
Tmelt : melting temperature.
Tdrop temperature of liqUid droplets.
Tbegin

where for the solid or liquid phase:
dH
<.it
=

To: room temperature.

dT
<.it
....................... (7)

or for the melting phase:

initial temperature of the metal spot
when the arc arrives.

"YC

~L

df
<.it'
........................ (8)

with fraction f(1
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We made use of the

fact

that

A = ~ proves

factor

the

b. A melting area with xm

resistance

to be constant for

'"'(CT

for

and the melting heat has
melt
been reached: L < L
.
melt
c. A solid area with xs ~ x < ~.

the

adiabatic Joule heating:
Tbegin = To exp( Aj 2 t ) .................. (9)
Together with the fractional melting we want to
introduce

the

existence

of

a not infinitely

[tin melting layer between the

solid and

the

liquid phase.
Such

layers

intermediate

occur

can

when

not

TO

TMELT

T DROP::: 1700
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Fig.

internal heat sources are present.

< xs.

x

T=T

silver in the solid or liquid state.
With tile resistance factor it follows

~

Here the temperature is constant

L BAND

xs

1 Multiple phases within the silver strip

during the burnback process.
The next aim was to extend the stationary burn
hack model to a full dynamical model. After the

3. The energy balance equations.

arc

The three basic regions can be

ini tiation

it

can

be

expected

especially in the low current range

a

that

certain

fraction of the arcing power is lost by thermal
conduction

into

the

remarkable burn hack

silver

takes

before

place;

a

any

certain

delay time will be the result. At higher values
of

the

arc

current

or the current period, a

fraction of the Joule heat will also escape

to

For

the

to

calculate

the

burn

hack

rate

including

multi-phase effects and non adiahatic heating.

A thin silver strip is provided with one
is

notch

fixed at both ends. A constant current

starts flowing through the strip at time t=O. A
homogeneous

current

and

liquid

x+dx

I

c""

density

distribution

x

t+dt
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300 K) during the whole
some time the notch will melt

density "Y. specific heat c, thermal
conductivity

A and

the

silver

Tdrop (Tdrop > Tmelt )·
Fig. 1 illustrates that

the

can be

a. A liquid area with xl

material Is
temperature

during the burnback

process, the part of the strip
removed

specific resistivity p

for the solid and liquid phase respectively.

by

the

front

element

is

the arc, the input heat conduction

term has to be replaced by Pdt, with

P=jU

for

the effective arcing power input.
For the melting region a similar energy balance

removed as soon as it reaches

yet been
parts:

(10)

burn

back the strip gradually.
that

t'

dt
tXt
(Input Heat Cond.) (Output Heat Cond.)

is

at both ends is considered to

and an arc will be introduced, which will
assumed

the

t
x+dx t+dt
- T ] dx = J
J pj 2 dxdt +
x·
x'
x
t
(Joule Heat)
(Heat Content)

In the situation where

is

by

t+dt

bounded

It

the energy

[T

the

be constant (To
process. After

phase

balance of an element can be described

assumed. At t=O the strip has a temperature To;
temperature

diVided

LBAND.

with different values of the specific

2. General model description.
and

solid

«

equation:

the strip ends.
A one dimensional numerical model was developed

furher

into N equal parts with length dx

~

which

has

x

< xm.

temperature is maximum T=Tdrop '

x+dx t+dt

xm+dx

J"Y[H~+dt

-

H~']

dx

J J

pj 2 dxdt

x

xm

+

t

not

divided into three

At the arcing front x=xl the

can be set up:

t+dt

-JAr:]

t'

t+dt

JA[:]

t'

dt ......... (ll)
dt +
x+dx
x
t
In this equation the input heat conduction term
has also to be replaced by Pdt in case the
front element 1s bounded by the arc.
temperature
Within the melting region the
t

gradient is equal to zero.
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e. It is assumed that the liqUid arc front

4. Discretisation and assumptions.
The

elements

numbered N

are

.. N

element is removed on a certain moment t1

tot ' with

if:

Lband=Ntot dx.
N=l: between x=O dx and 1 dx
2:
Idxand2dx
N:

x,+dx
J c"YT(x,t ) dx) c"lTdrop dx ........... (17)
1
x,
If the last but one arc front element has

(N-l)dx and N dx

L:

(L-l)dx and L dx,
the first liquid element
M:
{M-l)dx and M dx,
the first melting element
S:
(S-l)dx and S dx,
the first solid element
The time is also discretized: time t= Kdt, with
step number K=O .. K
'
tot

the

set

removed

at time t , the instantaneous

2

burnback velocity
t -t

1

during

the

time

range

is defined as

2

f. The melting front element has been melted at

A number of assumptions will
transform

been

be

made

time t , if:
1

to

xm+dx

J~H(x,t } dx ) "lHmelt dx ........... (IS}
xm
The melting border then moves from

of integral equations into

linear equations:
a) As the temperature in the whole element, the
mean temperature within an element between x

xm to }(1ll'=xm+dx.

and x+dx is defined:
x+dx

t+dt

JA[
t

~~

,

K
A (T

]t dt

TK

)

~

is T .
o

The temperature of

The

integral

equations.

into account using different values for the

substitutions

solid, liquid and melting phase with indexes

length of the equations:

1,2,3 respectively.

Bl
c. During the melting the mean enthalpy in an
element is taken:
x+dx

K

"YH dx ........... (14)
N

x
d. The temperature dependence of the specific

electrical resistivity is taken into account
by the resistivity factor A:
A = ~............ (15}
with A=Al for the solid phase.

A=A2 for the liquid phase.

P=Pmeltfor the melting phase.
The Joule heat development in an element
during dt can be expressed as:

x

remains

A number of

will be introduced to reduce the

.2
dt
J A1

Al dt

G1

'YC

dx

2

B2
G =
2

j2~ dt

"2 dt
2

"lC dx

B3
3 =

2
j Pmel t dt
"Y
"3 dt

G

2

"Yc dx

a. The liquid range with L < N < M.
The energy balance of the liquid front

element

L now can be described by:

K+l
K
K
T = (1 + B2 - G2 )T + G2T
+ Pl··········(19)
L
L
~l
and the other liquid elements with L+1

~

N < M:

KKK

K+l

GT
+ (1 + B2 - 2G )T + G2 T
.... (20)
2
2 N-l
N
N+1

T
N

b. The melting range. with M
The

< N < S.

element M on the melting front, when it is

bounded by the arc:

t+dt x+dx
J pj 2 dxdt

end

P dt
C"l dx

at element N-l is chosen.

J"YH(X, t) dx

fixed

equations now can be transformed

into a set of linear

For the integral equation the relevant value

J

the

constant T=T .
o
5. Sets of linear eguations.

......... (13)

N-l
The temperature dependence of A is taken
N

x

The initial temperature of the silver strip

g.

K

T dx ........... (12)
JT{X, t) dt
N
x={N-l)dx
b) For the heat conduction it is assumed:

A"lcj

2

K

dxdt T

N

......... (16)

K+l

H
M

KKK
=

H + B3 + cPl - cG3 (T - T } ....... (21)
M
M
M+l
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If

the

front element M is bounded by

melting

K+l

KKK
H + B3 + cG2(T - T } - cG

H

~
1t!]I

M-l

K

3 (T

M

T

M

simple

M+l

........................................... (22)
~

K+l

H

N

N

K

The solid range with S < N < Ntot~
If the solid front element S is bounded by
arc:

(1 + Bl

T
S

+ Pl' ....... {24)

8+1

the solid front
melting material:

element

S is bounded by

K+l
KKK
T = G3T
+ (1 + Bl - G3 -G )T + G T
1
1

K+l

T
8

limits

for

the

explicit

of

diffusion

equation.

the

Material properties were chosen

in accordance

quite possible.
output

8-1

8

Is

8

K

.(25)

8+1

bounded

by

results

characterized

by

of

the

program

normalized

can

be

time-distance

2. It shows the physical
state history of any silver part: the length
coordinate and the time are divided by the
strip length and the total current period
respectively.

diagrams

element

and

personal

were chosen in accordance with the

stability

solution method

The

If the solid front
liquid material:

for

The values for U
and Td
were chosen in
con
rop
according [2]. although other combinations are

S

8

suitable

relatively
PASCAL

the

K

Gl)T + GlT

If

with

wi th table 1.

c.

K

in a

program.

versions.

steps

usual

K

H + B3 - cG3 (T
2T + T
} ..... (23)
N
N-l
N
N+l

K+l

assimilated

computer

FORTRAN
Time

K

of linear equations with the distinct

computers.

< 8:

K
~

set

conditions were

K

The other elements of the melting range,
M+l

6. Results of the calculations.
The

liquid material:

like

Fig.

K

= G2T

8-1

K
+ GlT
.. (26)
8
8+1

+ {1 + Bl - G -G )T
2 l

The other elements in the solid state:
8+1

SN

K+l

T

~

N

tot

K
~

N

GlT

+

N-l

{I

+

K
K
Bl - 2Ol )T + GlT .... {27}
N+l

N

o
metal

silver

melting temperature

Tmelt

1234

[K]

,.

= 1.05E4

[kg/m3]

specifiC heat

C

= 270

[J/kg]

specific resistivity at Tmelt

Pmel t

resistivity factor below T
ruelt

:

mass density

13E-8

[0]

Al

2.1E-17

[04lJ]

resistivity factor above T
melt

~

= 4.4E-17

[04lJ]

melting heat

Lmelt

1.045E5

[J/kg]

thermal conductivity below T
melt

Al

=395

[W/mK]

above T
melt

)1.2

= 185

[W/mK]

at Truelt

A3

=290

[W/mK]

~d

= 4OE-3

em]

length of the half of silver strip:

~

power loss per ampere to electrode: U
= 5.25
con

[V]

temperature of liquid droplets

[K]

Tdrop = 1700

Table 1. Variables of the numerical model.

x

T-

Fig. 2 Normalized diagram of the dynamic
burnback process.
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To

illustrate

the

heating and the heat

influence
loss

of

the

joule

conduction

by

the

In table 2
results

burnhack velocity was calculated

numerical

for several constant current densities during a

velocity.

instantaneous
period of 5-10
in Fig. 3.

IDS.

Some results

are

some

of

current

..E

....

E

r

_----e

~ 0.1

>

4
TIME

2

Fig.

10

(ms)

Calculated

3.

s

6

dynamical

burnhack

velocities.

current density

pre arcing time

[kAlmm2]

ems]

a:

4.04

0.1

b:
c:

3.18

0.2

2.10
1.02

0.6

e:

0.10

0.0

heat

current density {j=O.l kAlm2}. the

burnback

for

several

even

ms.

ems]

0.10

0.0

10.0

---

0.1

0.04

1.02

0.6

11.8

1.3

1.1

1.1

1.5

1.40

0.0

1.4

1.61

0.6

11.6
11.8

1.5

1.8

1.8

1.8

2.10

0.1

7.4

2.4

2.4

2.3

2.30

0.6

10.9

2.7

3.0

2.9

2.59

0.3

9.3

3.1

3.4

3.3

2.78

0.3

5.5

3.0

3.3

3.2

2.96

0.3

6.0

3.7

3.7

3.6

3.18

0.2

7.2

4.0

4.5

3.26

0.3

5.8

4.0

*

3.28

0.2

7.1

3.7

3.64

0.2

5.6

4.7

3.96

0.1

5.4

4.2

4.04

0.1

5.2

4.9

2.

Comparison
velocities

4.4

4.2

*
*
*
*

5.1
5.4
7.4
7.7

between experiment. mean
according

and

[2]

the

program results, with N=500 and time

prevent

the

In

For

j=O.l

kAlmm2

conSiderably

is expected with
with

the

the

result

according [2].
caused by

program,

of

This

the

0.1 kAlmm

the instantaneous velocity reaches the

stationary value within a fraction of a ms.

An

a

when compared

stationary equation

difference

In the intermediate current density

1-2

that

obviously

is

the retarding influence of the heat

by
conduction.
loss
experimental data were

range

shows

2

Table

lower value for the mean velocity

this
case
non-infinitely thin melting layers occured at
the start of the process.
kA/mm2,

pro-

calc

gram
[2]
[2J
[m/s] [m/s] [m/s]

step At = 1£-6 sec.

source is already active. Fig. 3 shows that for
lowest

time

time

numerical

'pre-arcing time'. during which the Joule
the

mean velocity

pre-arcing arcing

ems]

burnhack

It is assumed that the arC is initiated after a

heat loss by conduction can

mean

[kA/mm2]

Table

0.1

d:

the

for

results

exp

c
r
(~----------------------d

~1

calculated

presented

~b

r(

and

[2] are compared with our

program

density
10

experimental

Daalder

Unfortunately

no

available to test the

resul t

agreement

can

be

noticed

for the higher

current density range until 3 kAlmm

At higher current densities the Joule heating

For the highest current

can

calculation [2J is not valid. as Tbegin exceeds
Tmelt ; this is indicated in table 2 by an

Cause

an

exponential

increase

burnback velocity. but this forms no

of

the

principal

limit for the model validity.
Different

from

the

low

current

asterisk
situation,

melting layers now appeared at the end

of

the

movement process.
Fig.

2

presents

(*).

densities

The numerical

the

model

former

is

not

limited by this fact, although the results show
systematic upside deViations, compared with the
experiments.

instantaneous

values.

integration is needed when mean velocities have
to be considered. which can be compared with
experimental results.

Probably

the Joule heating has a less dominant

effect than it was expected. because the
loss
to the filler material becomes
important in this range.

heat
more
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Therefore

a

implicit

more

dimensional

numerical

model

procedures

with

Is

under

deve I opmen t.
Another approvement of the model is planned by
increasing

the

number

of

elements.

convergence limit is not yet

been

as

the

reached

in

the case of the high current densities.
Conclusions.
The

one

dimensional numerical model describes

the dynamical burnback processes within a

wide

range of current densities.
It

indicates

that the heat loss by conduction

in the silver has a delaying influence on the
burnback velocity. during a fraction of a ms at
1 kAlmm or during several ms at 0.1 kAlmm •
As

a

the mean burnback velocity

consequence.

which

is

determined

relatively

long

correspond

to

experimentally after

arcing
the

time.

a

often will not

instantaneous

velocity

obtained after short arcing times.
For

current

present

densities

model

above

predicts

3

kAlmm

an

the
exponential

increasement of the burnback velocity. although
experiments

show

that

this

effect

is

less

dramatic.
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Abstract
In a high-voltage vacuum fuse, a disadvantageous

phenomenon of the

electron field

emission from a wire may occur. This phenomenon can be limited by screening the wire as well
as by increasing its smoothness. The paper shows the effect of screening the wire by elec-trodes, according to the size of the electrodes and their spacing. An improvement
surface of the wire was obtained by electropolishing.

of the

It was found that electropoliahed

wires are characterized by a considerably higher voltage, corresponding to the

ocCUrrence

of the emission current.

INTRODUCTION
There has been a growing interest in the high voltage vacuum _fuse lately. Laboratory
investigations have shown that the vacuum fuse has a number of characteristic
[ 1, 2, ), 4. 5. 6

properties

J. One of them is breaking the current at the first passing of the

current sinusoid through zero. As a result there is a lack of overvoltages in the circuit,
and a lack of reignitions. The fuse element is short and the fuse chamber

is of

small

dimensions.
!be possibility
surface of

the

of the phenomenon oocurrenoe of electron field emission,

fuse-element

wire, is a defect.

The field

from the

emiss'1on phenomenon

is

inadmissible, because:
it causes surface roughening of the wire and a rapidly progressing ageing

process

of the wire,
- narrowings of the wire occur. which may even result in melting the wire,
- X-radiation is a secondary effect of electron field emission.
In the paper, the possiblities of eliminating and of limiting the phenomena of electron
field emission will be presented, USing two methods:
screening the wire by means of two electrodes whose dimensions
properly chosen,

and spacing are
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+

5

1
4
~ig.J.

Oscillogram of voltage and
emission current from the
wire surface

~igure

3

2

Fig.4. The set for electropolishing the wire,
1-electropolished wire. 2-cylindrical
electrode. 3-65% water solution of
orthophosphoric acid. 4-water bath,
5-stabilized voltage source

4 shows a set for electropolishing the wire. Before electropolishing, the wire

underwent degreasing in a solution composed of: BaOH - 5g, Na2C03 - 25g, Na 3P0 4 ·12Hz0 -25g.
The temperature of the solution amounted to 75°C, and the time of the degreasing - 4 minutes. The process of wire electropolishing was carried on in a 65% water salution

of

orthophosphoric acid /H3P0 4/ at the temperature of 20°C. The electropoliahed wire was
connected with the positive pole of the source, the voltage amounted to 0,8 V, and the
current during the polishing of the copper wire, 0.5 mm in diameter and 90 mm long, amounted to 0.4 A. The time of electropolishing was 30 minutes.

RESULTS
5 shows the U voltage of occurrence of the 1 pA electron emission current,
e
according to the diameter of the copper wire. The surface of the wire was only washed
~igure

with alcohol. This figure presents

the values of the arithmetic mean, calculated

for

fifteen measuring pOints as well as the standard deviation.
6 presents the Ue voltage of occurrence of the electron emission current
from the Wire, according to the H spacing between the electrodes, for a wire 0.15 rom
~igure

in diameter and electrodes 22 mm in diameter which have been selected as
~igure

an example.

7 presents, tor the same wire and the same electrodes the values of the arithmetic

mean of the Ue voltage as well as standard deviations, according to the H spacing of the
electrodes. ~igure 8 presents in the common coordinate system the characteristics of
Ue voltage, in the function of the H electrode spacing, for five diameters of the wire
and for the 34 mm diameter of the electrodes. ~igures 9 and 10 show analogical characteristics for the 22 and 14 mm diameters of electrodes.

For small spacing of

electrodes,

equal to 0 - 25 mm, the electron field emission from the wire may not occur , whereas the
emission current or breakdown occurs between the

disk electrodes

and the cylindrical

eo -

- improvement ot the wire surface roughness, obtained by electropolishing.
EXPERIMENT
Samples
A copper wire 0.07, 0.15, 0.30,

and 0.90 mm in diameter Was used tor the

investiga-

tions. The wire was washed in aloohol or electropolished. The electrodes, made ot electropolished oopper, had the shape ot disk 14, 22 and 34 mm in diameter.
Measuring systems
Figure 1 shows the investigated object. All the investigations were carried out at
alternating voltage ot 50 Hz, in the vaouum of the order of 10-4 Pa. The current of
electron field emission was measured between the wire (1) and the cylindrical eleotrode()) ,
us~ng

the method of the high voltage unbalanced bridge, shown in Figure 2. Figure) shows

the oscillogram of the emission current. Emission of electrons trom the wire occurs
in the negative half-period of the voltage.

HV
2
1

~

2
3

4

]

5

Fig.i. Electrode arrangement
1-investigated wire,
2-screen1ng eleotrodes,
3-cy1indrioal electrode,
4-10ad sphere, 5-insulator

~,

r

-

- -

-

Fig.2. High voltage bridge for measuring
emission ourrent

~he

only
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20
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40
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Fig.6. Voltage U where the electron
emission ecurrent equals 1JlA.
according to the spacing between
the electrodes for a wire of O.}O rom
diameter and for the electrodes of
22 mm in diameter
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mean of the voltage U and
standard deviations. according
to the spacing H of the electrodes. Wire diameter 0.30 m~
electrodes diameter 22 mm
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Fig.S. Voltage U where the electron
emission Surrent equals 1 pAt as a
function of the electrode spacing H
for five diameters of the wire and
for the electrode diameter 34 mID
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Fig. 10. Voltage U where the electron
emission 8urrent equals 1 pAt as a
function of the eleotrode spacing H
for five diameters of the wire and
for the electrode diameter 14 mm

Voltage
where tho eleotron
emission urrent equals 1 pAt as a.
funotion of the electrode spacing H
for five diameters of the wire and
for the electrode diameter 22 mm

electrode.
It results from the analysis

of characteristics

in Figures 8, 9

and 10 that the

approaching of electrodes causes a distinot limitation of the field emission phenomenon
and increase in the Ue voltage of the occurrence of the eleotron emission current and
this should be associated with the phenomenon of wire screening by electrodes. In the case
of electrodes of small diameter (¢-= 14 mm)

t

the effect of wire screening is less.

In the second part of the experiment, the influence of

the technology

of wire

electropolishing on the phenomenon ot the electron field emission from the surface
the wire was inVestigated. After electropolishing, smoothness of the wire surface

of
incre-

ased and the change

of the diameter was 0.05 mm. It was found that the Ue voltage of
occurrence of the electron emiSSion current from the surface of the electropolished wires

is of about 25% higher in comparison with nonelectropolished wires.
CONCLUSION
1. The undesired phenomenon of electron field emission, from a wire in a high voltage
vacuum fuse, can be reduced or eliminated
polishing its surface.

by

wire screening as well as by

electro-
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2. The effect of fire screelting can be obtained in a simple way by apply'ing electrodes

ot the shape of d1._ks to it. emia. fhe effect of ecreu'iDg

is the greater the bigger

the 4i8lll8ter ot th& electrod.e is, and the smaller their spacing is.
3. On applying eleetropol1shing ot. the wire, an i:rlcreue in aboat 25% in the voltage
o~

OOOurreRCe of the electron field emission ourreRt from the surface

ot. the wire

was obtained.
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NEW DESIGN ASPECTS OF SEMICONDUCTOR FUSES
B.Krasuski
Gdansk Technical University
Poland
Abstract
Some main new design aspects of recently developed Polish semiconductor fuses has been described. Particular attention has been drawn on: fuse-link barrel made now from metal (aluminium)f insulating bushings of fuse terminals and gas-evolving elements to improve the arcquenching ability of small overcurrents. Also the better manufacturing reproducibility of
new fuses is underlined. Examples of new fuses,corresponding osci11ograms are attached.
1. __________i_n_fo__rrnations

The range of recently developed by Institute of High Voltages and Electrical Apparatus Intitute of Gdansk Technical University new semiconductor fuses type Btd is given in the Table 1. This range is expected to be extended in the future up to 6.3 kV rated voltage and
1000 A rated current. The rated breaking capacity of those fuses is 50 • 100 kA(RMS), depending upon the rated voltage and rated current. The minimum breaking current corresponds
to the prearcing time not less than 30 s.

Table 1 SIZES OF Btd FUSES

u (V)

RATED CURRENT inA

Dimenslon.s[mrtfl

L

L

10

2

32

16 20

80

40 50

100 125

200

250 315

400500630

250

400
630
i 1000
00

W-o

W-II

W-IV

W-Irz

110

140 110

170

170 140 200
¢20

¢ 28

r/1 36

r/J 48

¢60

rjJ 76

L

l

e

~J

-$

Some of design aspects of Btd fuses are new in comparison to the existing practice and to
the inventions known from the patent documents. These aspects makes possible to improve the
behaViour of new fuses during manufacturing and in service.
The aim of the paper is to describe mentioned design aspects in contrast to the existing
practice.
2.

Li~~ of new_~esign

aspects

Fig.1 shows longitudinal cross-section of Btd fuses just in order to demonstrate main aspects of the design and to point out the following elements which are relatively new in comparison with the known solutions.
2.1 The main new design point is the tuse-link barrel now made from a metalic(in this case

some aluminium alloy) body in the form of a good heat sink. It made possible to elevate the
fuse-link rated current of 10.15 % by this same fuse-element.

2

3

I

Qj

Fig., Partial cross-sectional view of Btd fUBes
1 - aluminium body, 2 - ceramic bushing, 3 - aluminium nut, 4 - copper terminal,
5
gas-evolving element. 6 - ring rubber to compensate elongation of fuse-element,
7 - fuse-element
2.2 Electrical insulation between terminals consists from the two ceramic bushings 2 ~ig.1)
wnich replace usuall fuse-link end-caps. The bushings are fastened to the barrel 1 by means
of metalic (again this same aluminium alloy) nuts J.
2.3 The fuse-element 7 is made from silver-copper combination. Constricted parts are from
Silver'byhereas shoulders from copper. The oonstriotions are partially punohed and partially made groove rolling prooess.

2.4 The reproduoibility of the positioning of fuse-element is done in the following way:
the both contacts 4 during manufacturing are connected together by means of two <not indioated in Fig.1) sorews whioh then after assembling are removed. The assembly oonsisting
from two terminals, fuse-element and mentioned sorews form a kind of "clockwork" which then
is protract through the barrel 1 and then is centred by the bushings 2 and fastened by
shown in Fig 1 screws.
2.5 Multi-parallel fuse-element ~ig.2)is so collected that the loops for the elongation compensation 6 ar~irected inwardly. Shown in Fig 2 element consists from six partial elements
with those loops disposed between them. The Figure also shows a magnified view of the fuseelement portion.
2.6 Gas-evolving elements 5 in Fig.1 placed close to the terminals prevent against arc burnthrough of those contacts particularly in the region of interruption of small overload currents. The elements can be made from such materials as Al 20 "3H20.
3
2.7 There are moreover some other special point~say like the compensation of fuse-element
elongation, connection of the fuse-element to the terminals a.s.o.
Fig.3 gives a general view and Fig.4 a set of the barrels for different rated currents by
the same rated voltage. Figs 5 and 6 demonstrate some exemplary oscillograms from the breaking capacity tests of 1000 V rated voltage fuses.
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Fig.2 Fuse-element consisting from six partial elements in parallel

Fig.3 General view of a Btd fuse, 1000 Vt 250 A

Fig.4 Aluminium barrels, 1000 V, size I.V
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Fig.5 Oscillogram, fuse 1000 V, 250 A, 65 kA

Fig.6 Oscillogram, fuse 1000V, 250 At 3,7kA

3. Final remarks
Several described points of Btd fuses are claimed by the Polish patent documents. Author is
of opinion that given new design aspects demonstrates some progress in the semiconductor
fuses development.
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DurabilHy Enhancements in Cadmium Element
High Voltage Current Limiting Fuses
by:

W. R Crooks,

A. C. Westrom, and Dr. B. R. Livesay

Abstract
The elements of all fuses but especially those of high voltage current limiting fuses are sub/'act to deterioration by thermal and mechanical cycling due to the variable nature of the loading and overload n9 in most
circuits.
The difference in the nature of this cycling according to the type of distribution system circuit is examined, e.g., short time transients such as transformer inrush currents to long term virtually fixed levels of load
such as on shunt capacitors.
The paper describes how the nature of the cyclic loading affects the fusible elements in different ways due
to the different mechanical and metallurgical phenomena involved.
Alternate compressive and tensile stresses develop at the widely different temperature occurring during the
load cycle which draw spacial emphasis to the combination of deformation mechanisms which act during each half
cycle of a thermal-mechanical fatigue sequence. Grain size is found to be a significant factor for controlling
the durability of fuse elements in both load cycling and steady state modes.
Attempts to improve those properties relating to performance as a fuse element are described and the metallurgical reasoning stated together with an examination of the effectiveness of those improvements.
W. R. Crooks and A. C. Westrom are with Kearney Division of Kearney-National, Incorporated, Atlanta,
Georgia, USA
Dr. Livesay is with Georgia Tech Research Institute, Atlanta, Georgia, USA
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bB

Introduction

Very few high voltage current limiting fuses (CLF) are applied such that they carry a steady value of load
current. In addition to widely varying values of load current there are transient currents varying in duration
from a cycle or two to many seconds which arise from:
1.

Energization transients such as magnetizing current inrush of transformers and charging current inrush
of capacitors.

2.

Hot and cold load pickup.

3.

Through faults cleared by a downstream device.

These variations in current cause temperature excursions in the elements from as low as ambient, which may
be -IIO"C, when the fuse has been off load for some hours to high values of perhaps up to 150 Q C where overload conditions occur.
In eLF's containing elements which have local reductions of cross section these 'bridges' will, under short
time transient current conditions, rise in temperature much more rapidly than the bulk parts of the element.
These temperature excursions, either slow changing and uniform throughout the element or quickly changing
and local to the reduced areas will cause stresses in the metal of many types including tension and compression,
creep forces and fatigue processes.
In addition the various thermo mechanical processes can cause changes in the micro structure of the metal
from such phenomena as grain growth, cavitation, grain boundary sliding, twinning, and dislocation networks.

These degradation processes and the effects of additives or dopants have' been investigated for some CLF
element metals (1) (2) and also for expUlsion fuse element metals (3).
As far as is known to your authors no such work has been done on cadmium in connection with fuse elements.
The paper describes the experimental work done primarily at Georgia Tech Research Institute in Atlanta, GA and
also at the Kearney Research Laboratory in McCook, IL.
2.

The Nature of Fuse Loads and Transients

In most devices a steady state load or duty is less demanding than a cycl ic load or duty simply because the
term steady state implies that nothing is changing.
For h.v. C.L.F.'s this non steady state or cyclic condition is almost without exception the case. Circuits
and devices are subject to or the generator of transient currents while changes in connected load and system
faults further complicate the picture.
The effect of load changes and transient currents is to produce temperature changes in the elements and
since all metals expand with temperature then stresses of one kind and another are generated within the
materials and it is necessary to design and apply the fuses such that these stresses remain within the long term
capability of the material in the same way that structural materials must be used within well defined limits of
stress.
Different effects are produced depending on rates of change of temperature especially in non uniform
elements.
In many applications h.v. C.L.F. ratings must be chosen not on the basis of load considerations but such
that they are able to repeatedly withstand the transient currents which may be anticipated. These transients
have' numerous origins and while the pre-arcing time/current or I~ data for the fuse may be readily available
it is more difficult to predict the actual conditions that will occur in the field.
In many cases 'rules of thumb' have developed from a combination of actual measurement and analysis both
of which have been tempered by experience. Some of the commonly considered causes of transient current
generation together with some commonly accepted quantification are as follows.
2.1

Magnetizing Current Inrush

A commonly used definition of long standing is that the worst case magnetizing current inrush integ,oates to
a value equivalent to 12xln for 0.1 sec, where In is the transformer rated current.
Another commonly used
rule is that the inrush equates to 25xln for 0.01 sec.
2.2

Capacitor Charging Inrush

An uncharged capacitor appears as a short circuit at the instant of switching in and the first few loops of
current can be very high and at high frequency. Further a capacitor connected to an overhead line protected
by a recloser will at the instant the recloser clears the circuit be charged to peak voltage. A fast reclose
operation, say .25 seconds, could result in closing at the opposite polarity so that the capacitor would have
almost double voltage impressed across it with consequent effect on the current inrush.
The inrush current will also be increased if a capacitor bank is energized in close proximity to an already
energized bank.
An oscillogram for a typical charging inrush is shown in Fig. 1, this is for a 7.2kV, 100 kvar capacitor
having a rated current of 13.9 amps energized in a circuit having a fault level of 10.2kA. The peak current
was 350 amp and the inrush was limited in duration to a few milliseconds.
2.3

Cold Load Pickup

If a loss of supply is of long enough duration all of the load controlled automatically, such as by thermostats, will be switched to the on condition thus causing a loss of diversity. When the supply is restored this
situation is very demanding on the distribution system and its components. The effect of cold load pick up has
been characterised as equating to 6xln for 1 sec, 3xln for 10 sec and 2xln for 5 min. or 15 min. for winter in
a cold climate.
2.11 Overload
In the North American continent it is not uncommon for a transformer to be overloaded to 2 to 2.5 times
its normal rating.

-

2.5.

k9
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Lightn in~

There is no consensus, at this time, as to exactly what causes fuses to operate under thunderstorm conditions. However, operate they do and some users choose to have a minimum fuse rating or 12t withstand to
mitigate the problem of fuse operations due to lightning.
2.6.

Through Faults

Operation of downstream devices subjects upstream fuses to the effects ·of the fault current as limited by
the downstream device. If the fault levels are known then data should be available to predict the let through
2
1 t of the downstream device.
3.

Effects of Current Changes and Transients

The effect of any of these conditions is to cause the fuse element temperature to change along its complete
length or in a non uniform manner.
For load and overload conditions the rate of change of temperature is slow, there is a great proport ion of
the generated heat lost from the elements and the filler and other fuse components are also subject to a rise in
temperature.
Generally the elements will expand to a greater degree than the other components and the accomodation of
this expansion may cause localized stress both during the heating period and the subsequent cooling period.
For short time currents such as capacitor charging inrush there will be very little heat transfer from the
element and in elements with local sections of reduced cross section there will be little heat transfer from the
reduced area into the bulk of the element. Using numerical methods (4) it has been shown that even for a
melting period as long as .11 seconds the temperature at the center of a reduced section immediately before
melting was 880°C compared with 205°C at a point some distance away from the area of reduced section.
Clearly for a shorter melting period the temperature differential would be eveh more marked.
The effect of the temperature differential is to rapidly expand the area of reduced cross section and consequently set up compressive stresses later to be replaced by tensile stresses as the elements cool.
The effects of expansion and contraction first became evident in silver element fuses used in circuits
supplying direct-on-line induction motors where the starting currents of about 6 times the motor rated current
exist from about 6 to 60 seconds depending on the nature of the drive. It was found that the expansion produced in the elements tended to be taken up at 1 or 2 locations causing the formation of 'kinks' (5) which could
not readily straighten out on cooling causing residual tensile stresses wh ich increased after every subsequent
start up of the motor until failure occurred. A solution to this particular aging problem is to manufacture the
fuse elements with pre-formed expansion bends distributed along the whole element length, this accommodates
the expansion on a per unit length basis and prevents the formation of kinks. Such arrangements have been
tested to give the equivalent of 21,000 starts.

en

4.

The Effects of Temperature Excursions

a. Atomic diffusion. The metals employed for fuse elements experience long times at elevated temperatures
during normal usage. Metal atoms are well known to diffuse under such condition and thereby alter microstructural characteristics of the elements. Diffusion mechanisms thus affect mechanical behavior and corrosion characteristics. For many fuse metals, recrystallization normally occurs eveh at room temperature. Thermal diffusion is also a factor in metallic oxidation processes. Elevated temperatures involved here greatly accelerate
these processes.
b. Mechanical stresses. First, mechanical stresses may be introduced during thermal excursions by two
primary mechanisms. Differences in the temperature coefficients of expansion between the fuse housing and the
fuse elements lead to tension, compression and flexure stresses on the relatively soft metallic elements. Second,
thermal gradients are induced in the element metals during rapid thermal excursions. This is particularly true
for the notch configurations in fuse elements where both higher resistances and lower mass exist in the notch.
The power transients of several cycles at high frequencies associated with either capacitive switching or lightning strokes produce high temperature gradients. The high gradients in the notched regions result in high
compressive stresses in the fuse element. Mechanical stress concentration factors also cause notched regions to
be more susceptible to mechanical damage mechanisms.
c. At temperatures of approximately 0.4 of the melting temperature (on the absolute scale) most metals recrystallize and grain growth can occur. (1) These processes are accelerated with temperature, roughly, according to the Arrhenius expression for reaction kinetics.
5.

Metallurgical Mechanisms

A principal consequence of excessive' grain growth is a greatly reduced mechanical strength. Grain boundaries are interfaces which retard dislocation motion and thereby provide mechanical strengthening. Pure Cd
experiences growth in grain size at temperatures above 100°C so that the grain boundary hardening mechanisms
are not effective. Plastic deformation takes place by both slip and stress twinning in Cd. In addition, grain
boundary sliding appears in pure Cd filaments under the various thermal and mechanical stress loads applied to
fuse materials.
Experiments were conducted to add selected metallic dopants to pure Cd in order to retard grain growth in
Cd fuse elements. Such techniques are regularly employed to enhance the mechanical strength of the alloys
used in aircraft and other high performance structural systems. Several dopants were considered for Cd to
enhance structural performance. Of these, alloys involving Zn and Ag were prepared and evaluated under
various laboratory conditions. Intermetallic compounds form from these dopants with Cd. The goal was to inhibit
grain growth at temperatures up to 150°C without adversely affecting the fatigue strength of the element metal.
Many intermetallics result in internal interfaces which are brittle or otherwise greatly reduce fatigue strength.
The therma! stability of the microstructure in Cd based fuse element materials were evaluated for several
compositions of Zn and Ag doped alloys. The forming processes of flat element configurations (rolling, etc)
generate small grains. It was the objective to maintain the small grain size.

6.

Laboratory Testing of Fuse Materials
The laboratory testing of fuse material included
a.

Tensile behavior.

b.

Cyclical mechanical testing.

c.

Mechanical creep.

d.

Microstructural studies.

e.

Current cycl ing experiments.

The stress-strain curves in monotonic tension tests demonstrated increased tensile strength and greatly
enhanced thermal stability of the tensile strengths of both Ag and Zn doped alloys of Cd compared to that of
pure Cd. These are illustrated in the curveS of Figure 2 and Table'l. As expected the tensile strength of
pure cadmium decreased to a lower value than that of the alloys after simple oven aging. Stress-strain curves
for beth Cd2%Ag and pure Cd are shown in Figure 2. Deformation takes place primarily by slip mechanisms in
cadmium but deformation twinning also occurs. The small horizontal displacements on the stress-strain curves
corresponded to the creation of twins during the test.
Strain controlled fatigue tests to failure were conducted on fuse elements of pure Cd and of the doped
alloys. A special microfatigue apparatus was modified to impose mechanical strain cycles on individual fuse
elements while they were conducting representative' current. Details of the cylical hysteresis curves were
monitored for the progress of mechanical degradation mechanisms. Several curves of the force amplitude plotted
as a function of the cycle number are provided in Figures 3 & 4. The force amplitude of pure cadmium elements
is (.::>mparatively small and decreases significantly with both aging time and numbers of cydes. Metallographic
examinations demonstrated that the Ag & Zn doped Cd specimens retained the initial small grain structure while
pure Cd experienced significant grain size growth with thermal aging. The degradation mechanisms observed in
pure Cd links included slip patterns and extensive grain boundary (GB) sliding along with the initiation of
microcracks. The small grain size retained in the doped alloys inhibited both extensive slip and GB sliding
resulting in the higher force amplitudes. Degradation in the doped Cd specimens was primarily associated with
the growth of microcracks. A key factor for the durability of fuse elements shown by Figures 3 & 4 is that,
subsequent to thermal aging, the doped alloys retain relatively large force amplitudes while no significant reduction occurs in the numbers of cycles to failure.
The mechanical creep rates of Cd, Cd2%Ag and Cd2.5%Zn are shown in Table II. The creep rates were
found to decrease with thermal aging in each case. However, while the differences for pure Cd were not large,
those for the alloys were quite significant. The large reduction in creep rates for the alloys is attributed to
the segregation of the doping metal in grain boundaries. While grain size greatly increases with thermal aging
of pure Cd specimens, that of the doped metals remains stable. Cd demonstrates greater creep at elevated
temperatures.
Durabil ity comparisons were al so made by subjecting complete fuses to current cycl ing tests. The test
samples were connected in series to ensure exactly similar conditions and the current cycled 'ON' for 4 hours
and 'OFF" for 4 hours on a continuous basis. To reach an earlier conclusion the current density was chosen
to be approximately double that of a highly loaded in service condition. Resistance values were checked every
working day and if sufficient change was noted that could result from an open element the fuse was removed
from the circuit. The results of the tests are given in Table III.
On dismantling the test samples it was observed that the elements giving the best performance had self
generated expansion bends distributed along their lengths, see Fig. 5. This was similar to observation made in
previous research (5) but in that case the elements contained pre-formed expansion bends which changed their
size and distribution. The increased strength and creep resistance of the doped material made it more favorable
for the elements to form the wave shaped patterns rather than deform by microstructural mechanisms such as
slip or grain boundary sliding.
Samples of elements taken from the fuses after the tests were polished and etched to allow examination of
the grain structure. While grain growth was evident in the Cd the Cd2%Ag alloy was essentially unchanged
from the as rolled condition.
7.

Conclusions

The doping of cadmium with both silver and zinc brought significant improvements to the durability of
current limiting fuses. Thermal expansion and contraction with current cycling and surges introduces mechanical
stress cycling to the fuse metals. The small additions to the cadmium altered melting points by insignificant
amounts but greatly affected the mechanical performance of the elements. Alloying provided an effective control
to maintain small grain size through long periods of thermal aging. The long aging times are analogous to long
term service operating conditions. The principal parameters affected by grain control were the mechanical
strength and creep rates. Strain controlled fatigue lifetimes were decreased somewhat with doping but not by a
significant amount. The critical objective was to provide sufficient doping to stabilize the microstructure of the
metal without significantly degrading the strength during mechanical cycling. The relatively high strength and
very low creep rates resulting from doping provided durability for the thermal cycling environment of an operating current limiting fuse.
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Table I
Mean Tensile Fracture Strengths (grams)
Material

As Received

Pure Cd
Cd 2%Ag
Cd l%Ag
Cd 2.5%Zn
Cd 1. 5%Zn

Aged 96 hrs. at 150°C

582
988
916
790
732

QQ 1
639
566
835
790

Samples were 0.050" x 0.0075"
As received:

samples taken directly from the manufactured roll

Table II
Comparison of Creep Rates of Cadmium and Alloys
Metal
Pure Cd
Cd 2%Ag
Cd 2.5%Zn

Creep Rates (mm/hr)
As Received
Aged 150°C, 23 hrs
0.05
0.0025
0.0034

0.10
0.11
0.019

Table III
Current Cycling Tests
Element Type
Cd 2%Ag
Cd 1.5%Zn
Cd 2.5%Zn
Cd

No. Cy-c1es to Fracture
270, 323
95
131, 139
70, 79

Tensile Strength of Sameles (gm)
785

685
342

100
Cd-lZAg

96 hrs./1SO·C
Fracture Strength: 6128
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Cigure 1.

Capacitor charging current inrush

Figure 2. Tensile 'stress-strain' curves for
Cd and Cd2%Ag that were annealed at
1S0·C for 96 hours. The effects of
twinning can be noted from the
discontinuities in the curves.
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Self generated expansion bends in Cd lAg elements (edge view)
Note sinusoidal type random bands as opposed to sharp kinks
at element notches known to occur in pure metal elements.
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RESEARCH ON THE TECHNIQUE OF FILLING QUARTZ SAND IN FUSE
CHllll Su-tsing
Shanghai Electrical Apparatus Research Institute
of Ministry of Machine Building.PRe

AilS TRACTS
The performance of fuse can be improved by
cartridge of fuse compactly with quartz sand. The
compactness can be gained. when the fuse link is
plane of a vibration stand with an inclination of
submitted an impacting vibration in horizontal
vibration frequency should be changed adequately
of vibration.

filling in the
higher filling
fixed on the
10 degrees and
direction. the
in the course

1. INTRODUCTION

Filling in the cartridge of fuse with appropriate quartz sand may provide two effects. first.
the quartz sand can be served as an arcing-quenching medium. which wouLd raise the breaking
capacity of fuse; second.
it is also a heat dissipation medium for lowering the temperature
of fuse: The chemical composition. shape and size etc of quartz sand can all effect the
performance of fuse. Then the filling compactness of quartz sand can also effect it directly.
Generally speaking. the more compactive the quartz sand is filled. then the higher the
breaking capacity of fuse will be and the lower the temperature will be.Por the same property
and breaking capacity of fuse. the more compactive the quartz sand is filled. the more
well-knit the voLume and structure of fuse can be made and the ~ore the cost can be reduced.
So it becomes one of the important techniques of fuse whether the quartz sand is filLed
compactly or not. What is the best way to fill quartz sand? You can get the answer in this
paper.
2. The method of filling quartz sand and its evaluation criterion
The method to fill quartz sand in fuse is to put the fuse link on the vibration stand, and
makes It vibrate with the vibration stand continuously. then the quartz sand in the quartz
box are poured into the cartridge through the tube and hole until it is full. Obviously. the
filling compactness depends on the vibration mode of vibration stand and the mounting mode of
fuse link.
2.1 The following four vibration modes are adopted
A. Vibration in horizontal direction
The fuse link vibrates right and Left with the vibration stand in the hori~ontal direction.
The amplitude and vibration frequency of vibration sLand can be adjusted.
B. Impacting vibration in the horizontal direction
The fuse link vibrates with the stand in horizontal direction. at the sarno time an impactinl
force is applied on the fuse link (about 5 kgf) in the horizontal direction.
C. Vibration in vertical direction
The fuse link vibrates up and down with the s~and. The ampLitude and frequency of the
vibration of the stand can be adjusted.
D. Impacting vibration in vertical direction
The fuse link vibrates UP and down with the vibration stand, at the same time an impacting
force is applied on the stand with a specific frequency.
2.2 The following two mounting modes of fusg link on the vibration sLand are adopted
A. Fuse link is fixed vertically on Lhe vibration sLand
B. Fuse link is fixed on the plane of Lhe vibration stand at different inclination
Various mothods of filling with quartz sand are established by using· Lhe above-mentioned
different modes of vibration and mounLing,the tesLs of Lhe compactness of filling with quartz
sand in the fuse link have been made onB by one and the best method of filling has been
found. The vibration amplitude on the vibration stand of the fuse link may be 0.4. 0.3. 0.25.
0.2. 0.15 mill. the frequency may be 55. 52. 50. 48, 45, 40. 30. 20 Hz, the vibration time may
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be 2.5 min. the filling hole of fuse link are all covered with quartz sand during the
filling. In order to establish a criterion for evaluation of different methods. we adopt a
conception of compactness ~a:

~a

a - 00
--------

ao

x 100%

where: ao the weighl of filled quartz sand before vibration.
a the weight of filled ~uartz sand after vibration.
For defining the weight of quartz sand of every fuse link. the measur~ment is carried out
three times and an average value is adopted. Quartz sand filled by little and little through
the filling hole from the tube near the cover. The quartz sand is weighed with the balance
of 0.01 g precision. The granule diameter and chemical composition of quartz sand used in
the test are indicated in Table 1.
Table

,--------------

'1

Granule Diameter

Chemical Composition and Content %

I
I

-----r------1------1------------~

mm

I

CaO

S i Oz

I
I

I
I
I Fez 03 : Loss due to I
I
burnout
I

MgO

I

i------------------~------l
0.2-0.5
199.79 \
0.112
I
I
\
I
I
I
\
I
L__________________ L______ J ______ J _______ L______ J ______ J ____________ J

3. Results of tests

3.1 Fuse link is fixed vertically on the vibration stand and vibrated in horizontal direction
A. As amplitude A=0.2 mm. duration of vibration t=2.5 min. the relations between the
compactness of filled quartz sand~Q and vibration frequency f are shown in Table 2 and
Figure 1.
Table

--,--------r-

r
I
I

f

45

Hz

\

48

~ ~

I
I

'
__ ~ ___ L_~~:!6

I

55

52

50
I

I

I

,-----------1-

,I

2

_L

I

L_!~:~~ __ L_!~:~~

I

I

I

__ l_~~:~~ __ l_!~:~~ __ J

Table 2 and figure 1 show that there is an optimum vibration frequency when fuse link is
fixed vertically and vibrated in horizontal dlre~tlon. When frequency Is below or over this
optimum frequency,
the compactness of filling with quartz sand will reduce obviously. It is
beLter to take 48 liz here.
S. The relations between the compactness of filled quartz sand ~Q apd the vibration amplitude
A under the v i brat i on frequency f=48 liz and duration of v i brat ion t=2.5 min llre shown
in
Table 3 and Figure 2.
Table

3

--------r---------T-------~-------l-----

A

mm

1
I
I

r-----------

I

I

I

I

0.10 10.20 10.25 10.30
1

I

I
I
I
------~-------~-------~----------~
I

I

I 60
%
I
5.58
116.60 115.50 115.46
I
I
I
I
I
L ___________ i _________ l _______ J _______ J __

I

114.88

I

I

I

It is not appropriate to use an amplitude larger or smaller than (O.2-0.25)mm.
3.2 Fuse link is fixed on the vibration stand with a specific inclination angle and
in horizontal direction.
A. Under amplitude A=2.5 Illm. fr'equency f=48 liz. duration t~2.!i min. the fuse link is
the v i b r ~ t i 0 II S tan d wit han Inc J ina LIon a f 1 00 a II d v i b r' ate din h 0 r i I. 0 II l a I d ire c t
compactness ~ a will be higher than that without inclination. The test resulLs are

vibrated
fixed on
ion. the
shown in
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Table 4,
Tab Ie

4

--------r---------,

r----------------------

10 0

OG

inclination

I

I
-----1

16.60

I

17,11

I

B. Under the same condition as 3.2.11. the compactnessL\O will be raised, when 5 kgf impacting
force is applied on the fuse link, The test results are shown in Table 5.

Table

5

---------,------0°

inclination

I

t condi tion of
I
impact

10°

without
impact force

without
impact force

16.60

with
impact force
I

17.11

17.60

___________ IL__________ _

C.

Under the same condition as in 3.2.6. if the vibration frequency is reduced adequately at
two-thirds of the specified vibration duration.
then ~O will be brought to an optimum value.
The results of the tests are shown in Table 6.
Table

G

--,-------------,-------------,-------10°

I

inclination

I

impact force I

without
I impact force
I

----------1.---

10°

I

I

_________ JI
I

with
without
with
I
impact force I impacL force I impact force
I
I
- - -1- - - - - - ---

without

without

I without
I
I

.+._-------I
I

17 . 11

17.00

19.17

Prolonging the duration of vibrat.ion in horizonlal dlr'cction as 1\=0.2 mm.
not obviously raise t.hcL\O The results of the t.ests ar'e shown in Table 7.

D.

Table

I

I

I

I
Ireduce adequa la ly I
Ithe frequency at
I
Itwo-thirds of the I
ispecified duration I
of vibration
I
-------- ______ 1

I

16.60

I

---..J

I
I

changing
vibration
frequency

I

10°

I
I

f=48 liz. will

7

..,
3.5

2.5

.,

-----------~--------

L\o
%
L_____________

I

I
I
I

16.60

__L ____ _

I

I

1G, 70
___ J _______ _
I

I

I

I
I

3.3 Fuse link is fixed on the vibration stand in vertical direction and vibrated In vertical
direction.
1\. Under amplitude 1\=0.2 mm, duration of vibration L=2.5 min.
Lhe relations between the
compactness L\O and vibration frequency fare shown in Tabln 8 and Figure 3.
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Table

I

I

liz

20

30

I
I

I

b. Q

I
I
1
I .. ---------1

I

15.05 I 13.30
I
I
_L ______.1_

I

.1_

._-------

50

r

1

%

---I

I

40

-t--

1..---

I

------r--------r-

--

--1-- -

r'~-------

I

I

8

I

Table 8 and Figure 3 show that fuse link has also an optimum vibration frequency when it is
filed
in vertical direction and vibrated in verLical direction.
It is better to adopt 30 Hz
here.
It is lower than the optimum frequency vibrated in horizontal direction.
B. Under vibration frequency f=30 liz. duration of vibration t=2.5 min. the relations between
the compactness~Q and vibration amplitude A are shown in the Table 9 and Figure 4.
Table

9

r------

I

A

mm

O. 15

0.20

~ Q

%

7.31

15.05

I

I

0.30

0.40

14.12

12.50

___ L_
Table 9 and Figire 4 show that it is better to adopt the amplitude of vibration stand A=0.2
mm here. when fuse link is fixed on the vibration stand and vibrated in vertical direction.
C. Under amplitude A=o.2 mm. vibration frequency f=30 Hz. adequately prolonging the duration
of vibration will obviously raise lhe~Q. It is shown in Table 10.
Table

10

r---------------r---------l---------- i
t

I

min

2.5

I

I

5

I

L_______________ IL _________ , I_____ _
I

I

:

11 Q

15.05

I

%

17.47

I

L____________ _
D. under amplitude A~0.2 mm. vibration frequency f=30 Hz. duration of vibration t=2.5 min.
The compa.ctness of fi II ing quartz sandll.Q can be raised by continuously impacting the fuse
link. but it is not more obvious than that vibrated in horizontal direction. The results of
the test are shown in Table 11.
Table 11

r------------,----------------T----------: Condition
I of impact
I

--------------l

with impact I with impact I
I (300 time/min) 1(160 time/min)

: without impact:
I
I

I

I

E. Under the same condition as 3.3.0. the compactness of filling quartz sand~Q can be
raised. when the vibration stand is vibrated to a certain time. the vibration frequency
reduced adequately. The results are shown in Table 12.
Table

12

----------------1------------------1
Constant

Condi tion of
frequency (f)
I

(0

I

Reduced

I
I

~------------------~

I

L',Q

%

I

I

15.05

16.27

(n

is
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3.4 Fuse I ink is fixed on lhe vibration stand at different anlles and vibrated In vertical
direction.
Under amplitude A=0.2 mm, vibration frequency f=30 Hz. duration of vibration t=2.5 min the
re I a t i on between the compactness of fill cd quar tz sand.c.Q and the Inc I i nat I on ang leo( can be
abtained by altering the angle between the plane of stand and fuse link,as shown in Table 13.

Table 13

-----l-----------,-----------l
1

I

I

I

00

5°

a

10°

15"

I

I

I

r----------L------: L1

1

I

:t

I

15.05

Table 13 shows that if it filled sand under vertical vibration,
without inclination.

the fuse link can be mounted

4.

The influence of the compactness of filled quartz sand ~Q upon the breaking capacity of
fuse.
After a fuse link of rated voltage 415 V Be and rated currenl 100 A is filled with quartz
sand in different ways, the test at the maximum joule integral (l~t) is performed under the
test voltage 460 V ac, current 6.3 kA and cos~=O.29. Results of tests are shown in Table 14.
Table 14

modes of filling quartz sand

according
to the
mode of
3.2.C

general

results of tests

I

-- - -- --- -- ---- - -- ---I- --- - -- - -- -1- ---

I

I

45.3

I

1

I

32

I

64

1

I

-----------1----I

Operating 12 t.UY

Als

I

85.7

I

1

I

L_ -- - - ---- - -- - -- - --------- --- ---- - L ---- - ---- -1--- - -- - - - '---1
I
1
I
5.92
kt'l
6.63
I
I

I Peak value of cut-off current

Table 14 shows that in a certain range, to increase the compactness of fi I I ing quartz sandLlO
may raise the breaking capacity of fuse. The reason for this is that to raise the compactness
of filled quartz sand can increase the thermal capacity of sand in unit volume of cartridge
and the capacity sucking UP arc energy (2.1 kw.s per gram of quartz sand). At the same time
it may limit the expansion of arc diameter and the increase of pressure in arc area, so as to
strengthen de-ion of arc area, thus making the arc quenching easier.
5. Results

5.1 No matter how vibration is performed in horizontal direction or in vertical direction,
when the quartz sand is filled, the best vibration amplitude A and frequency fare ex isted in
a II cases. So lie 'can ga i n higher compactness LI Q under these circumstances.
5.2 When the quartz sand is filled,
no matter how vibration is performed in
direction or in vertical direction,AO will be raised by reducing the frequency
after two thirds of the specified duration of vibration.

horizontal
adequate \y

5.3 When the fuse link is fixed on the plane of the vibration stand with a certain
inclination, vibration in horizontal direction can raise the compactness of filled quartz
sand. But vibration in vertical direction can't obviously increase it.
5.4 Under the same compactness~a and optimum condition.
the duration
horizontal direction will be one half of that in vertical direction.

of

vibration

5.5 The fuse link is fixed on the plane of the vibration stand with an inclination

in

about 10°
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and vibrated in horizontal direction with impact. the vibration frequency is reduced after a
certain appropriately time of vibl'ation the methods can bring the compactness ~a to maximum.
Besides. the duration of the vibration may be shortened. This method is suitable for using in
the factory production.
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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with a study related to the process of short-circuit current interruption in lowvoltage fuses which have no sand filling. In such fuses, quenching of the arc column within the fuse is
aided by the material ablated from the wall of the fuse.
Experiments have been conducted using tubes of 4 and 6 mm internal diameter made of perspex, pvc
and Teflon to measure the transient arc voltage and pressure within the tube after the explosion of
the fuse wire for approximate step current pulses of upto 100 A. Fuses with ablative walls have also
been tested in a short-circuit test circuit rated to provide 1500 A (prospective) from a 25Q.V, 5Q.Hz
source.

An algorithm has been developed to solve numerically the time-dependent energy balance equation for
the arc column taking into account the ablation of wall material and the consequent pressure rise
inside an enclosed fuse. Calculated results agree favourably with the measU:red values.
The study suggests that the process of current interruption is dictated by the temperature distribution
in the arc column immediately after the explosion of the fuse wire. It is found that ablative cooling
can contribute significantly to the arc interruption process if the initial formation of the arc is in
proximity to the ablating wall.

1. INTRODUCTION

lEC Publication 127 [1].

This paper addresses a class of cartridge fuses,
called "miniature fuses", which are normally
used to protect a single apparatus, an instument
or a part of an electrical equipment against fault
currents. These fuses are used at a nominal voltage of 250 V and have typical outer dimensions
of 5 mm in diameter and 20 mm in length. The
present limit on the short-circuit current for
these fuses is 1.5 kA which is likely to increase
in future. Present dimensions, interruption ratings and test recommendations are covered by

These small fuses consist of a thin metallic wire
of tinned copper, silver or nickel stretched inside
a tube made of glass, ceramic or suitable plastic.
End connections to the fuse wire inside the tube
are provided by means of two metallic end caps,
which make the fuse a totally-enclosed protective device. When the demand on the interrupting capacity of these fuses is as high as 1.5 kA,
the tube is also filled with fine-grain sand to
absorb the energy liberated and the pressure
developed during the arcing process associated

-
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with the interruption of fault current. The
requirement of sand filling inside the tube introduces problems in their manufacture thus
increasing the manufacturing cost.
One way to avoid the necessity of sand filling
inside the fuse is to make the tube of the fuse
out of a suitable plastic material with somewhat
reduced inner diameter [2]. The polymer used to
make the tube should then meet the following
two important requirements: (i) it should have
sufficient mechanical strength to withstand the
high pressure generated within the tube; and (ii)
the vapour ablated from the inner wall of the
tube as a result of arcing inside the tube should
have have good " arc quenching" properties,
comparable with those of sand filling. As fuses
of this type rely upon the process of ablation of
wall material for current interruption, such fuses
can be called "ablation-dominated" fuses. In
order to obtain quantitative guide lines for the
design of ablation-dominated fuses over a range
of currents, it is essential to understand the
mechanism of current interruption in the fuse
and to be able to estimate the presure rise inside
the fuse. Unfortunately, there appears to be little published literature on the behaviour of
ablation-dominated fuses. Although there exist
a few publications [3-5] on the behaviour of
ablation-dominated arcs, these are not directly
relevant in the context of fuse behaviour because
these publications refer to arcing at very high
current densities in tubes with open ends, which
allow the plasma in the tube to escape thus
reducing the pressure inside the tube.
This paper investigates the process of arcing in
an enclosed tube with ablating wall with a view
to obtain quantitative estimates of the pressure
and voltage of an ablation dominated fuse.
Experimental results of the transient pressure
and voltage are presented for tubes made of perspex, pvc and Teflon. An attempt is made to
develop a quantitative understanding of the fuse
behaviour on the basis of a theoretical model
derived from physical principles.

2. EXPERIMENTS
The process of arcing in a totally enclosed tube
is inherently non-stationary in character because
even for a steady arc current, continued wall

ablation results in ever increasing pressure inside
the tube until a mechanical failure occurs. During the interruption of a short-circuit current,
the arc current changes from a bigh value to
zero which introduces additional non-stationary
characteristics to the problem of short-circuit
current interruption by a fuse and hence
increases the complexity in identifying the influence of ablative cooling. Most of the experiments
have therefore been conducted {5J using approximate step current pulses which eliminate the
non-stationary nature arising from variations in
current. A few expeJ'iments have also been conducted on fuses with ablating walls in a shortcircuit test scheme based on lEC recommendations.

2.1. TESTS WITH CURRENT STEPS

2.1.1. APPARATUS
Experiments were conducted on simulated fuses
(Figure 1) using tubes of internal diameters 4
and 6 mm, and 50 mm long. These tubes were
made from perspex, pvc and Teflon and had an
outer diameter of 12 mm to provide a thick wall
to withstand the pressure generated during arcing. Two brass end caps fitted with O-rings were
fitted to the end of the tube and were held tight
to prevent the leakage of plasma from the tube.
The brass end caps also served as electrodes to
sustain the arc within the tube. The arc was initiated by stretching a copper wire of 72.5
microns across the brass end caps. The fuse was
loaded inside a polycarbonate holder (Figure 1)
which held the fuse in position and also allowed
the provision of the required pressure on the
brass end caps of the fuse.
The pressure inside the tube was measured by
drilling a hole of 1 mm diameter on its side
which was aligned with a 3 mm hole on the
polycarbonate holder. The 3 mm hole was terminated with a Kistler piezo-electric pressure
transducer rated for linear operation upto 100
bars. An O-ring seal was provided at the junction between the holes in the fuse and the fuse
holder to prevent plasma leakage. The hole linking the pressure transducer to the fuse was filled
with glycerin to improve the frequency response
of the pressure measuring system and also to
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prevent arc products coming into contact with
the pressure transducer. The charge developed
by the pressure transducer was measured using a
charge amplifier calibrated in bars with a
bandwidth of 10 kHz.
The arc current for tests using current steps was
obtained from a capacitor discharge circuit. The
discharge circuit, which had been designed to
provide 50 or 70 Hz current circuit, was modified to operate in an overdamped mode by
inserting a series resistor. The test circuit provided quasi steady arc current pulses for times
upto 10 ms when the fuse was replaced by a
short circuit. The presence of the fuse, however,
distorted the current waveform, but this distortion was small to affect gross arc properties. In
order to prevent a mechanical failure of the arc
chamber, the circuit current was diverted away
from the arc chamber by triggering a spark gap
at the end of nearly 3 ms after the initiation of
the arc. The arc current was measured using a
5-milliohm co-axial shunt with a response time
of 50 ns. The arc voltage was measured using
Tektronix P6015 high-voltage probes.

fuse holder

2.1.2. RESULTS
Typical records of current, voltage and pressure
obtained druing tests are shown in Figure 2. It
can be seen that immediately after the explosion
of the fuse wire, the arc voltage rises sharply to
high values and then falls before a further
steady and slow increase. The pressure in the
simulated fuse increases almost linearly with
time while the arc current remains approximately constant. It can also be seen from Figure
2 that the pressure developed in a 4 mm tube is
much larger than the pressure in a 6 mm tube.
A comparison of the voltage and pressure
obtained with tubes made from perspex, pvc and
Teflon having the same internal diameter is
made in Figure 3, which shows that for a given
arc current, perspex gives the largest voltage
and pressure while Teflon gives the lowest
values. Results for the rate change of pressure
with current for arc currents upto 100 A have
also been obtained for the three materials considered.

fuse body

'0' ring

brass endcap

clamp screw

sensing tube
Kistler pressure transducer

Figure 1 Experimental set-up for fuse studies.

IO~

2.2. SHORT-OmOUIT TESTS
Experiments were also conducted using fuses of
standard dimensions in a test circuit built on
lEO recommendations [1] to deliver a prospective rms short-circuit current of 1500 A.
Although the recommendation of the lEO on the
closing angle for initiation of the circuit current
relative to the source voltage is in the range of
25 to 35 degrees, the closing angle in the tests
was varied from 10 to 45 degrees to investigate
the severity of interruption duty.

'.

6mm

t~'Jo/'._1l!(".._ .....,..,,!

4mm
~

-

A typical record of the current a.nd voltage
recorded during a test on a fuse of internal
diameter of 3 mm with a copper wire of 100
microns is shown in Figure 4. It was found that
at a closing angle of 29 degrees, the interruption
appeared to be criticaL For example, the fuse
made out of pvc developed a small hole on one
of the end caps although the circuit current was
interrupted. Fuses made out of other material
showed a small dimple on their end caps which
might. have resulted in the development of a
hole. When the closing angle was increased to 45
degrees, all the fuses failed. In the case of perspex and pvc fuses, the end caps were damaged
as a result of arcing and the development of
high pressure during arcing. The fuse made out
of Teflon was found to explode during the test.
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The tests showed that when the fuses cleared the
fault currrent, the current records differed only
slightly for the three tube materials. When a
failure occurred, it was mainly due to a mechanical failure resulting from arcing at the end caps
and high pressure inside the fuse. It was also
found from tests with different closing angles
that if the cut-off current for a particular closing angle was high due to a high initial rate of
rise of current, then the fuse failed to clear the
fault. This result shows that the cut-off current
or the current at which the fuse wire melts and
vapourises has a significant bearing on the arc
interruption; the higher the cut-off current the
more severe is the short-circuit duty.
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exp~riment
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wall material consequently ablates and gets
entrained into the arc column. Ai; the fuse is a
totally enclosed tube, the pressure inside the
tube increases owing to the addition of wall
material as well as the joule heating which raises
the plasma temperature. The entrainment of
wall material results in a thermal convection
directed from the wall to the inner regions of the
tube and this thermal convection may be viewed
as the energy required to elevate the vapour
ablated from the wall to the temperature of the
plasma. Thus, ablative cooling of the arc column
results.
A detailed modelling of this type of arc should
consider all three conservation equations, viz.
mass, momentum and energy. As this is
extremely difficult, in this study it is assumed
that the mass liberated from the wall of tube
has negligible inertia and hence distributes itself
within the arc column instantaneously. This
assumption is equivalent to assuming that the
pressure in the radial direction at any instant of
time is uniform which allows one to discard the
momentum equation.
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Figure 4 Short-circuit current interruption by
a perspex fuse of 3 mm diameter and 20 mm
long. Curves (i) and (ii) correspond to theoretical
predictions.

3. ARCMODEL
In a fuse of the type shown in Figure 1, when a
high current is passed, the fuse wire melts,
explodes and an arc column is established within
the tube across the end caps. The flow of current
through the plasma results in joule heating
within the arc plasma which is transported thermal conduction and also by radiation if the temperature of the plasma is sufficiently high. The

Further, as the tube is cylindrical in shape, it is
assumed that axial variations in plasma properties are negligible. Thus we seek solutions of
plasma properties in the radial direction only.
It is to be noted that at the instant the fuse wire
explodes, the plasma is made up of the carrier
gas, which is a mixture of metal vapour and air.
Ai; time progresses, the addition of wall material
changes the composition of the plasma in the
tube and the ratio of the mass of carrier gas to
that of wall gas is a time-dependent function.
Calculation of thermodynamic and transport
properties of mixtures of gases at different tem~
peratures and pressures is by no means simple.
Hence, in this study, only variations in density
and heat capacity as a function of gas-mixture
ratio are considered at an approximate level.
These two material properties contribute considerably towards thermal convective cooling and
pressure rise inside the tube.

3.1. ENERGY BALANCE EQUATION
Assuming that the temperature T of the arc
column within the tube varies only along the the

-
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radial coordinate r because of cylindrical symmetry, the energy balance equation [7J for the
arc column can be written as

aT
aT
pc -+pc v P

2

aE

at

P

ar

1ar aTl
+ --lr,,;,-j
r

ar

ar

-u

the arc column and the energy required for the
wall material to vapourise. If q is the rate at
which unit length of wall receives energy in
W /m, h", the energy required to. ablate unit
mass of wall material in J /kg and m the rate at
which mass is liberated from unit length of the
wall in kg/m s, then

(2)
(1)

where E is the axial electric field in the arc
column, v the velocity of the plasma in the
radial direction induced by the ablation process
and t the time. The material functions of the
arc plasma are: p the density, c" the heat capacity, (f the electrical conductivity, ,,;, the thermal
conductivity and u the net radiation emission
from unit volume. The material functions of the
plasma are dependent upon temperature, pressure and plasma composition.
The energy balance equation (1) can be interpreted in simple terms as follows: a fraction of
the joule heating resulting from the electical
power input into the arc column is transported
to wall of the tube by thermal conduction;
another fraction is transported as radiation; and
yet another fraction is expended in heating the
ablated wall material to plasma temperature.
The remaining power is used up in raising the
plasma temperature, as given by the thermal
storage pcp(aT/at)
In order to solve equation (1) two boundary conditions for temperature are required. One of the
two boundary conditions is that the heat flux at
the axis of a cylindrical arc column is zerO. The
second boundary condition is determined by the
ablation process at the wall. As the wall is continuously ablating during arcing, the temperature at the wall can be taken to be equal to the
vapourising temperature of the ablating material

[4].

The wall of the tube at a radius of r!ll receives
energy from the arc by means of thermal con~
duction and transparent radiation. Hence,

(3)

q=

and can be estimated using the temperature profile in the arc column.
The value of hw, which is the energy required to
ablate the wall material, is not known accurately. Niemeyer [3] has shown that for both
polymer and ceramic materiaJs, the ,;alue of hw
lies in the range of 0.3 10 to 10 JJkg for
vapour temperatures in the range of 1000 to
5000 K. Kovitya and Lowke [4] used a value of
7
0.65 10 for their studies on ablation dominated
arcs and this value has been used in this study.

3.3. CALCULATION OF PRESSURE RISE
The procedure to calculate the pressure inside
the tube at any instant of time should consider
pressure changes due to mass addition as a
result of wall ablation as well as those due to
changes in plasma temperature. The pressure
changes due to both these factors can be
estimated from the mass conservation equation,
which is given by

ap

-+

at

1 a r 1
--lrpvj =0

r

ar

(4)

3.2. RATE OF MASS ABLATION
The rate at which the wall material is ablated
and entrained into the arc is determined by the
rate at which energy is received by the wall from

In order to use this equation to estimate the
pressure rise, we need to know the dependence of
density of the plasma on pressure,temperature
and plasma composition, which changes with
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time. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that
the density of the plasma in the tube is propor~
tional to pressure. That is, if Po(T) is the func~
tional dependence of plasma density on tempera~
ture at a reference pressure of Po, which is taken
as one bar, then the density function at any
other pressure p is taken as

1
lf;:-jPo(T)
P

p(p ,T) =

(5)

Multiplying the mass conservation equation (4)
by 21rTd1' and integrating from 1'=0 to 1'=1'111'
we get
8p

J-27rrdr
o

at

r=r

.

(6)

(8)

where Pe(T) and Pw(T) are the density functions
of the carrier and wall gases respectively and x
is a ratio which depends upon the relative
masses of the gases at any instant of time. The
value of the ratio x at any instant of time is
evaluated by forcing mass conservation for the
two species individually. That is, if me and mw
are respectively the masses of carrier and wall
gases per unit length of the plasma column at
time t, then we require:

mc

p

(9)

=-

Po
r

The right-hand side of the above equation (6) is
equal to the rate at which mass is crossing the
boundary at r=rw at any instant of time and
hence should be equal to the rate of mass liher~
tion from the wall which is given by equation
(2). Thus, we have
r

m

.. 8p

J-21rTdr
o at

(7)

If the densities of the carrier and wall gas are
equal, then equation (1) can be used together
with equation (5) to get an expression (8], which
gives the rate of change of pressure with time as
a result of mass addition as well as temperature
changes. However, it is very unlikely that the
mass density of the wall gas will be the same as
that of the carrier gas. As it is difficult to esti~
mate the gas density of a complex gas mixture,
we use an approximate averaging procedure to
calculate the density of the composite plasma
consisting of both carrier and wall gases.

We define the density function Po of the comp~
site plasma at the reference pressure of Po of 1
bar as follows:

p

"'r xPw(T) 1

mw =- J
Po o

l

1

+x

j21rTdr

r

(10)

w

(11)

Knowing the temperature profile in the plasma
at time t and also the masses of carrier and wall
gases at the same instant, the value of x can be
calculated.
The pressure within the tube at any instant of
time can be calculated by integrating equation
(7) and using the total mass conservation equ~
tion (11). The expression given below gives the
pressure at time t:

m Po
P = --------r

"'r p.(T) + xPw(T) 1
Jl
j21rrdr
o

1

(12)

+x

3.4. CONVECTIVE COOLING
The entrainment of the ablated wall material
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into the arc column results in a a radial convection directed from the wall to the axis of the
tube. This convection results in a cooling of the
outer regions of the arc column and heating the
inner regions. Or, it can be viewed as the energy
absorbed by the wall gas in being raised from
the value of temperature at the wall to the
plasma temperature. Assuming that the pressure
across the tube to be uniform, the value of pv at
different radial positions can be calculated from
the mass conservation equation (4). Integrating
equation (4), we get
1

a
at 0

-Jprdr
r'

(13)

For r'=rw' the above integral reduces to equations (6) and (7).

for approximately this mass ratio have been
taken from the publication of Shayler and Fang

[9].
It is assumed that the transport properties, viz.
thermal and electrical conductivities for the
composite plasma, are assumed to be the same
as those for the carrier gas.
It can be seen from the energy balance equation
(1) that the most dominant influence of ablation
results from thermal convection which is determined by the density and heat capacity of the
composite plasma. The density of the composite
plasma is determined by the averaging method
given by equation (8). The heat capacity of the
of the composite plasma is estimated by summing over the two component gases [9J, the product of heat capacity and mass fraction of the
two components. That is, the heat capacity cp of
the composite plasma is given by

3.5. JOULE HEATING
The local joule heating of the plasma is given by
term uE2 in the energy balance equation (1) and
is determined by the electrical power input into
the plasma from the external test circuit. The
current, i, through the arc column is related to
the electric field through Ohm's law, which is

The values of mass density and heat capacity of
wall gases of perspex, pvc and Teflon have been
taken from the publication of Kovitya [10].

i

E=
, --'"
u21l'rdr
o

J

where cpe and cpw are the heat capacities of carrier and wall gases respectively.

(14)

As the tube is cylindrical, the electric field can
be assumed to be uniform axially and hence the
voltage seen by the test circuit for a given
current can be obtained by multiplying the electric field by the length of the tube.

The values of net emission coefficient u of the
composite plasma are taken to be equal to those
of nitrogen plasma [11] for temperature above
12000 K. However, calculations showed that if
the arc temperature was as high as 12000 K for
radiation losses to be dominant then the fuse
would not interrupt the current at all.

3.7. NUMERICAL METHOD
3.6. MATERIAL FUNCTIONS
The carrier gas is made up of metal vapour from
the fuse wire and air. If the fuse wire made of
copper, for a 100 microns diameter wire in a 3.2
mm tube, the mass ratio of copper to air is
nearly 8. The values of density, heat capacity,
thermal conductivit.y and ell:'ctrical conductivit.y

An explicit scheme using finite differences was
used to solve the energy balance equation (1).
The numerical algorithm is basically an integration procedure in time with which we march forward in time to seek solutions of temperature
distribution as a function of time, starting from
a set of initial conditions. The set of initial conditions correspond to the time when the fuse
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wire within the tube explodes to establish an arc
column. At this instant, we need to specify the
pressure p, the mass of carrier gas me' the
current i and the temperature distribution in
the arc column. The mass of carrier gas at the
initial instant was taken to be equal to the sum
of the masses of the copper wire and the surrounding gas. The value of the initial pressure
was determined from the mass of the carrier gas
and the initial temperature distribution. The
choice of a suitable initial temperature profile is
discussed in the next section.

azimuthal symmetry as a first-order approximation and to be consistent with this assumption,
we have chosen two forms of initial temperature
profiles: (i) Elevated core: the arc is assumed to
have a very thin core near the axis of the tube
and (ii) Elevated wall : the arc is assumed to be
an annul as near wall of the tube; this elevated
temperature near the wall gives a larger value of
electrical conductivity near the wall and can also
be viewed as an enhancement of electrical conductivity near the wall of the tube owing to the
the presence of copper vapour near the wall.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.2.
ARC
CURRENTS

Calculations have been made using the arc
model to predict properties of arcs corresponding
to the experimental conditions for both stepcurrent tests and short-circuit tests. The calculation procedure relies upon specifying the correct
initial conditions for the problem. The important initial conditions are the current at which
the fuse wire explodes and the temperature distribution within the arc column immediately
after the explosion of the fuse wire. The current
at which the fuse wire explodes is determined by
the [2t value for melting of the fuse wire and in
the case of step current tests, the value of the
current and time which the explosion of the fuse
wire takes place is not critical. However, in a
short-circuit test, the dynamic interaction of the
fuse with the test circuit produces certain inaccuracies in the determination of the current and
time. Hence, for short-circuit test calculations,
the cut-off current obtained in the experiment
was used as the initial condition.

4.1. INITIAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE
The temperature profile of the plasma immediately after the explosion of the fuse wire is not
known. Preliminary investigations [12] using
high-speed framing photography at 35000
frames/second show that the initial location of
the arc column within the tube is somewhat random and very often the arc resides in the form
of a core near the wall of the tube. A treatment
of this type of arc behaviour requires a twodimensional treatment in both radial and azimuthal co-ordinates and hence is difficult. The arc
model considered in this study assumes

BEHAVIOUR

FOR

STEP

Typical results of current, voltage and pressure
obtained using the arc model for a 50 A arc
burning in a 4-mm Teflon tube with a 72.5microns copper wire are compared with the
experimental results in Figure 5. In the case of
the assumption of elevated core temperature as
the initial condition, the calculations show that
the temperature at the axis increases initially
very rapidly to accommodate the imposed steady
current, which produces intense joule heating
within the core of the arc column. The temperature at the axis then begins to drop as a result
of radiation from the core, but the arc column
broadens as time progreses. The broadening of
the temperature profile within the tube results
in an increase of the conductance of the arc
column with a consequent drop in the voltage as
shown by Figure 5. The rate at which the
broadening of the arc column decreases as time
progresses because the ablated mass from the
wall not only cools the outer regions of the arc
column but also increases the mass and hence
the thermal inertial of the arc column. The arc
voltage drops significantly initially, but this
drop tends to flatten after nearly 0.4 ms as
shown by the figure. In the case of the assumption of elevated core, most of the heat received
by the wall is due to transparent radiation and
hence the rate of mass ablation from the wall is
small. Consequently, the calculated pressure rise
is smaller than the values determined experimentally. Further, calculations using this initial
temperature profile for short-circuit current
interruption predict unsuccessful interruption for
experiments corresponding to successful interruption. It is therefore concluded that this type of
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temperature profile is a very unlikely consequence of the explosion of the fuse wire.
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4.3. FUSE BERAVIOUR UNDER SHORTCIRCUIT TESTS
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The rate of increase of pressure in the tube with
time for step currents of different magnitudes is
shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that the calculated results agree reasonably with the experimental values for three tube materials considered. Experimental values of (dp / dt) for the
6-mm Teflon tube are much lower than the
predicted results.
The reason for
this
discrepancy may be due to the abalting characteristics of Teflon which exhibits highly localised
vapourisation resulting in craters instead of uniform ablation over the surface when exposed to
electric arcs.
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pressure in the tube because of the assumption
that the arc is an annular ring near the wall of
the tube which results in an overestimation of
the mass ablated from the wall; in practice the
heated zone might be more localised than what
has been assumed.

N

0

0

3

4

X 10E- 3

time Is)

Figure 5
Comparison of experimental and
theoretical results obtained for an arc in a 4-mm
Teflon tube initiated by a 72.5 microns copper
wire.
If joule heating is present near the abalting wall,
then very effective cooling of the arc column can
take place until heat diffuses to the inner regions
of the tube. Calculations based on the initial
condition of elevated wall temperature show
that entrainment of ablated wall material is
larger in this case than in the case of elevated
core temperature profile. The results for the
elevated wall case compare more favourably
with the experimental results as shown in Figure
5. There is however an overestimation of the

In order to predict the behaviour fuses under
short-circuit test conditions, the arc model was
linked with the equations describing the test circuit bassed on lEC recommendations [8]. Oalculated results of current and voltage as a function
of time are compared with the experimental
results for a fuse made of perspex tube of inner
diameter of 3 mm and having a fuse wire of 100
microns in diameter (Figure 4). Oase (i) in Figure 4 corresponds to the case where the cut-off
current is estimated from the J2 t value for melting for the fuse wire. As the cut-off current in
this case is higher than the experimental value,
the arc model predicts intense heating of the arc
column immediately after the explosion of the
fuse wire followed by a failure of the fuse to
interrupt the current. In case (ii), we have used
the cut-off current obtained in the experiment
for calculations, which show that successful
interruption is possible. These calculations show
that the current at which the fuse wire melts has
a significant bearing on the interruption of
current by the fuse in the test circuit.
Results were also obtained
tion by a pespex fuse with
microns in diameter at a
degees of the test circuit.

for current interrupa copper wire of 100
closing angle of 10
In this case, as the
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inital rate of rise of current is lower than the
value at a closing angle oC 29 degees, the cut-off
current is lower and hence a successful interruption is predicted by the arc model. These results
confirm our experimental results that while the
fuse cleared the fault current at a closing angle
of 9.4 degrees, it failed to clear the fault current
at 45 degrees.
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Calculated results of current, voltage and pressure Cor fuses made of 3-mm diameter, 20-mm
long perspex tubes with fuse wires of different
diameter are shown in Figure 8. The values of
cut-off current for these calculations have been
estimated on the basis of J2 t values. It can be
seen that the interruption of current gets more
critical as the diameter of the wire is increased.
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4.4. DISCUSSION
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Results obtained from experiments and theoretical calculations show that for step currents, perspex gives the largest pressure and voltage for a
given magnitude of the current while Teflon
gives the smallest values. The reason for this can
be attributed to the fact that perspex vapour
has a lower value of mass density and a higher
value of heat capacity. The addition into the
tube of a wall gas which has a lower mass density reduces the density of the composite plasma
inside the tube and hence results in an increased
pressure for a given amount of gas within the
tube. If the heat capacity of the wall gas is
larger then larger amount of heat is absorbed by
the wall gas from the arc column thereby reducing the plasma temperature. A reduction in
plasma temperature results in a reduction in the
conductance of the arc column and hence an
increase in the arc voltage.
This study shows that although ablative cooling
of the arc column in fuses can be used to aid
current interruption, prolonged arcing in the
presence oC wall ablation results in an increased
mass inside the fuse which can have the two following detrimental effects : (i) the pressure
inside the tube increases to very high values and
can cause a mechanical failure and (ii) the
increased mass inside the fuse increases the thermal inertia of the arc column and hence the
plasma cools much more slowly than when no
wall ablation is present.
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Figure 6 Dependence of rate of increase of
pressure with time on arc current. Top: perspex, middle: pvc and bottom: Teflon.
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This study also reveals that the current at which
the fuse wire explodes has an imporatant bearing on current interruption. Immediately after
the explosion of the fuse wire, most of the joule
heating is balanced by wall ablation. For a tube
of radius
r w , the joule heating is proportional to
2
(ljrw ) or is a volume effect whereas ablative
cooling is a surface effect which is proportional
to r w. Oonsequently, a large initial current
increases the plasma temperature considerably.
Since ablative coling is dominant only near the
outer periphery of the arc column, if considerable heating of the inner region the arc column
is caused by a large initial current, the interruption of fault current will not result.
We have assumed in this study that the temperature profile inside the arc column immediately after the explosion of the fuse wire is one
that offers enhanced conductivity near the ablating wall of the fuse so that most of the joule
heating occurs near the wall initially. It is necessary to investigate the initial period of arc
development within the fuse to improve our arc
modeL
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5. OONOLUSION
100um

A numerical model has been developed to study
the behaviuor of arcs in enclosed tubes and the
process of current interruption in small fuses
whose wall ablates as a consequence of arcing
within the fuse. Results of current, voltage and
pressure within the fuse obtained using the
model are in approximate agreement with experimental results.
One of the main difficulties of the model stems
from the lack of knowledge of the temperature
profile inside the arc column immediately after
the explosion of the fuse wire. It is found from a
comparison of the calculated results with experiments that most of the joule heating should
occur near the ablating the wall of the fuse.
In order to produce strong ablative cooling of
the arc column during a current interruption
process, it is essential that the surface area of
the arc column is large and that the arc column
lies close to the ablating surface.
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Figure 7 Theoretical predictions of interruption
behaviour of a fuse with ablating walL
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"ABLATIVE MATERIALS AS A NEW POSSIBILITY FOR THE DESIGN OF MINIATURE FUSES"
A.J.M. Mattheij, L. Vermij. Littelfuse Tracor, Utrecht, The Netherlands
ABSTRACT
In principle the use of ablative material as an arc-extinguishing medium is not new;
were used before
in, for example, circuitbreakers. However their typical properties make them ideal
the design of
miniature fuses. In this paper we will give some results of breaking capacity tests and some physical
aspects will be discussed. The use of new materials for miniature fuses makes additional tests necessary. A
proposal for new test methods will be given.
1. INTRODUCTION

lEC-publication 127 requires for miniature high breaking capacity fuses an interrupting ability of 1500A,
but in practice also higher interrupting abilities are required, e. g. 5 to 6kA. Moreover, it may be expected
that in future' a greater demand for such fuses will be there. It is current practice to obtain such a high
breaking capacity by using a filler material, normally quartz sand. This sand-filling of fuses however
introduces manufacturing-problems and thus increased manufacturing costs. A way to avoid sand-filling of
fuses is the use of an ablative material for the fuse body.
2. THE POSSIBILITY OF MAKING HBC-FUSES WITHOUT SAND FILLER
From past experience we already knew that it is in principle possible to make HBC-fuses without sand filler
00. The condition is that the discharge after blowing the fuse element should be enclosed in a hole of
relatively small dimensions. Under this condition the behaviour of such a fuse during the arcing period is
comparable with those of a sand-filled fuse. Further it has been shown in [1J that blowing a fuse element
in a small hole in an epoxy-resin tube
rise to higher arc-voltages compared with the arc-voltage in a
ceramic of equal dimensions. Further it
been demonstrated that the obtained experimental results can be
rather well explained theoretically.
The above mentioned condition for the
left to the discharge after blowing the fuse element can be
realised in miniature fuses rather easily.
the relatively moderate requirements with
to the
interrupting capacity of miniature fuses create not too severe conditions regarding pressures
in the
volume where the arc is burning. So, in developing HBC-fuses without sand filler. the most obvious first
step is the development of HBC-miniature fuses without sand filler. This is the more so because the
sand-filling process is a rather serious complication in an automatic fuse manufacturing process of miniature
fuses.

3.
Ablative materials have the property that gasses are evolved due to arcing. This means that rather large
energies are required for desintegration of the inner layer of the fuse body material. Moreover the
desintegration products of an ablative material assist in quenching the arc.
A lot of common polymeric materials are known which have more or less good
gas-evolving characteristics [2]. Polymeric materials also have the advantage that they are
materials and they can easily be mOUlded. The moulding
allows for a greater freedom in shaping
fuse body, meaning that also other designs are
to make these fuse types better suitable for
automatic production technologies. Making use of
materials for fuses, however, requires special
plastic materials which should withstand relatively
temperatures and which should have sufficient
mechanical strength to be able to withstand the
high pressures inside the fuse body during
arcing. Fortunately the materials which can be used, have sufficient mechanical strength and elasticity to
withstand the high pressures. In fact, they perform better in this respect than glass or ceramic, the
materials used in common practice.
The fact that polymeric materials can be moulded, makes it
the caps to the body can be done in an easy way;
more.
Fig. 1 shows a possible design of a miniature
fuse using an ablative material. The caps are
crimped on, attaching these firmly to the body
in a way which is better able to withstand
than caps attaching by glueing or

to design the bodies in such a way that
andl or soldering is not necessary any-

Fig. 1 Design of a miniature fuse using a
plastic body and no sand filler.

Another advantage to choose for polymeric materials instead of
or ceramic is the fact that fuse bodies
of different manufacturing batches have less deviation in
dimensions. This reduces manufacturing
problems. Plastic materials also weigh less than glass or ceramic; this reduces transportation costs for bulk
packages. As a remark, a European patent has been filed for HBC miniature fuses without sand filler,
using ablative materials [3].
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4. RESULTS OF BREAKING CAPACITY TESTS
In reference [4) a computer simulation is
described of the current interruption in a
miniature fuse with an ablative inner wall. It
is found that in case of short-circuit the
current is reduced to a small value very
rapidly. This conforms with experimental
results of short-circuit tests which were
carried out at Eindhoven University of
Technology.
Some breaking capacity tests were done in a
circuit for high breaking capacity tests
according to lEC publication 127. Fig. 2
shows an oscillogram of a fuse with a rated
current of 1A and a body made -of an
ablative material. The fuse had no sand
filler.
The voltage across and current
through the fuse were measured with a
digital recording system. (CAMAC. LeCroy)
From the measured voltage and current
traces. the arc power and arc energy as a
function of time could be calculated.

-lms/div. -
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Fig. 2
Breaking capacity test on a miniature fuse
(rated current of lAl with ablative body.
U

voltage across the fuse.
current through the fuse.

P

arc power.

E

arc energy.
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5. TESTING OF ABLATIVE FUSES
On miniature fuses with dimensions 5 x 20mm and 6.3 x 32mm IEC publication 127 is applicable. So it is
obvious that a fuse with a body made of an ablative material must fulfil all the requirements mentioned in
this IEC publication. For the new ablative fuses most attention should be paid to the breaking capacity test
and the endurance test. As for the breaking capacity test. the fuse body has enough mechanical strength
to withstand the high pressures which occur during arcing. Most attention has to be paid to the caps and
their fastening to the body.
The problems which might arise during the endUrance test are not the diffusion of tin out of the solder into
the wire, because the wire is not soldered to the caps. In our case the endurance test is a test of the
material which is used for the fuse body. When an inferior plastic is used, the wire will cut into the body
due to the cyclical heating up and cooling down of the wire during the endurance test. This will lead to at
least a bad electrical contact between wire and cap; it might even result in a premature interruption (no
contact at ali between wire and cap) of the fuse before the test is done.
As stated before. the fuse has to fulfil all the requirements mentioned in IEC publication 127. The use of
polymeric materials for miniature fuses, however. makes additional tests necessary. Especially in the
overcurrent range of a certain fuse, the body has to withstand relatively high temperatures;temperatures at
which most common polymeric materials will melt or deform. So it is obvious that some sort of "high
temperature test" has to be done. A possibility is to apply the so-called "step-test" or "current-test" which
is mentioned in the proposed ISO standard for blade type electric fuse links [5] and the draft specification
DIN 72581, part 3 [6]. These standards aim at car fuses for which the use of polymeric materials is already
common practice. We think however that the lI current-test" is also applicable to miniature fuses using
ablative material. From experience with testing blade fuses for automotive applications it is well known that,
based on such a "current-step-test". a rather quick and reliable judgement can be made regarding the
quality of the fuse body. The test is described as follows :
"A current equivalent in value to the rating of the fuse link on test shall first be applied for a duration of
5 minutes. The current value shall then be increased in steps of 2.5% of the fuse link rating each 5 minutes
until the element melts and the current flow is interrupted."
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As miniature fuses have a higher fusing
factor ( 1. 5
1. 7) than the blade fuse to
which the above mentioned ISO standard is
applicable (1.1
1. 2), we suggest to start
the "current-test" or "step-test" at a
higher current value. Our experience is
that a value of 1. 4 times the rated current
is a good starting point. (see fig. 3)

1.6

1.5
1.4

r'---T'----r'-----,'r---T'----.'----rr""--Fig. 3 ; "step-test" or "current-test" In is
rated current.
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During this test the highest temperature which might occur, is reached. A fuse may pass this test when
it can be easily withdrawn from the test holder and no serious deformation or holes in the fuse body do
occur. (deformation can be checked by carrying out the alignment test mentioned in IEG publication 127)

Another
test
wich
should be done, is some
sort of environmental test.
It is a well-known fact that
some polymeric materials are
sensitive to fluctuations in
ambient
temperature
and
humidity.
A test
which
might be of use is also
described
in
the
above
mentioned
proposed
ISO
standard. According to this
standard the- fuses are put
into a climate chamber in
which the relative humidity
and temperature are varied
between the boundaries as
indicated by the shaded
areas
in
fig.
4.
The
complete environmental test
lasts for 10 cycles. (10
days)
A fuse may pass this test
when
the
voltage
drop
measured at rated current
did not increase by more
than
10% of the value
measured before the test.
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6.

Our experimental results show that the use of ablative material is a possibility in miniature fuse
technology. However, the materials used have to come up to meet special requirements. Especially high
behaviour is an important matter. This high temperature behaviour can be checked by two
; the so-called "step-test" and a temperature cycle test. The temperature cycle test seems to be a
(too) severe test; an ambient temperature of 120°C is probably never reached in common practice.
However, this _test is meant as an accelerated ageing test.
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SOME PROBLEMS IN THE MODELLING OF MINIATURE FUSES
R. Wilkins. Consultant. 18 Speedwell Drive. Heswall. Wirral. U.K.
Abstract
Realistic mOdelling of the thermal behaviour of miniature fuses requires primarily the estimation of heat
losses from the fuse element. and the way in which these losses are affected by the element dimensions. fuse
body size. type of test clip, and the nature of the filler if used. In the paper the heat loss mechanisms
are discussed and some experimental correlations for the heat-loss coefficients are given. Solution methods
for the resulting non-linear set of equations are then described. Arcing phenomena for fuses with and
without filler are then reviewed and a general approach to the modelling of arcing is presented.
Deficiencies in existing knowledge are highlighted as areas for possible future research.
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density of element material
specific heat of element material
element cross-sectional area
T(x,t) ~ temperature rise of fuse element
element current
specific resistivity of element material
temperature coefficient of resistivity
thermal conductivity of element
diameter of wire element
wire surface heat-loss coefficient
axial pOSition along element
time
number of element sections
(N+l) x (N+l) matrix for steadY-state solutions
(N+l) x 1 matrix for steady-state solutions
(N+l) x 1 matrix of unknown temperature rises
coefficient in wire heat-loss correlation
coefficient in bodY heat-loss correlation
coefficient in end thermal resistance correlation
fuse length
inner diameter of body
outer diameter of body
outer body temperature
endcap temperature ri se
fraction of element touching body wall
arctan (OllLl
coefficient of expansion of element
average element temperature rise
filler thermal resistance per unit length
body thermal resistance per unit length
external thermal resistance per unit length
filler thermal conductivity
body thermal conductivity
element resistance per unit length
spiral element resistance per unit axial distance
characteristic angle of helix
(N+l) x (N+l) matrix for transient solution
(N+l) x 1 matrix for transient solution
average temperature rise of M-blob
effective thermal resistance of M-blob
effective thermal capacitance of M-blob
disruption time, tr voltage rise time
coefficients associated with td and tr
instantaneous current density

I NTRODUCT ION

Computer modelling of fuse behaviour and the
simulation of fuse testing plays an
increasingly important part in the fuse design
process. Wliil e there have been several
accounts of modelling procedures for sandfilled power fuses, there is very little
information available on similar procedures for
miniature fuses.
Many miniature fuse designs use wire elements
in air, the elements being cooled by natural
convection, which is probably the most
difficult heat-loss process to model. Some
very simplified formulae, such as "Preece's
Law" have been commonly used, but these are not
sufficiently accurate for design purposes. In
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Comparison of test results and computed results
with h independent of temperature.
{iliA fuse, silver element
(ii) O.lA fuse, "niCkel-silver" element

practice the effects of elementgeometry and
material, bodY size, and end assembly need to
be represented. In this paper thermal
modelling is discussed in some detail, and
then some initial ideas on the modelling of
arcing behaviour are presented.
The fundamental thermal behaviour of a finewire fuse element can be accurately
represented by the partial differential
equation below. which was originally
formulated by Verdet [1].
(1)
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This equation is a heat balance it point x on
the element in terms of the power per unft
length. The first term on the right-hand side
is the rate of internal heat generation Que to
the flow of current. The second term on the
r.h.s. represents the axial heat loss by
thermal conduction along the wire, while the
third term is the loss from the wire surface to
the surrounding medium. Any imbalance of the
terms on the r.h.s. gives rise to a change in
internal energy (and temperature), which is
given by the term on the 1.h.s.
The key to the accurate sol ution of 0) is
knowledge of the surface h.eat-loss term h. U
all the other terms in the equations are known
quite precisely.
STEADY-STATE THERMAL SOLUTIONS
By putting 'OT/lhaO in {l) we obtain an
ordinary differential equation governing the
steady thermal state, in which tne heat
generated is just balanced DY the heat losses.
This equation can be solvea by wholly numerical
methods using for example finite differences
but there are great difficulties in obtaining
satisfactory convergence [2].
If for the
moment we assume that h is constant an
analytical solution can be found. This
solution is given fully in reference [2) whiCh
shows that the axial temperature distribution
for a finite-length element with constant cross
section and properties may be governed by
hyperbolic functions (flat-topped - at low
currents) or by trigonometric functions (at
higher currents). If the current is too high
no steadY-state solution exists. Equations are
also given in [2] for the heat transferred by
conduction to the ends of such a finite-length
element. This permits an element to be
represented by N sections as shown in Fig.l. A
moael in which the properties of the element
vary with x can then be used.
By equating the heat transfer by conduction at
the interfaces between sections the following
matrix equation is obtained:
[QJ

[Tl ;

(R)

which can be solved for the unknown temperatures [T). The first and last equations 1n
the set are different from all others In that
in these cases the heat transferred by conduction has to be equated to the heat lost to, for
example, the test-clips in a temperature~rise
test. Rules for assembly of the matrices are
given in [2].
In practice the heat-loss coefficients are not
constant but are weak 1y temperature dependent.
To allow for this an iterative process is
needed. An initial estimate of the heat-loss
coefficient is made, after which (2) is sQlved
for the temperatures. From these va lues better
estimates of the heat-loss coefficients may be
obtained, (2) is re-solved, and so on, until
the process converges. unQ~r-~l~x~tion being
necessary to ensure convergence.
This iterative analytical method is very fast,
as (2) is a tridiagonal matrix equation which
permits efficient solutions for the
temperatures.
HEAT-LOSS COEFFICIENTS
Given the above model and solution method it
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was necessary to find an expression for the
surface heat-loss coefficient h for a fine
wire enclosed in a glass tube without filler.
Problems in heat transfer by natural
convection are solved by establishing a
functional correlation between the Nusselt and
Rayleigh numbers, which then permits h to be
found for given conditions [3J. Over a given
range of Rayleigh number the functional
correlation can be modelled as a power-law,
with h shown to vary with the physical
dimensions of the object losing heat and the
temperature difference between the object and
its surroundings. There are published data
for wires in free air but with a miniature
fuse the situation is different, in that the
flow of air around the wire is restricted. A
J·dimensional pattern of circulation will be
established within the fuse which differs
significantly from that which occurs in free
air.
Experiments have been conducted to determine
the power laws governing (a) the wire surface
heat~loss coefficient, (b) the outer body
surface heat-loss coefficient, and (e) the
thermal resistance of a standard IEC127
test~c1ip.

{a} wire surface heat-loss coefficient h
First the dependence of h upon wire temperature and diameter was studied by analysing
test data on m.f.c. 's , mV drops, and
temperature rises for miniature fuses with
fixed body size (20mm x 5mm). Fuses with
different wire materials, and wire diameters
from O.Olmm up to O.2mm were considered.
It was found that there was no detectable
dependence of h upon the wire temperature.
Thus for a given fuse geometry, use of a
constant value of h gave results predicted by
the sQlution of (1) which fitted the test
results very well. Fig.2 shows a comparison
of the computed and measured variations of mV
drop with current for two different fuses
using a constant value of h. If temperaturedependence of h was included using power laws
typical of those found for wires in free air
[3} the computed results could not be matched
to the test data. This result is fortunate as
it means that in the iterative solution
previously described the alteration of h on
the basis on temperature is not necessary,
giving faster and more sure convergence.
There was however found to be a weak
dependence of h upon the wire diameter, h
being found to be approximately inversely
proportional to d raised to the power U.25.
This is similar to the dependence of h upon d
for wires in free air, and also is in broad
agreement with experience over many years with
the USe of Preece's Law for the minimum fusing
current of a wire in air. If (1) is SOlv~d in
the steady-state for a long wire (aZT/cx ;0)
with h independent of d we obtain Preece's
Law, i.e. minimum fusing current varies with d
raised to the power 1.5. If however h is
assumed to vary inversely with d to the power
0.25, the index in Preece's Law falls from 1.5
to 1.375. This trend is evident also in
revised versions of Preece's Law which have
been published. See for example, reference
[4].
Having determined the weak correlation just
described, the effect of varying the body size
was investigated. This was expected to have a
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strong influence upon h since the size of the
volume of air within the fuse will affect its
circulation pattern and hence the value of h.
A series of tests was conducted on fuses with
varying lengths (up to 32mm) and internal body
diameters (3mm to 4.7mm) and in each case a
value of h was found by trial and error, which
when used in (1) gave the best correlation with
the test results. The total series of test
results was then analysed to find the indexes
in the power-law relating h to the fuse body
dimensions. A least-squares best fit gave the
following results:
h= ~
dO. 25

I~~l r

=1

w / mm 2/ degC

0.4

LL J LOIJ

where C=3.06 x 10-4 with the dimension in mm.
(b) outer body surface heat-loss coefficient
After (1) has been solved the heat lost
radially through the fuse body can be
calculated by subtracting the power lost to the
element ends (by conduction) from the total
generated power. This permits an estimate of
the temperature rise of the outer fuse body if
the body surface heat-loss coefficient is
known. Values of hb which gave agreement with
the test values were found and then a leastsquares fit gave the correlation:
hb =

---~~--02°·584

fTbJ 0.079 f~~l 0.8
L

LL J

W/ mm 2 /degC

where Cb=23.5 x 10-5 with the dimension in mm.
This correlation is similar in form to standard
formulae for the heat loss from finite
horizontal cylinders [3], with a weak
dependence of hb upon temperature.
(c) thermal resistance of test-clip
Heat transferred to the fuse elements ends by
thermal conduction along the element is then
lost by conduction along the test-clip and by
convection and radiation from the surface of
the test-clip and the fuse endcap. Again by
uSing similar analytical procedures the thermal
resistance viewed from the element ends was
found to be governed by the correlation.

Ce
Ge = ---------------(Te) .129(02) .339

deg C / W

where Ce=294.0. Ge decreases with temperature
Te because of the effect of loss by convection
and radiation from the surface of the test clip
and the fuse endcaps, while the variation with
02 indicates the relative importance of the
losses from the surface of the endcaps.
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EFFECT OF WIRE EXPANSION
When calculating the steady-state thermal
performance it is necessary to consider the
possibility that owing to thermal expansion
the fuse element may defect laterally and
touch the inside of the body wall. When this
occurs (mostly with longer fuses) the part of
the element in contact with the body wall is
subject to additional cooling, which typically
can lead to an increase of around 15% in the
minimum fusing current, together with a
localised hotspot on the outer surface of the
body near the point of contact. A rough
correction for the effect of wire expansion
can be made by assuming that the wire deflects
in the shape of a parabola [5], and if the
expansion, which is proportional to the
average wire temperature, exceeds a critical
value, the wire will touch the inner wall. If
the critical average temperature is exceeded
it can easily be shown that the fraction of
the wire length in contact with the body is
given by:
.
2

tan 2e

3

~

f = 1 -

(3)

Tav

If the wire was originally centrally located
within the fuse, in which case the fraction in
contact will be around the centre of the wire.
On the other hand, if the element was
originally diagonally wired the element will
be pressed up against the body at the ends,
and the fraction in contact will be given by:
f

=1

2

tan 2e cosS
(4)

- -

3

(1 -

cose +'I!Tav)

The angle 8 is a constant for a particular
fuse design. Solution of (3) or (4) with f=O
gives the critical average element temperature
for touching.
This model can be incorporated in the
iterative solution algorithm as follows.
After the element temperatures have been
initially computed a check is made to see
whether the average temperature is greater
than the critical value Tc. If so all
elements sections are assumed to be touching
and the temperature distribution is recomputed. The fraction f is then reduced after
each iteration until the average temperature
is just sufficient to cause the assumed value
of f. The process is then terminated. For
any section of the element in contact with the
body the heat-loss coefficient is simply
increased by a factor K. Experience indicates
that a value of 1.33 typically gives the
required correction.

The three correlations given above represent
the major factors which influence the heat loss
from an enclosed fuse element in air. There
are minor influences also, particularly the
effect of wall thickness and endcap length and
thickness but the scatter in test data was too
large to enable these effects to be isolated.

Sometimes after the first iteration it may
appear that no steady-state solution exists,
the cooling being insufficient for the level
of test current applied. If this situation
occurs it is necessary to continue the
iteration assuming the wire is touching the
body, since this may have been the reason for
the failure to obtain a solution at the first
i terati on.

Nevertheless, using the three correlations
above and the iterative analytical solution
method, the correlation coefficients relating
the computed values of mV drop, body
temperature, and endcap temperature to the test
values were 98.9%, 92.9% and 97.6%
respectively.

Attempts to model this process with more
accuracy met with a difficulty. Sometimes
during the computation the wire would expand,
touch the body, be cooled, then contract away
from contact with the body, setting up a
stab le osc ill a ti on. (Thi s may be poss i bly
occur in some fuses).
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However the effect of wire touching the body is
a second-order effect and the simple model
described can give a reasonable correction to
the solution which would otherwise be obtained.

modelled by representing the core by a lumped
thermal reistance-capacitance model.

FUSES WITH FILLER

In this case no analytical solutions of (1)
are possible and so numerical methods must be
used. The most successful method has been to
represent the element by a series of finite
sections as shown in Fig.l and then to develop
for these sections a finite-difference
equation equivalent to (1) using the CrankNicholson technique applied to every term in
ell. This results in a tridiagonal matrix
equation

If the fuse is filled the heat loss from the
element is by conduction through the filler and
body and thence by convection and radiation to
the ambient. The solution process described in
[2] may be used, which includes a correction
for axial heat-flow through the filler and body
to the endcaps.

The effective wire surface heat· loss coefficient is then given in terms of the radial
thermal resistances, as:

LA]

= ------------------lTd (9f + gb + gext)

where
01

9f= ---- In --;
2lrKf d

1
02
1
9b= ---- In -- ; gext=
2nkb 01
lT02 hb

The appropriate value of hb is used after each
iteration to find the new body temperature and
to correct the value of gext and then h.
Otherwise the model is as described in [2].
SPIRALLY-WOUND ELEMENTS
These are commonly used in miniature fuses to
achieve anti-surge performance and can be
modelled by a very simple variation to the
methods described as for plain wire fuses. If
the resistance per unit length of the would
element is R' per unit length compared with R
for the plain wire then

R'

1

R

cosfJ

(5)

where fJ is the characteristic angle of the
helix. If the spiral element is regarded as a
composite conductor the internal heat
generation per unit length and the stored
energy are increased by (l/cos;) times compared
with a plain straight wire, while the axial
thermal conduction is reduced by a factor coso
because of the longer axial heat flow path.
Using these factors in Verdet's equation (1) it
is apparent that the effect of spiral winding
can be represented by:
(i)

dividing the element thermal capacity
by (cos)6)2

(ii)

multiplying the element cross-section
by cos,

[T]

= [B]

(6)

which has to be solved at each time step for
the transient temperature of the element
sections. Some of the elements of the
matrices [Al and [B] have to be adjusted at
each time-step to allow for temperaturedependence of heat-loss coefficients.

1
h

TRANSIENT THERMAL CALCULATIONS

With these simple alterations the thermal
equations for the spiral element became
identical with those for the plain element, and
the same solutions subroutines can be used.
The only extra requirements are that (a) in
calculating the heat-loss coefficient for the
composite conductor the effective overall
diameter of the wound element needs to be used,
rather than the wire diameter, (b) a further
component must be added to the heat-loss term
to account for heat losses from the element to
the core of the helix. These losses are only
present for transient conditions and are best

There is little information on the timedependence of convective loss coefficients but
for fuse simulations there is little error in
using the steady-state values throughout.
This is because the heat-loss terms maKe very
little difference to the thermal response at
high currents, where the element heating may
be regarded as adiabatic, or for times of the
order of 1 sec, where heat losses by
conduction to the ends, which is automatically
taken into account, is dominant. The main
area of difficulty in modelling is for
response times of the order of hundreds to
thousands of seconds where accurate
representation of the temperature variations
are currently not possible.
An important practical consideration in
automatic computation of thermal transients is
the choice of time-step. This must be small
enough to give accuracy but large enough to
minimise computing time. The following method
has been found to give good all-round performance:
(i) Initially compute the melting time
negiecting axial heat conduction and using
estimates for the heat loss coefficients based
upon some convenient temperature rise, say
100°C. This melting time is obtained by a
simple analytical solution of (1) with

b2TI?>x2=0.

(ii) Begin the computation with a time step
of 1/20th of the "long-wire" melting time, and
if melting has not occured after 20 time steps
the time step is increased by 50%. This
procedure is repeated every 20 time steps.
In the case of filled fuses the above increase
of time step is not possible if the transient
conduction loss to the filler is computed as
this places a limit on the maximum possible
time step. However for the simpler model used
here based upon the use of an effective value
of h to represent the heat loss from the
element, the above algorithm has been found
sati sfactory.
M-EFFECT
Minature fuses often use wire elements with a
blob of low melting-point material to achieve
M-effect. The thermal mass of this blob is
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large compared with that of the element to
which it is attached, so there is an
appreciable thermal lag. Heat is conducted
from the element to the M-blob, and the rise in
temperature of the M-blob may be modelled as a
simple thermal lag, i.e.
1
(7)

where Ti is the temperature of the element
section to which the M-blob is attached. If
Tms exceeds the eutectic temperature of the
M-blob/element interface, it is assumed that
diffusion begins and using the square-root law
the eventual breaking time can be estimated
[2].
Fuses which use plated-wire to achieve the
M-effect are difficult to represent. The only
effective way available at present is to treat
the wire as a composite with appropriately
weighted values for all the thermophysical
properties, and a hypothetical M-spot to
represent the diffusion which will take place
at the interface of the plating with the
substrate material.
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accelerating the disruption process. Vermij
also found that disruption times in air were
about 50% longer than in sand.
If the disruption process were simply
determined by the input ener~ we might expect
td to be proportional to l/j , but if there
are mechanical delays in accelerating liquid
metal, then for increasing current densities
the time required would be longer than that
needed simply on the basis of energy input.
This implies a dependence of td upon j with a
power less than 2, as predicted by Arai.
(c) voltage rise phase

This phase has been
investigated by Vermij [6] for fuse elements
in air and was found to be characterised by a
rapid rise in fuse voltage to a value Vo' It
is believed that during this phase the voltage
builds up in a series of steps as multiple
arcs are formed. The peak voltage Vo at the
end of this period can be predicted for wires
in sand by the use of Hibner's empirical
formula [8]. For wires in air the initial
voltage is only about 30% of this value.
The voltage rise time was found to by Vermji
to be given by tr=Kr/j with Kr about 0.2 for
wires in air and 0.4 for wires in sand.

ARCING PHENOMENA
For breaking-capacity tests on miniature fuses
the element melting times will be roughly in
the range O.lms to 1ms, which gives current
densities at melting of 43-13 kA/mm2 (inductive
circuit) or 25-7 kA/mm2 (resistive circuit).
The physical phenomena which occur in this
range of current density have been studied by
Vermij [6] and Arai [7]. In this range striated
disintegration of the element occurs, there
being insufficient time for the formation of
unduloids.
In order to model the behaviour it is necessary
to calculate the fuse voltage at any instant.
This is much more difficult than with power
fuses, which usually use notched elements in
sand, giving arcs with relatively well-defined
geometries. For wire elements a large number
of small arcs is initially produced and after a
very short time these arcs coalesce to form a
single arc. This process of coalescence occurs
at a crucial phase in the breaking process and
more information is needed for satisfactory
modelling. The overall breaking time may be
divided into four stages:
(a) prearcing phase
The transient temperature
response can be obtained using the methods
already given. At each time step the fuse
voltage is calculated by adding the voltage
drops across all the element sections. The
effect of element resistance during the
prearcing period can very significantly alter
the prospective current wave. The prearcing
period ends when the element material reaches
its melting-point.
(b) disruption phase
In this phase the wire
deforms mechanically and eventually breaks.
This phase is terminated when the first arc
appears. Arai 's experiments showed that the
disruption time in air was inversely
proportional to the current density i.e.
td=Kd/j with Kd=O.27 A-s/mm2. For wires in air
the disruption time was longer, and Arai
attributed this to the effect of sand grains
touching the wire surface and somehow

These simple rise times can be easily
incorporated in computer models see e.g.
reference [g], but as the rise times are very
short there is little effect upon the results
for highly-inductive circuits, in which the
circuit current can be taken to constant
during the disruption and voltage-rise phases.
However many mi ni ature fuse tests are done near
to unity power factor, for which a true
dynamic representation is needed. In this
case the circuit current falls rapidly as the
voltage rises thus invalidating Hibner's
formula, and (possibly) altering the overall
rise time. One method which has been found to
give reasonable results is to assume that the
fuse resistance builds up during the rise time
tr (rather than the voltage). With this model
the 'saturation' effect noted by Baxter [10]
can be correctly predicted. (i.e. the fact
that the peak voltage reaches a fixed level as
the circuit inductance is increased). Nevertheless much more information is needed upon
the factors which affect the build-up of fuse
resistance, particularly the effect of element
material, since miniature fuses use a much
wider variety of materials than have been used
in the experiments upon which these models
have been based.
(d) arcing period
In this period the multiple
arcs first coalesce and then a single arc is
produced which burns until the current is
reduced to zero. For sand-filled fuses an
adaptation of the models already used for
power fuses can be used, but for wires in air
the situation is much more problematical.
Some assumptions have to be made about the way
in which the initial arc expands to fill the
tube. This is another area where much more
experimental data is needed. Once the tube is
filled we have a wall-stablilised arc with
well-defined geometry and which can be
modelled much more accurately [g].
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CONCLUSIONS
The paper has discussed some of the problems in
modelling the behaviour of miniature fuses, and
described some solutions which have been found
most effective.
General-purpose software for miniature~fuse
design has been developed based upon the models
described here. In some cases the models used
are precise while in others they are based upon
'educated guesswork'. In the latter cases the
availability of properly-structured software
mean that improvements in modelling can be
incorporated as more knowledge is forthcoming
as a result of experimental research. It is

important to note that assessment of the
qual ity of a certain model is much easier when
the software is already available into which
the neW model may 'plugged' and tested. This
leads to the interesting conclusion that the
development of software in this area is useful
even if all the processes cannot be modelled
adequately.
Outstanding areas for miniature-fuse research
appear to be: (i) the thermal models for
long-duration transients (ii) qynamic investigation of the initial phases of arcing for
wires in afr, and (iii) further investigation
of the melting behaviour of plated wfres.
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FUSES
L. Vermij. A.J.M. Mattheij, Littelfuse Tracor B.V .• Utrecht. Netherlands

ABSTRACT
Miniature fuses are made in a very large variety of designs and types. and for diversity of applications.
resulting in a large number of different requirements with respect to dimensions. electrical characteristics.
a.s.o. Several different standards exist for miniature fuses as e.g. lEC and UL standards for fuses for
use in electronic and household appliances, ISO for automotive applications a.S.o. This great variety of
types and designs as well as the existance of different standards create some specific problems with
respect to the design and manufacturing of miniature fuses. On the other hand, a comparison of
requirements and standards results in some interesting conclusions, as will be shown in the paper. Special
attention will be given on the time-current characteristics of miniature fuses, not only from a viewpoint of
standards, but also influencing parameters will be discussed. A method of computing the It-characteristic
from the minimum fusing current up till the higher overcurrents will be presented briefly as well as
comparison with experimental results.
1.

INTRODUCTION
Due to the large number of different requirements with respect to dimensions. electrical characteristics
a.s.o., miniature fuses are made in a large variety of designs and types and for a diversity of
applications. Several standards exist for miniature fuses, each specifying their own requirements with
respect to, amongst others, time-current characteristics. First of all the current lEC-publication 127 [1J
should be mentioned. This specifies several kinds of 5 x 20mm and 6.3 x 32mm catridge fuses. whereas the
draft IEG-publication 127 part 3 specifies requirements for sub-miniature fuses. UL-document 198G [2]
gives also requirements for miniature fuses but they differ remarkably from IEC-requirements. Moreover.
for automotive applications USA-standards exist as well as the DIN 72581 and at this moment a draft ISO
standard.
This large variety in standards and applications poses an interesting
to the fuse designer to
meet all these different electrical requirements in fuses with different shaping
dimensions. (see fig. 1)
It is of course not pratical to make all these designs for all the current ratings required purely on the
basis of experience, trial and error.
This paper will show some basic
tools in a simplified way.
(in order to keep this paper within reasonable length) Not all characteristics
be discussed. we confine
ourselve to the time-current (It Jcharacteristics .

2.

A FIGURE OF MERIT FOR

a

u

Many miniature fuses are of a
design,
allowing for a not
complicated
description
of
the
pre-arcing behaviour by means of
the
well-known
energy
balance
equation [3] :

ex:>

co

(2.1 )

Where:
A

T

heat conductivity of the fuse
element material. [Wm -1 K- 1]
temperature of the fuse element

[K]

T '" T(x)
J

current density

[Am -2

p.: specific resistance
temperature.
[nm]

]

at

ambient

B

temperature coefficient of
specific resistance. [K-1]

G

total heat flux per deg C in
radial
direction
to
the
surrounding of the conductor.
[~\Tn-3K-ll

-

the

Fig. 1 : Some examples of miniature fuse designs.
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specific heat of the fuse element material.

[ Jkg- 1 K- 1]

specific mass of

[kg

the fuse element material.

I.

m- 1 ]

time

x

I

coordinate as shown in fig. 2.
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Equation (2.1) is valid for a stretched and solid fuse element, see fig. 2. Solving this equation will lead to
the It-characteristic for this particular case. The heat transfer factor G, which depends mainly on the
geometry of the fuse element, its environment and on fuse dimensions, can be determined via experiments.
We will return to this later in this text. Although it is in principle possible to compute the
It-characteristics, it is not so easy to do this. However, it is less difficult to arrive at some insights with
respect to influencing parameters and to define a kind of "Figure of Merit" for the It-characteristic,
starting from equation (2.1). For that purpose, we will discuss some special cases.

*

For a long wire (that means the temperature in the middle of the wire, thus at x = 0 is not influenced
by axial heat transfer) and under steady state conditions, so .~ ~ = 0, it follows from e. g. (2.1) ;
GT

J'

*

Introducing the melting temperature Tm we find a simple expression for the minimum fusing current
I5
J 5A , where A is the cross-section of the fuse element

I

*

(2.2a)

5

(2.2)

'

The case of adiabatic heating, thus neglecting heat transfer to the surroundings of the fuse element,
leads to the well-known Meyer's equation ;
M = fi'dt =

A'yc
___
v .fu(l + ST )
SPo

(2.3)

m

5

This equation is valid for the larger overcurrents.

10

~~

Equation (2.2) is represented by vertical lines in the
It-graph, examples are given in fig. 3 and indicated
as I
and I
51

I - f-

-I

52

3

Under IEG 127 testing conditions, equation (2.3) is
represented by straight lines on a log-log-scale, as
shown in fig. 3. (lines M, and M2 )
M

The quotient "i? is a measure how the two lines for
I5 and M are situated with respect to each other.
The value of G is in a certain fuse design and fuse
geometry pratically a constant. So determining the
quotient

10

f-- I-

r
t

1

gives a value K which is independant of the
cross-section A and is only determined by physical
parameters of the fuse element material. So K can be
computed easily.
The parameter K has the character of a Figure of
Merit for the It-characteristic; the smaller K is, the
more fast-acting the fuse will be.
Table 1 shows the computed values of some fuse element materials. From this table the conclusion can be
drawn that Ag gives a more fast-acting fuse than a
Ni wire, complying with the experience.
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Fig. 3. Asympthotes of the It-characteristic being
the minimum fusfng current 15 and the line representing Meyer r s integral M. The dotted line shows
examples of actual It-characteristics with different
value of I5 and M (the current I is given in arbitrary values)
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Table 1
B(K- l )

T (OC)
m

J(kg m-a)

10'

cv{J kg-1K- 1 ) 10'

K

Ag

960

4,3

10,49

0,234

5,0

Zn

420

4,2

7,13

0,35

4,0

Ni

1453

6,8

8,9

0,439

10,3

It should be kept in mind that conclusions like this are only valid for pure, solid. stretched and long metal
conductors in a given configuration (G constant), so the effects of plating, M-effect, etc, are not taken into
consideration. The K -value, as mentioned above, has only a value for the comparison of the effect on the
It-characteristic of different fuse element materials. However, other parameters can be taken into account as
well.
As an example, the length of a fuse element may have an influence on the minimum fusing current Is of a
fuse, which can also be computed from equation (2. I) For short fuse elements. the radial heat transfer (the
factor G) is negligible. compared with the axial heat transfer via the ends of the fuse element. Then, under
steady state conditions it follows from (2 .1) :

Gi'T

Adi" + J'Po(l + ST)

with the solution for T at x

0

0, viz To

CDS

=

!J ~

(2.5)

A

=

Introducing To
Till and consequently J
Js. we have an expression for the mlillmum fusing current density
J s as an function of the length I :: ,L of the fuse element and for a given metal conductor.
7
1
For a specffic case (a non-filled, 5x20mm glass-fuse) the value of G is in the order of
G aI 10 Wm-' K- . With
this value
the minimum fusing current
density
for a long wire. neglecting the
axial
heat
transfer, (denoted by
) can be computed from equation (2.'2A) So, from equations (2.2a) and (2.5), the
relation between J s (for short fuse elements) and J soo can be computed. The result of such computations is
shown in fig. 4 for the metals Ag. Ni and Zn.

From this graph it can be seen that a silver element of certain cross-section in a 5 x 20mm fuse. having in
many cases a fuse element with a length of 17 - 18mm in it (due to solder joints), will result in an increase of
the minimum fusing current by 10-20% compared with a fuse with a much longer fuse element in it. This is the
case with Ag. but not with Ni and Zn. (eu behaves pratically in the same way as Ag in this respect) The
value of M (eq. 2. 3) does. however. not change. So it follows that the Figure of Merit K will decrease
by10-20% using silver fuse elements in a 5 x 20mm fuse.
This example shows that the conclusion which could be drawn from table 1, viz. that a Zn-element would. giYe
a more fast-acting fuse compared with a Ag-element, may not be justified.: Nevertheless. a Figure of Merit
K
MGII's can be defined also in the case of short fuse wires. The graphs of fig. 4 indicate also that a certain
spread in the value of K (and consequently in the It-characteristic) may easily occur using high-conductivity
metals like Ag and Cu. This is due to variations in the length of the fuse element which may result from small
variations in production process parameters. This is the more so when producing in large quantities the
smaller-sized fuses like miniature fuses.

4.-------.-------,-------,--------,-------,
Fig. 4
The minimum fusing current density
J s of short fuse element, related to
the minimun fusing current density
J s'" of very long fuse elements, as
a function of the total length L of a
streched fuse element of constant
cross-section.
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THE DETERMINATION OF THE It-CHARACTERISTIC
In the previous chapter a characterisation of the It-characteristic is presented, based on two parameters:
- the minimum fusing current I
- the figure of Merit K
s '
These two parameters determine the two asymptotes of the It-characteristic. This is shown in fig. 3. As a
remark, in stead of Is' also the rated current I can be taken as a parameter after introducing the
fusing factor f
1" JI n •
n
The full computation of the It-characteristic can be done by solving the energy balance equation as given
in equation (2.1) for a somewhat simplified situation. The problem in solving this equation is the
determination of the value of G in each situation. (fuse design, fuse element shaping, a.s.o.) In principle
the value of G can be experimentally determined in the following way :
If a current I

<

I s is flowing through a fuse, then under steady state conditions the following must be

valid:

Where ro is the fuse resistance at ambient temperature. The temperature T now has the meaning of an
average across the fuse-length, whereas G t[WK -1] is the total heat transfer from the fuse element to its
surroundings. Introducing
r p + BT) (the resistance at temperature T at current 1), then
I'r

__T_ =

T

(3.1)

T

where u v is the voltage drop at current I, which Gan be measured easily. For long and short fuse
elements a relation can be derived from the energy balance equation (2.1) between J/J s and Tc/Tm,
where To is the temperature at x = 0 [3].
This relationship for the metals Ag, Zn and Ni is shown in fig. 5.
The temperature distribution under steady state conditions can also be computed, so the average
temperature is also computable. This means that from a simple measurement in principle a value of G can
be found, taking into account also dimensional aspects. For these calculations a computer program has
been designed.
For the computer calculations use was made of voltage drop measurements as shown in fig. 6.
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Fig : 6 The voltage across a 5 x 20mm fuse with a rated current of
1 Amp. as a result of a train of rectangular current pulses through
the fuse each pulse having a amplitude of 2.5 AmD.
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at x = 0 related to the melting temperature T , as a function of p= I il s
Ni and Zn for the streched fuse element of col:l'stant cross-section.

A train of current pulses was passed through the fuse during which the voltage drops A and B during each
pulse were measured and fed into the computer. These voltage drop measurements allowed for the calculation
of a value G. With this value it is possible to solve equation (3.1) for that particular case.
Fig. 7 shows one of the results. together with a number of measuring pOints which are obtained by blowing a
number of fuses in normal test equipment. following IEC test rules. Voltage drop measurements were also
carried out using the test fuse holder as specified in lEG-publication 127.
As will be seen from fig. 7. the measured points fit very well with the computed curve for this particular
fuse.

The pr:eliminary indicates only the principles of the
computational methods, it is beyond the scope of this paper
to describe the computational process in details. It might.
however, demonstrate that a full computation of the total
It-characteristic is a possibility. serving the following aims :

*

It might reduce development work on miniature fuses
considerably because computation gives a quick impression
of the It-characteristic of a newly developed fuse, using
only a few samples.

*

It opens the possibility to study the character of the
parameter
G
as a function of element
geometry.
dimensioning of the body and other parameters. After
gaining such a quantitive knowledge of G. it is even
possible to compute the It-characteristic of new designs
without having samples available.
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We like to point out that the above mentioned gives only a
simplified treatment which is to a certain extend only valid
for the most simple fuse designs. However, the authors are
convinced that the achievements gained so far contributes
to a fuse designing process for miniature fuses with better
possibilities for optimisation and a better understanding of
the
influencing
parameters
on
fuse
characteristics,
departing further from trial and error methods.

4 5 6 8 10

- - l(Amt's).
Fig. 7

Calculated It-characteristic of a fast-acting. 1 Amp .• 5 x 20mm fuse. The crosses indicate measured
values. The line indicating the minimum fusing current Is is the computed value.
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SURGE PERFORMANCE OF MINIATURE FUSES
A Study of the Influencing Factors
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ABSTRACT
This paper identifies the parameters which have an influence on
the surge performance of miniature fuses, so that fuses with
superior time-lag properties to those presently available can be
developed. A measure of surge performance is described called the
thermal time constant of the fuse, t, with the dimension of time.
After developing an equation for t, it is shown how each term of
the equation may be maximised theoretically and practically to
give high surge performance. An indirect method of measuring! is
explained and the correlation between measured and calculated
values for two types of fuses given.

LIST OF SYMBOLS
a '" Temperature coeff. of resistivity, k- 1
c ",Specific heat capacity, 3kg-"k- 1
d '" Diameter, m
d.t. " Delay factor
h
Radial heat loss coefficient, W m- 2 k-"
I
Current, A
I.= Adiabatic melting current, A
Im= Minimum fusing current, A
K
Thermal conductivity, W m- 1 k- 1
m " Density, kg m- a
P '" Perimeter, m
~= Specific resistivity, 0 m
S = Cross-sectional area, m2
t
Time, s
"t ..= Adiabatic melting time, s
! '" Thermal time constant, s
T = Temperature, k
TM ", Adiabatic melting point, k
Tm= Steady-state melting point, k
x = Axial displacement, m

=

1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout the history of the miniature fuse
the performance demanded from its diminutive
package has always been increasing. The fuse
designer has had to meet this demand by
careful engineering and not a little
ingenUity as energy sensitive semiconductors
and circuits with high inrush currents have
proliferated, all requiring reliable and
cheap protection. This is unlikely to alter
in the futUre as the telecommunications
industry joins the foray with requirements,
at the subscriber line interfaces of its
exchanges, for miniature fuses which blow at
continuous overload currents of as little as
200mA and yet can carry SOA for 1ms.
It is the behaviour of a miniature fuse when
subjected to these high overload, short
duration surges which is of great importance
when choosing overcurrent protection for a
given application. In fact, fuses are broadly
classified according to their response to
such stimuli, for example quick-acting, timelag etc.'. This paper is concerned with the
factors which influence this particular fuse
characteristic. These may be divided into
three types:

(1) the thermophysical properties of the fuse
element material,
(2) geometrical factors and
(S) techniques which alter the fuse element's
inherent properties e.g. Metcalf-effect.
By studying the fundamental equation which
governs the heating of a fuse wire it is
possible to determine, in detail, how each of
these may be optimised to give a fuse with a
required surge performance.
The emphasis will be on those aspects of the
fuse which give it the ability to withstand
such surges i.e. its time-lag properties.
This is because a simple straight fuse wire
is inherently quick-acting and so a large
amount of design effort is expended on
developing time-lag types. Figure 1 shows
typical operating curves for time-lag and
quick-acting miniature fuses. The time-lag
fuse takes longer to operate at high overload
currents.
In order to optimiHe the time-lag properties
of a miniature fuse it is first necessary to
develop some measure of this particular
attribute. One way of doing this is to define
a 'delay factor', d.f. as the ratio between a
high overload current and the minimum fusing
current:

d.f.=I./I",

(1 )

The problem with equation 1 is that the
adiabatic melting current, I . must be
associated with a certain adiabatic blowing
time e . . lms or 10ms. This means that a
single
can have a multitude of delay
factors dependent on the blowing time chosen
for fixing I •.
Alternatively, it is possible to obtain a
'thermal time constant', c, for the fuse
which has a direct relationship to d.f. but
is independent of the adiabatic blowing time
and so has a unique value for a particular
type and rating of fuse. 2 This is the
approach which will be taken here.

12&

TIME

I ... 2t .. _ mcS"'. In( 1+aT.. )
1(. a

(4)

which shows that for high currents the prearcing I"t is constant, as we would e'xpect.
2.2 Steady-state Condition.
If a current is applied to the fuse which is
just less than Im the element temperature
will increase until heat loss exactly
balances the heat input. In this instance
equation (2) reduces to;P\?,(l+aT) +KS. a:'T= PhT

(5)

(fi'i

S

since dT/dt=O. This is difficult to evaluate
for I but can be made considerably easier if
axial heat loss is small compared to the
radial loss. This is reasonable when
considering wires which have a large
length/perimeter ratio as is usually the case
with miniature fuses. In this instance (5)
becomes;-

QUICK-ACTING

Pea
CURRENT

(5)

(1+aT) _ PhT
S

-

Putting T=T m we can equate 1=1 ... giving:Typical time/current curves

Im 2

PhT",S
«'0 (1+aTm )

_

-

2.3 Equation for ~
Having formulated equations involving I . and
Im it is now possible to define <. Dividing
(4) by (7):-

2. THE THERMAL TIME CONSTANT
The operation of a fuse is governed by the
delicate balance between Joule heating of the
element and heat loss to the environment by
the mechanisms of conduction, convection and
radiation. This may be represented by an
energy-balance equation, first developed by
Verdet in 1872;-

I lOt

I:"

=

+

d'T

ox'"

PhT

2.1 Adiabatic Condition.
When a fuse is subjected to very high
overload currents it heats and melts before
any appreciable heat loss can occur. The
process is thus adiabatic and (2) can be
simplified as follows:-

«.

=

t

(a)

'"

(d.f.)"'.t ..

(9)

(2)

In this equation, the term on the left is the
rate of increase of internal energy, the
first term on the right is the Joule heating,
the second 1s the axial conduction loss and
the third is the radial loss which is due to
convection and radiation combined. This last
term is represented as a simple function of
the wire perimeter and its temperature
although in reality it has a complicated
dependence due to the 3-dimensional
convective fields existing within the fuse
body. However, empirical results have shown
that this simplification is reasonable when
applying the equation to miniature fuses. 3
All the quantities in (2) are calculated per
unit length of the element.

dT
I"
(1+aT)
dt
mcS"
By separation of variables and then
integrating we obtain:-

mcS.U1+aT.. ) .1n(1+aT ... U
PhaT...

The factor 1: has the dimension of time and
can be thought of as the thermal time
constant of the fuse. It can be seen to be
directly related to d.f. as follows:1:

KS.

(7)

(3)

where t ... is the adiabatic blowing time. We
can now separate (8) into a number of factors
which can be studied individually to see how
t can be maximised:'t

= [(1+aTm) .1n(1+aTM~
aT...

J

x

1

h

x

S

P

x me

(10)

2.4 Maximising 1;
Taking the square bracket first, this may be
considered as the 'trigger effect' bracket
since it shows how 't is affected by using a
mechanism which triggers the element to melt
at a lower temperature under steady~state
conditions than under adiabatic conditions ..
This is essentially the process behind Meffect and spring type anti-surge fuses.
Figure 2 shows how the value of this bracket
varies with Tm and TM (keeping a constant).
It can be seen that it 15 slightly
advantageous to use a high melting point
material if no trigger effect is. employed,
but the real gains are obtained when a large
separation between T... and TM can be achieved.
The first of the geomet~ical fact!=lrs is the
term l/h, the radial heat loss term, and is
obviously maximised when the surface heat ..
loss coefficient, h is a minimum. In
practical terms this means that the element
should be thermally insulated.

-

Another way the value of this term is
increased is by using a copper or coppercontaining wire. At low overloads, the
elevated temperature causes the copper to
slowly oxidise, increasing the element
resistance and effectively causing it to blow
at a much reduced temperature.

TR IGGER- EFFECT
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Figure 2
Value of trigger effect bracket

The second geometrical term is SIP, the ratio
of cross-sectional area to perimeter. This is
a maximum when the element is a solid,
circular wire and in this case has the value
d/4. Therefore, it should be of the largest
possible diameter, which is why, for a given
~lement material, surge withstand performance
increases with Ih (the rated current). The
corollary of this idea is that, for a given
In, the resistivity of the element material
should be maximised. This is to be achieved
within the constraints of the internal
dimensions of the fuse body and the breaking
capacity required.
The final term (mc) is the product of the
density and specific heat capacity of the
element material, sometimes called the
thermal mass. For a given volume, substances
with a high thermal mass require a large
amount of heat energy to raise their
temperature appreciably. This term should be
maximised.
3, PRACTICAL METHODS OF INCREASING

~

Now we know how" and hence surge
performance is affected by each of terms in
equation (10) it should be possible to
determine practical ways of incorporating
those features which increase , in the design
of a time-lag fuse.
The most obvious practical example of
increasing the value of the trigger effect
bracket is by using an M-effect blob on the
fuse wire. With a tin/lead solder blob on a
silver wire the value of the bracket
increases from 1.99 to 3.73 (making Tm equal
the eutectic temperature of 60/40 tin/lead
solder). Alternatively, the wire may be tinplated causing the M-effect to take place
along the entire length of the element.

A more versatile way of implementing the
trigger effect would be to employ a
pyrotechnic compound in place of the solder.
With a well defined ignition temperature and
sufficient heat output, such a compound could
be used in conjunction with ~ metal,
causing it to melt at a temperature well
.
below TM •
The thermal insulation of the fuse element is
difficult to improve unless evacuating the
fuse body is considered, since air itself is
such a good insulator. Experiments have shown
that introducing ordinary thermal insulators
into the fuse body, such as fibre glass, has
the effect of increasing the heat loss from
the .element because the internal dimensionS
are so small, However, there is thermal
insulation available which can be used to
some advantage and this is based on the
microporous principle where the material
consists of small cells with a diameter less
than the mean free path of an air molecule.
Using this technique it has been possible to
increase ~ by approximately 1.5 t·imes.
The Sid term can be increased by using a high
resistivity material, thereby increasing the
element diameter. An indirect method of doing
this is presently used in the helical type
fuse where a wire is wound on an inSUlating
core. This effectively increases the
resistivity provided the turns do not touch.
Obviously. the core diameter should be as
small as possible in relation to the outside
diameter of the helix so that Sid is
maximised.
Data relating to the thermal mass of various
metals is shown in figure 3. It shows that
the traditional fuse element material, silver
has a fairly low value of 2.41xlO& J kg- 1 K-1
while some of the high resistivity alloys are
around 4xlO· J kg- 1 K-1. Bearing in mind the
comments concerning resistivity in the
previous paragraph, for time-lag applications
it would appear that such alloys are ideal.
The emphasis in this section has been on
metallic fuse elements but the theory does
not exclude non-metals which make
.
available a much wider range of
thermophysical properties, provided that they
can be realised in a form suitable for
inclusion in a miniature fuse. a , .
4. THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL VALUES FOR

t

It is possible to show that , is the time
taken for the centre of the fuse element,
when carrying 1 m, to reach 63% of Tm.- So, to
evaluate , directly is almost impossible
because of the difficulty .in measuring the
element temperature inside the fuse body.
However, it is possible to obtain a value for
t
indirectly from I"t data as follows. Using
equation (9):t

'"

(d. f. )". ta
(11 )
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"t'

METAL

mc x 10"
(Jm-"k-')

NICKEL
STAINLESS STEEL
INVAR
WROUGHT IRON
COBALT
CONSTANTAN
PURE IRON
NICKEL SILVER
COPPER
MANGANIN
MILD STEEL
BRONZE
BRASS
PLATINUM
ZINC
GOLD
SILVER
ALUMINIUM
TITANIUM
TIN
SOFT SOLDER
LEAD
ANTIMONY
BISMUTH
SODIUM
MAGNESIUM

4.09
4.04
4.02
3.77
3.74
3.73
3.59
3.48
3.44
3.40
3.30
3.17
3.15
2.92
2.75
2.55
2.47
2.47
2.37
1.65
1. 58
1.43
1.37
1. 23
1. 20
0.43

(s)

• = l't data

1.0

" = equation

"

(10)

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

o

2

3

4

5

In IA)

I

Figure 4
Values of 't for two types of fuses

Thermal mass of various metals

Since 12t is constant for high overloads we
can chose ta and therefore find I •.
Estimating Im from known non-blowing and
blowing conditions, , can be found from (11).
Figure 4 shows the results obtained in this
way for two types of 20mm x 5mm glass bodied
fuses, one a straight silver wire and the
other a silver wire with an M-effect solder
blob. It can be seen that the M-effect fuse
has a considerably higher value of , than the
simple straight wire type. This is confirmed
by the former being classed as time-lag
according to lEG 127:1974, while the latter
is quick-acting.
Also plotted in the figure are values of ,
obtained by evaluating equation (10l,
substituting the appropriate values for each
term (see appendix 1). These are in fairly
close agreement, particularly for the quickacting type.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The paper has indicated how the surge
performance of miniature fuses can be
improved by designing the fuse to include
certain key features. It has shown how a
measure of the surge withstand capability can
be obtained by defining a thermal time
constant, ~ which has the dimension of time
only. The influences on ,of varying the
adiabatic and steady-state melting
temperatures, the radial heat loss, the ratio
of cross-sectional area to perimeter and the
thermal mass of the element have been
investigated and practical realisations have
been suggested of how each may be maximised.
Some of these techniques are being used at
present in the development of new types of
miniature fuses.

To summarise, for good time-lag properties'
the fUse element should be of circular
section and be solid. It should .havea high
thermal mass and high resistivity and be
thermally insulated from the environment. If
a trigger effect can be employed, then the
largest possible separation between TM and T.
should be aimed for. Generally, a high
melting point material is preferred •.
There are obviously other constraints Which
must be considered such as power dissipation,
volt drop, constructional difficulties etc.
which will not allow all these to be fully
exploited, but it does indicate the areas
which should be given careful consideration
when designing time-lag fuses.

-
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APPENOIX 1.

In
(Al
Quick-

I~~~ing
1. 25
1.6
2.0
2.5
:3.15

4.0
5.0
6.3

I"t
(A"sl
0.47
0.94
1. 79
3.50
5.82
11.9
20
41
75

!

I.

I",

(AI

(AI

21. 7
30.7
42.3
59.2
76.3
109
141
202

1.90
2.38
3.04
3.80
4.75
5.99
7.60
9.M
12.0

274

3.80
5.00
9.10
15.0
27.8
46.2
85.0
137

61. 6
70.7
95.4
122
166
215
292
370

2.66
3.04
3.80
4.75
5.99
7.60
9.50
12.0

d

d/4

l/h

(mkW- 1

(III )

't

.1$l.

0.13
0.17
0.19
0.24
0.26
0.33
0.34
0.45
0.52

(AI
Quick.acting
1.0
1. 25
1.6
2.0
2.5
:3 .15
4.0
5.0
6.3

0.059
0.066
0.076
0.097
0.107
0.127
0.145
0.173
0.198

1.61xlO-"
1. 66
1. 72
1.82
1.87
1.95
2.02
2.11
2.18

1.48xlO-·
1.65
1.90
2.43
2.68
3.18
3.63
4.33
4.95

0.54
0.54
0.63
0.66
0.77
0.80
0.94
0.95

Timelag
1.4
1.6
2.0
2.5
3.15
4.0
5.0
6.3

0.095
0.103
0.118
0.129
0.152
0.178
0.200
0.229

1.81xlO-:>
1.85
1.92
1.96
2.04
2.12
2.19
2.26

2.38xlO-& 0.40
0.• 44
2.58
2.95
0.52
3.23
·0.58
0.71
3.80
0.87
4.45
5.00
1.01
5.73
1.19

Tillle-

lag
1.4
1.6
2.0
2.5
3.15
4.0
5.0
6.3

In

~

( 51 )

(qllll)

)

0.12
0.13
0.16
0.22
0.25
0.30
0.36
0.45
0.53

From egu!tion flO)
NOTES; 1) t. = O.OOls
2) 1m based on 1.91"

NOTES;
1) me = 2.47xIO&

Jm~3k-~ (silver element)
Time-lag fuse had a 60/40 Sn/Pb blob
Trigger effect bracket
= 1.99 for quick-acting fuse
= 3.72 for time-lag ruse o
4) h calCUlated using h .. 54. 4/d .... (ref.

2)
3)
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THE CONTROL OF VOLTAGE-DROP IN MINIATURE FUSES
J.D. Flindall
Dubilier pIc, Beswick Division

ABSTRACT
Voltage-drop is an aspect of performance uniquely significant in
miniature fuse design and specification. This paper endeavours to
explain the reasons for this importance, and to describe the
treatment of voltage-drop and the associated power dissipatIon in
miniature fuse Standards. Techniques for satisfactory design are
discussed.

voltage) 1s less than the maximum
value of voltage-drop attained before
operation
at
the
fault
current
applied, then there is a danger of the
fuse failing to operate, or operating
in a much longer time than is usual.
This is a danger unique to miniature
fuses, which are frequently used In
systems operating well below Vf i •

INTRODUCTION
In larger fuses,
the voltage-drop is
usually only regarded as important in
that it is an indication of power
dissipation, and therefore of circuit
loss, and of excess heat generation.

Unfortunately, the only specification
point given in International Standards
or in manufacturers' literature is a
maximum
of voltage-drop
current. It has for many years
'rule-of-thumb' that a fuse should
be used where the system voltage is
less than twice the maximum e~pe-ted
voltage-dro-p-.--- If
this
(somewhat
unreliable) rule is followed, then
Fig. 1 shows the relationship between
In and the minimum operating voltage
for fuses with values of voltage-drop
corresponding to the maxima allowed by
IEC
127
1974,
and also
for
representative realistic fuse types.

While these factors are also important
in a miniature fuse, voltage-drop is
of
fundamental concern for
other
reasons.
When the voltage-drop at the minimum
fusing current approa~hes the system
voltage, there is danger that the fuse
will fail to operate correctly. This
is
particularly
important
where
circuits operate on a supply of 5V or
less, and where normal currents may be
of tens of milliamps.
Balanced
telecommunications
line
applications require not only that
fuse impedance be limited, but also
that for a given type and rating the
range
of
voltage-drop values
be
closely controlled.
International Standards have for many
years recognised voltage-drop as an
important
factor in specification.
More recently it has become of prime
importance in the requirements
of
quality control as an indicator of
possible
degradation of the fuse.
Specifications for power dissipation
and
acceptance
have had
to
be
introduced
to
enable
safe
coordination
of fuse-link and fuseholder.

.
X

N

,$>2
0

Much
can be done in design
and
material
selection
to
influence
voltage-drop.
However,
there have
inevitably to be compromises in other
areas of fuse performance.

0

a,s

USER REQUIREMENTS

0

v SSt
" SSlI

ossm

tYPical
fusn
0,032

0.1

0.2

0.5

Minimum Operating Voltage Va
It is obvious that if the voltage
applied
to
a fuse
under
fault
conditions (nearly always the system

Fig. 1 I f i : Minimum operating voltage
at twice IEC127 voltage-drop limits.

-

It can be seen that the problem is at
its worst at very low values of In. It
is unfortunate that, with the emphasis
on low power consumption in all types
of equipment, this is an a~ea of
immediate importance.
For reference, minimum and maximum
power
supply
voltage values
and
indications
of
typical
circuit
currents for a number of recognised
electronic circuit configurations are
given in Fig. 2.
Industrial Standards
9V
12V
15V
24V

battery operated consumer
equipment
military. typical RS232
industrial analogue equipment
DIN industrial standard

Semiconductor Families
,.1 . 2V I"L devices

2-6V
3-15V
5V
12.5V
21V
25V

74HC logic
4000 series CMOS
nominal TTL and LSI supply

fij

EPROM programming.

Fig.
2
Typical
specifications.

power

supply
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2)
If a fuse-link is mounted in a
fuse-holder
of inadequate
design,
possibly with poor electrical
and
mechanical connections to the system,
then it is all too possible for the
total heat generated by the fuse and
its connections even at rated current
to cause damage to the fuse-link,
the
fuse-holder
and the
terminations.
Typically, if the fuse-link to fuseholder terminal contact is maintained
by a compression spring, this may
anneal and thus cause a decrease in
contact pressure. The contacts and
terminations inside and outside the
fuse- holder may become oxidi~ed, and
the
fuse-link
itself,
after
a
prolonged period of operation
at,
effectively,
an
abnormally
high
ambient
temperature,
may
suffer
deterioration causing a high inherent
resistance, and possibly a potential
failure
to operate normally.
The
result is a thermal runaway situation,
and
unless
the
fuse
eventually
operate$, the outcome will be a fire
in combustible parts of the fuseholder or its connections. The author
knows of such a case systematically
occurring in consumer equipment, which
in the short term caused a number of
fires in public buildings, and in the
long term a large claim for damages
and compensation!

Power Dissipation Pa

Matching and tolerance of vOltage-drop
values.

The importance of ~or,:ect design of
terminations to enable adequate and
controlled dissipation of generated
heat has long been recognised in power
fuses (Wright and Newbery' state that
up to 75% of the heat generated by a
fuse-link is dissipated through the
end connections, and Wilkins et al~
point out the importance of the heatgenerating
contribution
of
fuse
endcaps
and connecting cables
in
modelling fuse performance). I"R heat
and
its dissipation are of equal
importance in miniature fuse design,
for two reasons:

In telecoms line applications, fuses
are
often required to be
placed
between outside line equipment and
sensitive amplifying and
switching
circuits
inside
the
telephone
exchange. Here,
in conjunction with
parallel-connected
over-voltage
protectors they protect the exchange
circuits
against the
effects
of
accidental mains connection to the
telephone lines.

1) As Fig. 3 shows, for fuselinks of
relatively high rated current, the
design of termination systems has a
significant effect on the low-overload
performance
and
volt-drop.
The
comparison here is between fuse-links
mounted
in
a)
the
test-fixture
specified in lEC 127,
and b)
a
com~ercial chassis-mounting fuse-clip.
Fuse-link type: 20x5mm to UL198G
Rated current: 5A
Conditions: 1.35 In operation
a) Using lEC 127 test-clip:
Operating time

= mean:
a

13.8s
2.1s

b) Using commercial fuse-clip
(as used in testing by UL)
Operating time

mean:
a

9.2s
0.9s

In this position, the fuse necessarily
forms
a part of the
termination
network
of
the
balanced
line.
Therefore
its
impedance must
be
closely controlled. In circuits in
current
use,
only the
resistive
component
of
the
impedance
is
significant; in future systems, the
inductance may also be important.
A typical interface circuit is shown
in
Fig.
4.,
and
a
typical
specification for a matched pair of
line
fuses in Fig.
5.
In this
particular case the fuse is
also
required to have a nominal resistance
of 1.150; this is rather higher than
the minimum achievable value for the
fuse characteristic. The requirement
that,
in order to maintain
line
balance, the resistance of the two
fuse
elements must be matched to
±1.5%, after one of the elements has
been subjected~ 10 x 1.5kV pulses of
10/100ps waveform,
is very difficult
to meet on a mass-production device.

TELEPHONE

LIIIE

EXCHANGE
DISTRIllU'!'ION FRAME

Fig
4.
Typical
protection circuit.

~uasCIUBl!R

LIlIE
IlITERFACE OARll

telecoms

p~~~ CW~lTKI~~P!:F~TlNG

TOP

line

454
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More recently, the Working Groups of
lEe Technical Sub-committee SC 32C
have prepared specifications for the
power acceptance of fuse-holders and
for the maximum sustained dissipation
of fuse-links (tabulated against I~).
together
with
test
requirements.
These parameters are both arranged in
preferred values of 1.6, 2.5 and 4
watts
to enable users easily
to
specify safe combinations of fuselinks and -holders. These requirements
will
be
incorporated
in
the
forthcoming complete revision of IEC
127, which will become a multi-part
document·
covering a
comprehensive
range of miniature fuse-links types.
Also included will be a warning note
on the subject of minimum operating
voltage:
this is to be published
first as an Amendment to the existing
document.
It
will
probably
be
necessary to include tabulated limits
of minimum operating voltage for some
sub-miniature
fuses
in
the
new
Standard.
2. The UL Standard on miniature fuses,
UL198G 8 ,
contains no requirements on
voltage-drop. There is, however, a
limit of temperature rise, tested at
1.1 In (or for some types 1 In).
UL 3 require a fuse-holder to be tested
for
temperature-rise at it;:; ':ated
current (ie the maximum rated current
of
a fuse-link with which it Is
intended to be used), using a copper
slug of negligible resistance in place
of the fuse-link; this test can only
determine
the
current-carrying
capacity of the fuse-holde~ and fuselink contact system,
and not the
susceptibility of the fuse-holder to
heat input from the fuse-link.

Fig. 5. Specification for telecoms line
fuses: balanced pair.

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS REQUIREMENTS
1. IEC Standards have until recently
not specified (or even defined) power
dissipation
for fuse-links.
Since
1980,
IEC
257·
has
required
manufacturers to provide in
their
catalogues the accepted power (P a ) of
their fuse-holders;
this figure 1s
verified by a temperature rise test
using a 50 power resistor in place of
the tuse-link,
at a current
of,
typically,
900mA.
In
fact,
the
reqUirement to publish P a has been
rarely been obeyed.
Furthermore
there
has
been
no
definition or test for the
power
dissipation of fuse-links in IEC 127 ft ;
nor has a temperature-rise test been
specified. The only relevant parameter
specified has been the maximum allowed
voltage-drop.

lEC·, on the other hand, have since
1980 required equivalent tests to be
carried out using a power resistor of
similar dissipation to a typical fuselink, but at a small fraction of the
rated current, thus testing the heat
withstand of the fuse-holder but not
the current-carrying capacity of the
contacts. This clearly gives rise to a
potential
situation
of
dangerous
misapplication; this is one of the
areas of conflict between the two
standards
systems which
the
lEe
Committees have been trying for many
years to resolve (but so far, without
success) .
MATERIALS AND DESIGN
Choice of materials
In many cases element materials of the
lowest possible resistivity may be
used (i.e. silver or copper), and in
the shortest practicable length (i.e.,
essentially the length between the
terminations.
Two
constraints may
cause the designer to choose another
material: .
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1.
The
practical requirements of
handling make it impossible to use
these materials in sizes smaller than,
e.g.
40
micron
diameter
unless
physically supported. Such materials
as nichrome can be handled unsupported
down to about 6 micron; by special
techniques, for example platinum is
used' in sub-micron sizes.

2.
Long
experience,
and
recent
analytical work, show that the timedelay characteristic of a simple fuse
element is strongly dependent upon its
length and the resistivity of its
material. Increasing the length of a
miniature fuse element by forming the
conductor
as
a helix is
common
practice, as is the use of metals or
alloys of relatively high resistance
such as silver/copper, brass, zinc or
tin/zinc. Unfortunately such designs
tend to increase the voltage-drop and
dissipation of the fuse. Also, when a
filler is used to increase breaking
capacity it may be necessary to use
another material to compensate for the
change in characteristic caused by the
cooling effect of the filler.
Design considerations
The following are among the techniques
in
design
which
have
yielded
improvements in voltage-drop:
1. Reducing element length.
This also gives a faster-operating
fuse, which may be undesirable, and
will
adversely
affect
breakingcapacity. It has been achieved by, for
example:
-USing a helical element T , Which is
then dipped in solder to leave a
short. central, operating area.
-Using a fine wire element supported
on a paper former, which is then
coated
with conducting
material B ,
leaving a central operating section.
-Using a design of fuse for printed
wiring board mounting, with parallel
connecting pins. The element length is
defined by the pitch of these pins,
and provided the spacing is sufficient
for the working voltage when
the
p.w.b. is assembled, the user can
choose
a fuse with the
combined
benefits of minimum size and minimum
voltage-drop.
-Using
a compound element of the
spring and blob type. To achieve a
reduction
in Voltage-drop
it
is
necessary to shunt the spring with a
flexible conductor: this may not be
possible at low values of Ih where the
heat
generated in the spring
is
important to ensure operation at low
overloads.

2. Use of 'Metcalfe Effect'.
This
is usually considered as
a
technique for lowering the minimum
fusing current, and thereby giving a
time-delay characteristic. However, it
has also been used as an expe4ient
allowing a significant increase in
element wire diameter, and thereby
reducing voltage-drop and dissipation.
In one particular case it. was found
possible to meet a UL temperature-rise
specifiCation
for a non-time-delay
fuse only by this method; rather than
the 'M-blob", a continuous tin coating
was used, giving a further slight
reduction in voltage-drop.

3. Use of insulating filler.
In
a
paper
presented
at
this
Conference, R. Brown& describes the
use
of microporous insulation
to
decrease the radial heat loss from the
fuse element, decreasing the minimum
fusing current and thereby increasing
the delay of the fUse. This also has
the advantage of enabling a larger
element cross-section to be used for a
given rated current, thus reducing the
voltage-drop and dissipation.
CONCLUSIONS
Al though voltage-drop, matching and
dissipation have always been important
parameters in specifications agreed
between
suppliers
and
users
of
miniature fuses,
it is only recently
that
this
importance
has
been
reflected in
the drafting and coordination of International Standards.
There are useful techniques available
for
the
minimisation or
control
of
voltage-drop,
although
these
invariably
have effects on
Other
aspects of performance. There remains
much to be done in eXploring the
limits of performance of miniature
fuses, and voltage-drop will be an
important prime parameter in
this
development.
'
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3-PHASE OPERATION OF CURRENT-LIMITING POWER FUSES
R. Wilkins. Consultant, 18 Speedwell Drive, Heswall, Wirral, U.K.

The breaking capacity of power fuses is usually verifed in single-phase tests but in service fuses are very
often used in three-phase power systems. In the paper the relative severity of fuse testing is discussed,
using c~nputations based upon a relatively simple fuse model. The sequence of fuse operation in 3-phase
systems is illustrated and the worst cases are highlighted. The maximum arc energy is shown to be dependent
upon system neutral earthing. as well as the test voltage and closing angle. Normalised characteristics are
presented showing the circuit severities in terms of arc energy, and the results are discussed in the light
of fuse testing standards. The practice of using only two fuses in an unearthed 3-phase system is shown to
produce exceptionally severe stresses on the fuses.

LIST OF SYMBOLS
E

w

= r.m.s line to neutral voltage
= '2 E sin (wt + e)
= '2 E sin (wt + e - 120°)
'2 E sin (wt + e - 240°)

instantaneous current in phase 'a'
instantaneous current in phase 'b'
instantaneous current in phase 'c'
half-cycle melting current
source-circuit inductance
source-circuit resistance
constants in Hirose's fuse model
instantaneous voltage for fuse 'a'
instantaneous voltage for fuse 'b'
instantaneous voltage for fuse 'c'
instantaneous voltage at fault point
circuit closing angle with respect to ea
supply angular frequency

INTRODUCTION
Although the breaking-capacity of currentlimiting fuses is normally verified in a single
phase test circuit, in service fuses are very
often used in 3-phase systems, in which the
fuses may interact with one another in some way
when interrupting a short-circuit fault
current. There is some disagreement and
confusion about the relative severity of the
stresses imposed upon fuses in a 3-phase
situation, compared to those produced in a
single-phase test. For example the IEC
high-voltage current-limiting fuse
specification allows fusesto be tested at 87%
of the intended 3-phase line voltage, whereas
many users insist that the fuse should be
tested at the full line voltage. For circuit
breakers which clear at a current zero the
first phase to clear has to do so against a
source voltage of 1.5 times the line-to-neutral
voltage, Which is 0.866 times the line voltage.
Gibson [1] has discussed this problem, pointing
out that a current-limiting fuse operates in a
manner which is fundamentally different from
that of a circuit breaker, and that the
correspondence between the 87% test for fuses
and the 0.866 value used for circuit breakers
is a coincidence.
In this paper this problem is discussed
qualitatively by describing the sequence of
fuse operation in 3-phase circuits. and
quantitativ~ly

using

HiTOS~'S

Fig.l

Circuit arrangement.

of fuses when they operate in the currentlimiting mode (11 and 12 tests).
CIRCUIT MODELS
Fig.l shows a typical 3-phase power system
fitted with 3 fuses during the interruption of
a 3-phase fault by the curr.ent-limiting action
of the fuses. If the 3-phase fault involves
earth and the supply neutral is earthed the
circuit can be regarded as three single-phase
circuits which operate independently of one
another, and the fuses will be stressed at the
same levels that would obtain in a singlephase test at the line-to-neutral voltage E.
If however the fault does not involve earth
the fuses will interact with one another.
This situation will be referred to as the
"unearthed" case, and it would also arise if
the supply neutral is unearthed when the fault
involves earth.
The general case can be treated by letting the
voltage at the fault point be vp' The circuit
currents at any instant in time can then be
found by solution of the three differential
equations below:

L

fuse model [2).

The results, which are illustrated with
normalised arc-energy characteristics for a
typical fuse, are only relevant to the testing

( 1 )
L

L

-

The equations (1) may be solved by numerical
integration. It is convenient to USE!
normalised values for an the variables [3}. In
tllis system all voltages are exp,ressed as
multiples of E while all currents are expressed
as multiples of the one-half-cycle melting
current. The fuse voltages were modelled as
foll ows:
(il

Prearcing state
vfi = 0

(ii)

Arcing state
IIf;

= Vo + ro!

i

I

This is Hirose's IIIOdel [2] which gives a Rl(Jre
realistic voltage than the more commonly-used
'rectangular' arc voltage profile.
Solution of (1) also requtres vp to be computed
at each time step. This can be done as
follows:
(i}

Earthed system

o

vp
(fi)

Unearthed system
since ta + ib + ic = 0 it follows that
dia
cit

(a)

+

dib

--dt

die

0

+

USing (1) and (2) we obtain for vp
1

= - 3

(b)

(vf a

+

vfb

+

is also used to calculate the i 2 t integral for
eaCh fuse and the arc energy 1 ibt'rated in each
fuse (the integral of Vf.i.Ot).
AllEQUACY Of FUSE MDOEL

Use of complex dynalllic fuse lIlOde1&such as that
described p.revioosly [4] requires excessive
computation for the pre:sent purpose, sioce
hundreds of simulations are necessary to
investigate the variation of arc energy with
pOTnt-on-wave, prospective current, test
voltage and circuit arra.ngement for all .3
phases. For this re:ason Hirose's simpler
made 1 was used.

It is required in this case that the model
snou 1d adequately represent the way in which
maximum arc energy varies with test valtage.
SaNe test results have been published by
Hirose [5J. Use of the dynamic fuse IIIOdel for
this purpose [6] shows that for a typical fuse
arc energy increases with test voltage raised
to the power 1.93. Similar results have been
obtained with the simple Hirose model.
Indexes of 1.7 - 1.9 were found for the v'alues
of Vo and ro given below. These values are
representative of those obtained from tests on
a t,ypical low-voltage fuse and a typical h1gl1voltage fuse. (1]

{21

dt

All fuses intact

vp
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vfc)

After 1st fuse has cleared
If, say, fuse 'a' clears first and
thereafter present an infinite impedance,
using (1) and (2) we obtain

Cyclically similar expression may be
derived for vp if fuse 'b' or fuse 'c'
clears fi rst.
The solution procedure requires that after each
time step the 'states' of all three fuses are
checked to see whether a change of state has
occurred. There are 3 possible states (I) intact (the initial setting}, (2) arcing,
and (3) blown. Transition from sta~e 1 to
state 2 occurs if the integral of i for that
fuse exceeds the prearcing r2t value (0.01
using normalised currents and a 10 ms ha1fcycle time). Transition from state 2 to state
3 occurs if the fuse is already in the arcing
state and current was forced to pass through
zero during the previous time-step. The
appropriate value for vp is used at each time
step and the computation is terminated (i) when
all fuses have blown if the system is earthed,
or (ii) when any two fuses have blown if the
system is unearthed.
The numerical integration procedure as well as
giving the phase currents by solution of (1),

LV

0.60

0.70

HV

0.35

u.45

The lower values for the high-voltage fuses
suggest that this type is more sensitive to
increase in test voltage. This has been found
to be the case.
In order to restrict the number of variables
the power factor of the test circuit was set
to 0.1 for all simulations.

TYPICAL WAVEFORMS
The precise sequence of fuse melting and of
arc extinction for all 3 phases varies
considerably with the test current. closing
angle and test voltage relative to the fuse
arc voltage. Some typical examples only are
given here to illustrate the way in which the
fuses can interact with one another when the
system is not "fully" earthed.
Figs 2 and 3 show the sequence of fuse
operation for earthed and unearthed systems at
a current close to the critical current for
phase 'a'. The circuit closing angle here was
set at 0° which gives a high arc energy for
the fuse in phase 'a'. The results shown here
and in Figs 4 and 5 are for the typical
high-voltage type.
Detailed analysis of Figs 2 and 3 reveal the
following;

At circuit closing phase Ib' voltage is near
its negative maximum. The initial rate-of
rise of current is therefore highest for fuse
'b' which melts first, followed by 'c' then
'a'. All fuses operate independently. Fuse
'c' clears first (minor loop) followed by 'b'
then 'a'.

-

Fig.3 (Unearthed)
Until fuse 'b' melts the currents are the same
as in the previous case. However when fuse 'b'
melts it produces an arc voltage which acts in
opposition to the source voltages in phases 'a'
and 'c' and which thus delays the melting of
fuses 'a' and 'c'. Fuse 'b' clears first,
after which arcing continues in 'a' and 'c' in
series against the line-to-line voltage, until
eventual clearance by 'a' and 'c'
simultaneously. Note that the duration of
arcing in fuse 'a' is prolonged compared with
Fig.2.
EFFECT OF OMITTING FUSE 'G'
In some systems with unearthed neutral it is
practice to fit only 2 fuses, the third being
replaced by a link. Since the phase-to-earth
fault current is zero in these systems, high
short-circuit currents only occur when more
than one phase is involved, so the fault will
always be detected by at least one of the two
fuses. This circuit connection has also been
occasionally used for fuse testing. [1]
However in this case very severe stresses can
be imposed on the fuses as can be seen from
Fig.4, which has been drawn for a closing angle
of 0° for phase 'a' for ease of comparison with
Figs.2 and 3. A closing angle of 0° is not the
worst condition: if only two fuses are fitted
the worst condition is near a closing angle of
90° for phase 'a', producing the maximum stress
on fuse 'b'. (Since the circuit is not
cyclically symmetric, random variation of
closing angle produces a different range of
stresses on the 2 fuses - this is quite
different from Figs.2 and 3 where a random
variation of closing angle in the range 0-60°
produces an equal range of stresses upon the 3
fuses). The responses for a closing angle of
90° are shown in Fig.5.
Detailed analyses of Figs.4 and 5 reveal the
following:
Fig.4 (Unearthed)
(2 fuses, 8=0 0 )
Initially the situation develops as in Fig.3
but after fuse 'b' has cleared fuse 'a' is left
alone to clear against the line-to-line voltage
(Va - Vc ) with no assistance from an arc
voltage in phase 'c', just as the phase 'c'
voltage is approachin~ its maximum. Arcing is
prolonged in phase 'a at a high current level.
Fig.5 (Unearthed)
(2 fuses, 8=90 6 )
In this case the phase 'a' voltage is at its
maximum so fuse 'a' melts and clears first.
The arc voltage of fuse 'a' forces the current
in fuse 'b' from a negative minor loop to a
positive value. The melting of fuse 'b' is
thus accelerated and after 'a' has cleared fuse
'b' is left alone in circuit in the arcing
state and early in the rising half-cycle of the
phase 'b' voltage. Arcing is thus prolonged in
phase 'b'.

1 :19

effect of the closing angle has been eliminated
by plotting for every test current only the
highest value of arc energy, (which occurs at
different closing angles for different levels
of current). The normalised arc energy is
expressed as a multiple of the base value
Eloto'
The curves show the well-known maxima in arc
energy but there are large differences between
the values. The lowest energy is obtained for
the "earthed" case, which corresponds to a
single-phase'test at the line-to-neutra1
voltage. The relative severities for various
test arrangements are shown below.
Circuit

Maximum arc
enerlll, l1.u.
HV
LV

Relative
severit~

HV

LV

Single phase

1.96

1.38

1.0

1.0

3-phase
unearthed

2.38

2.21

1.21

1.60

Single-phase at
87% of line
4.26
voltage

2.80

2.17

2.03

Single-phase at
100% of line
5.72
voltage

3.61

2.92

2.62

Unearthed with
only 2 fuses.
Fuse 'b' value.

3.95

3.11

2.86

6.10

The results above show that the arc energy for
a 3-phase fault not involving earth may be
1.21-1.60 times the value obtained in a single
phase test at the normal line-to-neutral
voltage. However the arc energies obtained at
87% of the line voltage (i.e. 1.5 times the
line-to neutral voltage) are Significantly
higher (2.03-2.17). This shows that the 87%
test is more than adequate to verify the
breaking capacity for the types of fault
silllllated. Tests at the full line voltage
give an unrealistically high stress on the
fuse. The only justification for testing at
the full line voltage would be that it is
desired to protect against a 'cross-country'
fault e.g. where the load side of one fuse is
shorted to the supply-side of a fuse in an
adjacent phase, which results in the full line
voltage appearing across the first fuse.
It is also clear from the results that the
manner and sequence of the fuse operation in a
3-phase system is quite different from that
obtained with zero-awaiting devices and
therefore the 87% level which appears in the
standard has no special Significance.
The use of only 2 fuses in an unearthed
3-phase system means that both fuses will be
subjected to exceptionally high arc energies,
especially if the prospective current is high
(see Fig.6). Furthermore, the computer
simulations show that very high recovery
voltages may appear across the first fuse to
clear, increasing possible restriking
problems.

ARG ENERGY CHARACTERISTICS
Fig.6 shows the variation of arc energy as a
function of prospective current for various
test circuit arrangements. In every case the
values shown are the maximum possible i.e. the

UNBALANCED FAULTS
The above analyses have been restricted to
3-phase faults. Unbalanced faults will
generally give stresses on current-limiting

-

fuses whiCh are AO greater than those produced
by 3~phase faul t5. The s·ourr;;e powe"r factor may
be. affected by the type of fault but it is
unlikely to be lower than the values used in
fuse testing. I f the sequence impedances have
the same X/R ratio the maximum possible arc
energies for single and double line·to-earth
fau 1ts wi 11 be the same as for the three- phase
earthed case. For phase-to-phase faults the
arc energy will be lower as two fuses will be
acting in series against an effective source
voltage of 1.732 times normal.
CONCLUSIONS
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computed and the maJlimum stresses upon eal;;h of
the fuses have been obtained by numerical
integration.
For normal faults the stresses are slfghtly
lower than thOSe" obtained in a single-phase
test at 87% of the Hne voltage and nry much
lower than those in a test at the full line
voltage, particularly for high-voTbge fuses.
The practice which is sometimes adopted. af
using only fuses in an unearthed J·phase system
is shQwn to produce very high stre'J~es 01'1 the
fuses, higher than thQse obtained in a
~ingle~phase test at the full line voltage.

The transient variation of phase I:urrents for
fuses operating in a 3·phase system have been
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OPTIMISATION OF H.V. FUSE-LINK CONTACTOR COMBINATIONS
BY STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF CIRCUIT CONDmONS AND
FUSE-LINK MANUFACTURING TOLERANCES ON TIME-CURRENT
CURVES FOR TIMES LESS THAN 0.1 SECONDS.
A J CRANSHAW

ABSTRACT
Industry has seen a significant change from the use of H. V. circuit breakers to fuse-link/
contactor <:Ombinations.

The inherent advantages in the use of fuse-links lor short circuit

protection can be fully exploited in minimising the cost of the total installation, due to
reduction in maximum current and energy.

To give maximum economic benefit, the contactor

capability must be matched to the highest possible fuse-link rating.

This requires a better

understanding of the way in which circuit conditions and manufacturing tolerances affect
nominal time/current curves of fuse-links.
A computer programme has been used to predict the effect of power factor, point on wave,
and manufacturing tolerances on the nominal time/current curve of a particular high voltage

fuse-link. for operating times less than .1 seconds.

The results allow certain general comments

to be made, and are also used to examine a particular fuse-link-vacuum switch combination.

GEC INSTALLATION EQUIPMENT LTD
EAST LANCASHIRE ROAD,
LIVERPOOL LIO 'HB
ENGLAND.
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OPTIMISATION OF H.V. FUSE-LINK CONTACTOR COMBINATIONS
BY STUDY OF THE EFFECTS

OF CIRCUIT CONDITIONS AND

FUSE-LINK MANUFACTURING TOLERANCES ON TIME-CURRENT
CURVES FOR TIMES lESS THAN 0.1 SECONDS.

INTRODUCTION
This investigation arose from a desire to show that a particular 1.6kV 2.sDA fuse-link could be satisfactorily used
in conjunction with a vacuum switch with an interrupting rating of 5.'kA to BS.5311 Duties 4 and 5.

The latched

opening time of the vacuum switch is 25mS and the time current point of 5.5kA/25mS is close to the nominal
time/current curve of the 250A fuse-link.

Whilst IEC.282-1 allows a tolerance of ;to20'16 on the current ordinate of

the curve most manufacturers claim a maximum tolerance of ;to1O'16 for currents giving operating times down to 0.1

seconds.

Below this level the effects of current asymmetry may be expected to increase the tolerance, but even

the use of +10'16 would result in the proposeo fuse-link/vacuum switch combination being declared unsatisfactory.
It was thus decided to conduct a study on the variations in time/current characteristics which would be brought

about both by the effects oJ manufacturing tolerances and current asymmetry for operaTing times less than 0.1
seconds.

Virtual time/current curves have been used to take account of the latter but their accuracy is in

some doubt and virtual time cannot be related to real time situations.
METHOD OF INVESTIGA nON
A computer programme for fuse-link performance prediction was used to obtain actual time/current points for a
2.sDA fuse-link.

Circuit conditions were 3.3kV applied voltage, 50 HZ, and differing values of prospective current,

power factor and making angle.

Manufacturing tolerances for both element and element material were also taken into

account to provide the longest and shortest operating times for given circuit conditions.

The computer predicted

pre-arcing times are based upon evaluating fuse-link element temperature rise from a nominal 20·C ambient.

The

pre-arcing time is that required to reach 940·C rise for the silver elements in use in the particular fuse-link.

For

each combination of prospective current and power factor the range of making angle from 0" to 180° was covered.
The computer predicted time/current points were plotted against the nominal time/current curve as published.

RESULTS
Figures I to 6 show the computer predicted time/current points for power factors 01 .15••6 and .99 for maximum
and minimum manufacturing tolerances.

It is clear that at .15 power factor the time zones of operation at a

given current are discontinuous when pre-ardng extends beyond 17 milliseconds.
factor increases and is not evident at all at .99 power factor.
joining together the appropriate points with a vertical line.

The phenomena reduces as power

The individual time zones have been highlighted by
The reasons for such discontinuities can be better

understood by examination of a typical temperature-time graph and the associated instantaneous current-time graph as
shown in Figures 7 and 8.

These are for a current of 3.7kA with making angles of 9· and 10° respectively.

For the

latter, when the melting temperature is missed at the first peak of an asyymetric current waveform it is a further
50 milliseconds before melting point is reached.
at onset of fault current.

The condition is of course dependent upon element temperature

144

Although the position of the time step in relation to making angle will alter with 'pre-conditions' the phenomena
will still be evident.
in considering computer predicted time/current point tolerances based upon a current variation from the curve
as drawn, and for times between 20 milliseconds and 100 milliseconds, the following is arrived at:-

POWER FACTOR

MAXIMUM TOLERANCE

MINIMUM TOLERANCE

.J}

+6'J16

-21'16

.60

+6'16

-12"''16

.'J9

+10'J6

-12l!.'J16

TABLE I.
Since time/current curves are usually determined from Laboratory tests carried out at low voltage and high power
factor the computer predicted points for .'J9 power factor are in close agreement with the generaUy accept
tolerance.

~10'J6

This gives credance to the accuracy of both the computer programme used and the time/current curve

as published.

The computer predicted results then indicate that as power factor reduces the operating time of the

fuse-link becomes faster.

However a positive tolerance on the curve is still evident at .J} power factor but then

only 6'J16.

SPECIFIC COMMENT ON THE PARTICULAR FUSE-LINK - VACUUM SWlTCH COMBINATION.
Further examination of Ftgure I indicates a positive gap in the pre-arcing time, roughly centred around 20 miUiseconds
and being at its minimum at .5.,kA with a gap from 17 milliseconds up to 2} milliseconds.

Hence if specific computer

predicted pre-arcing times are examined for 5.'kA a different picture energes to that of Table I.

This can be seen in

Figure 9, which shows that the pre-arcing time of 25 milliseconds is only exceeded where the fuse-link is manufactured to
worst case conditions and the power factor is .6 or higher.

At.6 power factor the maximum time is 26 milliseconds

and at .99 power factor the maximum time is 31 milliseconds.

Thus for the particular combination of fuse-link and vacuum switch it cannot be said that the fuse-link will always

operate with a pre-arcing time of less than the required 25 milliseconds under all conditions.

However for practical

purposes the combination could be deemed acceptable.
Without the use of a computer study, and a lesser understanding of the way tolerances on time/current characteristics
vary with manufacturing tolerances and circuit parameters, it would be necessary to adopt a more conservative approach
to this type of co-ordination problem.

Such action would result in either the use of a more expensive vacuum switch

with higher breaking capability, or downrating of the equipment by the use of a fuse-link of lower current rating.
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CRITICAL PARAMETERS INFLUENCING THE
CO-ORDINATION OF FUSES AND SWITCHING DEVICES
H W Turner, Dr C Turner and Dr D J A Williams
ABSTRACT
A switching device in series with a protective fuse when properly co-ordinated is required
to disconnect all currents up to its breaking capacity, provided the duration is not above
the withstand of the protected circuit.
All higher levels must be disconnected by the fuse.
The let-through of the fuse passes between the contacts, and there are three critical regions:
(I)

The maximum short-circuit level, at which
in severe arc erosion to the contacts.

contacts

may

be

flung

apart,

resulting

(2)

Intermediate levels at which the contact system is close to the minimum throw-off
force at the cut-off of the fuse, which may result in welding of the contacts.

(3)

Lower overcurrents exceeding the breaking capacity of the switching device,
a region of long pre-arcing time.

but in

These problems influence the choice of time/current characteristic for fuses protecting
motor starters,
in this paper with reference to the fuses available in IEC
Publication 269 (
Edition 1986).
I

INTRODUCTION

Switching devices of limited breaking capacity such as contactors require fuse back-up to
protect the switching device and the circuit when fault currents occur above the breaking
capacity of the switching device.
of time, though
and clear the

The fuse is the most effective limiter of high fault currents, but a
very small at large overcurrents, is always necessary to fuse the
circuit, and high cut-off currents may be attained in this period.

At small overcurrents the pre-arcing time becomes much longer and this is the region where
the time/current characteristic of the fuse will cross the time/current characteristic of
an overload relay in a protected motor-starter.
We identify here a third critical region where the cut-off current of the fuselink is close
to the throw-off current of the contacts of the switching device.
This problem was recognised in IEC Publication 292-lA where tests are specified for the
The
co-ordination of low voltage motor-starters with short-circuit protection devices.
tests specified were at test currents • p' egual to 0.75 Ic and 1. 25 Ic where
is the
crossover current. A further test was specified at test current 'g' not less than
maximum
short-circuit current associated with the type of co-ordination needed. The tests conditions
specified were as in Publication 157-1 for three phase tests, which is less severe than
the single-phase conditions of test specified for the fuses in Publication 269, but
sufficiently close to enable a choice to be made of a sui table fuselink on the basis of
catalogue data derived during tests to IEC 269.
Up to now, however, it has been necessary to specify in many cases the type, rating, and
manufacturer of the protective fuselink to ensure performance as good as in the
because of the wide spread of characteristics permitted in the first
of
Publication 269.
With the advent of the latest edition of Publication 269 recently published
this position is greatly improved Internationally, and the substitution of another general
purpose fuse of the same rating has become much more practical.
2

THREE CRITICAL REGIONS OF CURRENT FOR CO-ORDINATION

Three critical regions are identified:
(1)

The maximum short-circuit level, at which
in severe arc erosion to the contacts.

contacts

may

be

flung

apart,

resulting

(2)

Intermediate levels at which the contact system is close to the minimum throw-off
force at the cut-off of the fuse, which may result in welding of the contacts,

(3 )

Lower overcurrents exceeding the breaking capacity of
a region of long pre-arcing time.

the switching device,

but in

We now consider each region individually.

H W Turner, Dr C Turner and Dr D J A Williams are with ERA Technology Ltd, Leatherhead, UK.
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Maximum Short-Circuit Level

The current through the fuse protected circuit at the maximum short-circuit level rises
to a peak cut-off value near the end of the pre-arcing time which will vary with the pointon-wave of closing as indicated in Fig. 1.
To obtain an approximate estimate of the maximum cut-off current and actual pre-arcing time,
knowing the value of the pre-arcing 12 t of the fuse, a maximum rate of rise can be taken
to be that corresponding to peak applied voltage.
This would be 1.4 E/L where E is the
r.m.s. voltage appropriate to the phase in which the fuse is situated and L the inductance
in the circuit.
From the integration of this linear rate of rise and the known value of
the pre-arcing 1 2 t the approximate cut-off current and time may be easily calculated.
The accelerating force f produced by a
then given (Ref. 1) by the equation:

current i

causing the contacts to be thrown off is

f

(1)

Where B is the radius of the end face of the contacts, a the radius of the area in physical
contact, k the constant corresponding to any hold -on force provided by the design of the
contact system and p the force exerted by the contact spring.
FOr simple switching devices with butt contacts k is negligible and the throw-off of the
contacts may be calculated from the Newtonian laws of motion.
Detail of these calculations
is not appropriate in this context but it can be reported that calculation and experience
(Ref. 2) show that for most contactors under these conditions the contacts are flung apart
resulting in arcing at high current which is extinguished by the fuse before the contacts
re-close.
In that time they generally have cooled to a sufficient extent to avoid welding
together on reclosure.
However, the contacts can be seriously eroded by the high current arc burning between the
contacts, the rate of erosion being approximately proportional to the time multiplied by
the current raised to the power 1.6.
When the contacts are thrown-off well before cutoff, the degree of erosion produced when protected by a given fuselink may then he
approximately assessed by its let-through I't.
When the contactor is closed on to the short-circuit current, there is a further complication
if there is any bounce of the contacts prior to reaching the throw-off level, because any
such bounce action will cause the contacts to open momentarily and then reclose onto the
arc so initiated.
This may cause dynamic welding of the contacts.
This phenomenon is also
troublesome when closing onto lower fault currents where high peak currents may be attained
during a contact bounce separation.
To permit calculations to be made in this region a
new Appendix C has been added to IEC 269-1 in which a method is given for the calculation
of cut-off current/time characteristics.
An example of the typical results of such
calculations is shown in Fig. 2 for the fuselinks of a well known British manufacturer based
on data derived from the catalogue.
With the much closer limits of time/current
characteristics, and the limits on the joule integral now specified in lEe 269 it is possible
to draw bands covering a substantial international range of fuselinks which should ease
the burden of the controlgear designer in the International market.
2.2

Intermediate Region

This is the most sensitive region for the likely welding of the contacts.
Throw-off force may be evaluated by equation (1) as before, but as the cut-off current is
reduced from the value at maximum prospective short-circuit current, a value of current
is approached at which f = O.
Near this condition, the contacts will be either briefly separated at the peak high current,
or lightly touching with a tiny area of silver in contact which will be melted by the through
current peak.
Any such melting can cause an increase in the value of 'a' in equation (1)
causing the contacts to 'sink-in' to the molten area as the current passes the peak value.
Either of these conditions is likely to produce severe welding of the contacts.
USing the same methods of calculation and further contact theory related to the temperature
of contact areas at high current density, it is possible to make calculations of critical
parameters related to contactor design which can improve performance in this area.
The
effects are seen in Section 2.1 above to be directly related to the I't values of the
fuselinks studied.
In order to make these calculations however, the designer needs precise fuse data, and with
the first edition of Publication 269-1 the variations of time/current characteristic were
too wide and there were no limits set to the joule integral values which made an
Internationally applicable calculation practically impossible.
Now that these aspects have
been greatly improved in the new Edition, and closer limits set to permissible variations,
designers are enabled to take cognisance of the likely behaviour of fuselinks worldwide.

-
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Lower Overcurrent Region

At low overcurrents of the order of 10 times the rated current of the fuse, the contacts
of the motor starter are subjected to the thermal effects of the overcurrent for a much
longer time, especially since the pre-arcing joule integral is much larger in this region
than in the short-circuit region. Due to the usual practice of using a fuse of higher current
rating than the AC3 or AC4 rating of the contactor, a current of 10 times the fuse rating
may be of the order of 15 times the contactor rating, which is in excess of the breaking
capacity of the contactor.
During thi s period the contactor may trip and arcing wi 11 then commence at its contacts
at a current above the breaking capacity reducing the current and causing the first fuse
to take longer to blow.
When the first fuse blows, the current drops to 87% as was reported
by S Lindgren (Ref. 3).
The pre-arcing time of the next fuse is extended to a time
corresponding to this reduced current, causing the arcing to persist.
It was pointed out
that this problem would arise in practice with a fault at the terminals of a motor fed by
long cables.
The form of the fuse time/current characteristic best suited to deal with this problem is
still very much a matter for debate.
Two forms of characteristic are shown in Fig. 3, 3a being the type of general purpose
characteristic found in the gG types standardised in the new IEC 269, and 3b being
representative of the dual-element types available as an alternative choice in the USA.
At first sight the type 3b appears to have advantages operating with the breaking current
above the point 'A' on the time/current characteristic, due to the very fast operating time
at this level compared with the type 3a.
However, when the current is reduced as indicated above, the very steep inflection at current
'A' can result in a very much longer pre-arcing time for currents between 'A' and 'B' when
the first fuse blows and the current drops into that region.
In fact, the problem reported
by Lindgren was precisely at a similar inflection (but less steep) in the characteristic
of the gl fuses with which he was experiencing problems.
A more shallow characteristiC'
as in 3a is clearly better in this region giving a more nearly constant joule integral and
therefore a more consistent performance, although needing a design of contactor capable
of a limited withstand of currents above its normal breaking capacity.
This matter is at present under discussion in 32B WG8.
There ae strong arguments for both
forms of characteristic depending partly on National 'established practices, and these will
need much further debating in the IEC before a rationalised International policy can be
established.
3

THE NEW IEC REQUIREMENTS AND THE IMPROVEMENTS IN ACHIEVING CO-ORDINATION

The new requirements for IEC 269 have reduced the spread of available characteristics and
also set limits to the range of pre-arcing 1 2 t of all general purpose fuses Internationally.
No limits were set for 1 2 t in the earlier specifications.
These pre-arcing 1 2 t values are standardised at a pre-arcing time of 0.01 seconds and the
values for the calculation of conditions considered in 2.1 above will in general be lower
than these values , giving a margin of safety if calculations are made on the basis of the
lEC values.
If a contactor is designed to meet these maximum levels, it should be possible to use any
other replacement fuselink of the same rating made to lEe 269 requirements when the new
standard is fully implemented without running into new problems in regions (1) and (2).
The situation in region (3) should also be improved, as is shown in Table 1 where the range
of current corresponding to a pre-arcing time of 0.1 seconds is seen to be considerably
reduced in the new standard. This was the region where trouble was experienced in the past.

4

CONCLUSIONS

(I)

Problems with co-ordination of fuses with
character at different levels of overcurrent.

(2)

Three critical levels of current have been identified:

(3)

switching

devices

are

of

(i)

Maximum breaking capacity;

(ii)

Critical throw-off current;

(iii)

Small overcurrents exceeding the breaking capacity of the contactor.

a

different

Potential problems of fuselink replacement will be greatly reduced when the new edition
of IEC Publication 269 is fully implemented.
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TABLE 1

Comparison of the Specification of the Zone of Current for a Prearcing Time of 0.1 Seconds

by lEe Publication 269 in 1973 and 1986

gG (1986)

gI and gII (1975)
Rated
Current
(A)

Imin (0.1 S)
(A)

Imax (0.1 S)
(A)

16

77

240

20

100

25

135

32
40

Imin (0.1 S)
(A)

Imax (0.1 S)
(Al

85

150

300

HO

200

380

150

260

175

480

200

350

220

600

260

450

50

285

780

350

610

63

370

980

450

820

550

1,240

610

1,100

100

760

1,600

820

1,450

125

970

2,100

1,100

1,910

160

1,240

2,600

1,450

2,590

200

1,600

3,500

1,910

3,420

250

2,100

4,550

2,590

4,500

315

2,600

6,000

3,420

6,000

400

3,500

7,750

4,500

8,060

500

4,550

9,800

6,000

10,600

630

6,000

15,000

8,060

14,140

800

7,750

20,000

10,600

19,000

1,000

9,800

25,000

14,140

24,000

1,250

-

-

19,000

35,000

80

-

90

Iii l

-
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Angle on the voltage wave (degrees)
FIG! CURRENT AS A FUNCTION OF TIME FOR A TYPICAL FUSELINK AT A PROSPECTIVE CURRENT
APPROACHING MAXIMUM BREAKIN(; CAPACITY AT 0·1 POWER FACTOR,ILLUSTRATING THE
VARIATION WITH CLOSING ANGLE OF CUTOFF CURRENT AND ARCING ANGLE

IOOA

Limitation curves
symmetrical making
!p= <80kA
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Cut-off currenl (kA)
FIG. 2. CALCULATED CURVES OF CUT-OFF CURRENT AS A FUNCTION OF ACTUAL PREARCING
TIME FOR A WELL KNOWN BRITISH MANUFACTURER
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BACK-UP PROTECTION OF VACUUM CONTACTORS
Andrzej CEWE, J6zef OSSOWICKI
Eleotroteohnioal Institute, Gdansk
ABSTRACT
Fuses are suitable for preventing exoessive damage to the oontaotor under short-cirouit
oonditions. Relatively high interrupling oapability of vacuum oontaotor allows to create
fuse-contactor oombination having an operating oharacteristic like that of a oirouitbreaker. The oombination may be assemblied on the basis of the coordination prinoiples
given in this paper. Defined also was a new parameter: oontactor withstand on cut-off
ourrent pulses, whioh allows to estimate a breakiQ8 oapaoity of the combination. These
ooordination prinoiples were oonfirmed in 1000V a.c. combination interrupling tests. In
take-over our rent region the breaking task is shared between omntactor and fuses,
resulting the interruption of a two-phase fault by the oontactor. It may to lead to
revi8ion of ooordination prinCiples.

INTRmDUCTION
In the last deoade vaouum oontaotors have been suocesfully replaoing conventional airbreak ones, mainly in 1000V and GOOOv a.o. motor oirouits. However, these contaotors
exhibit tije ability to perform very well ~nder normal operating oonditions and higher,
than air-break ones, capacity for Withstanding the fault ourr~nts, their application
in industrial installations at fault level above abt. 10k! is restrioted. To extend
applioation of vaouum oontaotors,speoial H.R.C. back-up fuses are used to protect them
against high-level faults. Plaoed ahead of a oontaotor or a panel of oontaotors, the
fuses should be coordinated with the oontaotors to act only on those faults that exoeed
withstand or interrupting rating of the oontaotor.
The fuse - vaouum oontaotor oombinations are intended to be applied as an operating as
well as proteoting devioes simultaneously. These oombinations find their application
speoially in underground installations 1000/1140V and GOOO V in mining industry.
In the paper the problems of creating of the fuse-vaouum contaotor oombination is
disoussed and seme experimental results are given.

ORITERIA AND SELECTION OF OOMBINATrON ELEMENYS
The time current oharaoteristics of realy-operated fuse-oontaotor oombinations a~e
presented in Figs.1a/ and b/.
The Fig. 1a/ presents the charaoteristio of the oombination in whioh opening Of the
oontaotor oan b~ initiated by an overload /inverse time/ relay. In Fig. 1b/ opening of
the oontactor oan be initiated by the overload or short-oirouit /instantaneous/ relay.
The basic differenoe between these both charaoteristios are the ourrent ranges at whioh
the oontaotor operates alone, preventing fuse to melt. The upper limit of this range
depends on breaking oapability of the oontactor. For this reason in the first oombination
/Fig. 1a/
are a1a rule. used air-break oontaotors and in the seoond /Fig. 1b/ vaouum
ones. It is oommonly known that breaking oapability of vaouum oontactors is several times
higher than of the air-break ones. This ability of the vaouum oontaotors allows to
oreate a oombination of whioh performaces and oharaoteristio are the same as those of a
fuse-cirouit-breaker oombination /Fig. 1b/. As a baok-up proteotion of vaouum oontaotors
are applied "aM" fuse-links /up to 1000 V a.o./ [1J or h.v. fuses for motor applioations L2J whioh are generally used to provide short-cirouit protection only-in current
region above interrupting oapaoity of the oontaotor oonjunoted- with. The contactor is
designed to interrupt overload currents up to its breaking current. The short-oirouit
ourrent in practioe have less likelihood to ocour in oase of fault. The above mentioned
combination may be of interest from economical peint 0 view sinoe it allows taking better
OOORDINA~ION

-

(.'H -

advantage of the vaouum oontactor interrupting performanoes.
t

Fig.i. Time-ourrent oharaoteristio of fuse·
vaouum oontaotcr oombinations

1

aI

oontaotor with aD inverse time relay only
bl oontaotor with innrse t'ime and lnstaneous
relals
1 - fuse; 2 - vaouum oontaotor; 3 - inverse time
/overload/ relay; 4 - vaouum oontaotor/or c.b./
with overload and short-oiroui t relay; Is, Ie'"
take-over ourrents; In - oontaotor continuoaa
ourrent loverload relay ourrent setting/.
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In Fig.2 are presented time-ourrent zones of a fuse - vaouum oontaotor loverload and
short-oircuit - operatedl oombination.
t

Fig.2. Tlme-ourrent zones of a fuse-vaouum
oontaotor oombination type Fig.1b
t1,t~ - maxim.. and minimum operating times mf·
oontaotor-relsl assembly; t 2-contaotor minimum
pre-aroing time; t.-maximum operating time of a
fuse; t ~inimum pre-aroing time of 8 tuse;
I -ourr~nt setting of an overload relayjI O·Ii n
ourrent setting zone of a short-oirouit relay;
lJ3-take-ever ourrent; IC-ourrent 11mit above
whioh a fuse 1s entrusted with the task of ourrent
interrupting.
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At ourrents up to and not exoeeding Is/seleotivity ourrent lJ] I the oontaotor operates
alone preventing the fuse-link to melt. A take-over ourrent value IB is determined after
I.EC Publ.for o.b oombinations [3J • In some standards e.g. Polish Standard the ta'eover ourrent 1s defined in point' --.smex
T_
/Flg.2 I. Taking into aooount the width allowed
by the fuse standard zone, if the take-over ourrent is defined
1n point --.smax
T_
, one
.
cannot to oreate the oo.blnation [4,5] • Note that value lJ3 in Flg.2 is equal to the
ISmaxf for .hioh the ordinate 1s upper limit of a pre-aroing time t pmax /not shown in

Flg.2/. For longer times t about _0-80 ms ~ the pre-aroing time Is nearly equal to the
operating time val•• Itpmax • tw / • Within the current range
Ie the breaking task may
be shared between relay-operated oontaotor and ftts~ or one of these apparatuses may be
entrusted alone with the task of interrupting the fault ourrent only. Closer to the
ourrent IS mo~e probable Is operation. of the oontaotor alone but oloser to the Ie more
probable is breaking by the fuse only. The Is current value should be lower than interrupting oapaoity of the oontaotor. The -.Bmax
T_
value Is oonoerned with the operating time
zone of relay-contaotor assembly; the width of this Bone depends on quolity of both
aparatuses. The best praotioe is when oomponents of the oombination oan be assemblied
togather by one manufaoturer which is able to guarantee that the oombination will operate
satisfaotorily. Nevertheless t 1n some Case. IllS a rule in Pol,ish praotioel the oombination
oomponents may be grouped together by system desinger or user who must ohange the fuse
to another one t or to one made by other manufaoturer.
For this purpose the following dat@ are needed;

Is -

at relal-vaouum. oontaotor assembly:
- breaking ourrent I.
- peak .ithstand current Iwithout fusel i sz
- pulse withstand ourrent Iwith fusel ip
- maximum time-current oharaoteristio t1 = fIll
bl fuse data
- time-current zone tp - tw = fIll
- out-off· current oharaoteristio io • fIll
The value i sz is given by the oontaotor manufacturer as an'Jaleotrodynaml0 withstand.
When the oontaotor is used with fuse, the oontaoior withstand value varies greatly.
After authors~IDvestigationsthe pulse withstand value of Polish BV type vaouum
contaotors Ip' is 1.5 - 2 times higher. than peak one i sz • SimIlar value is alsO given
by Saputo [6 J •
The oombination ooordination prinoiples can be desoribed by means of the following
relations:
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w
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where: iu - peak short-cirouit current
io - cut-off current of a fuse-link
for other symbols - see Pig~1.
When the value Ip for a oontaotor is not given in the r~lation lsI one substitutes
instead of Ip the i sz ourrent value. In suoh oase the breaking oapaoity of oombination
will be lower IPig.)1
The relation /11 evaluates a minimum rated ourrent of the fuse-link t and the relations
12/-/51 the maximum rati~ of the fuse-link. The intention of designer is to seleot the
fuse-link rated with so'great ourrent as it is possible.
Breaking oapaoity of oombination may be found from oharaoteristios shown in Fig.3.
In this Figure are assembl1ed time - and out-off
ourrent charaCrteristios. HaYing
t1me-c~rrent oharaoteristio and oontaotor breaking oapaoity the breaking oapaoity of

-

J~b

-

combination Iwa mB7 be estimated and 1nverserly: 1~ the Iws value has been fixed, the
main gates ~or time - ourrent oharairteristio, ne.ded by fl1se-l1.nkj designer, mat be
estimated from F1g.3.

t

t110ms

-'t

lwz

I

Pig.,). Bvaluation O'f a coillbiDation
break1vg aapaoit1 from a fuse and
oentaotor ahsraoterist1cs

IwzI

11w

Ia -

for t i , tp' twand
see Pig.2;
In - t-I zone and oat-off oharaoteristio of
the In-rated fuse; i sz ' ip peak and pulse

I

I
I

withstand ourrents of a oontaotorj

Iw -contaotor short-circuit breakiDg
oapaoi ty; I wz -colllblnation short-cIrou:U
breakIng capaoity.
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BACK - UP FUSBS
In the Gdansk Branch of Eleotroteohnioal Institute new low power-1m s fuse-links for
.. '
baok-up proteotion O'f vaOuum oontactors 1000 V and 60l'lO V a.o.
have been designed.
100r-~~~~--------~--~--~

t

t 40
vi 20[51-+H-~~--~~~~_
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F1g.4. fime-current zones of aM

1

fuses for baok-up pro.teotion
of 1000V a.o. vaouum oontaotors
types SV5 and SV7
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The tOOO/1140V "aM" oategory fuse-links /Flg.4/ tlpe WoSV5-1: rated 125, 160 and 200A,
type WoSV7-1: rated 200, 250 and 315 A,are oapable of Int.erruptivg fault ol1lrrents I1lP to
SOkA. The power-losses ot these fuse-links are very low 1.e.: below 23\'1 ffJt' 200A fuse'"
links. and 41W tor 3154fuse-links .. j. maximum temperature-rise on fuse terminals is not

-

if) f

higher than 40K. This is partioularly important for ooal-min.e 8witoh-gears in whioh the
fuse-oontaotor oombinations are in speoial explosion-proof oasings. Environment temperature inside of the casing is often above 50 0 C. The new fuse-links have substantially
high ourrent - limiting ability !Fig.5! and resistanoe to pulse overloads 1.e.:
a/ Copper strip fuse elements - 50 pulses with test ourrent k1.In!4IuI, pulse duration 1513, interval between
pulses 45013; lafter new VDE [7] I
bl silver strip fuse elements - eo pulses with current value and duration same as ai,
interval between pulses 90s.

60.---~--r-'-~~~~70

io kA

401-.--+
30 !----~--~--r_~~~~--~
20~"'~--r-'--+--r~~-~~~

Fig.5. Out-off ourrent
.har~terist10 of 100V a.o.
baok-up fuses for Sf5 and
SV7 types contaotors
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20 kAt.O

lp
The oop~er fuse - elements fulfil the requirements for "aM" fuses of normal exeoution,
the silver ones fulfil more severe requirements for. minimg exeoution.
New designed h.v.-fuse-links type WoHSV7-1 for motor oirouits Ipartial rangellFig.6/,
rated 160, 200, 225 and 250A fulfil requirements .o1J lEO .Publ. 644 [2] •
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F1g.6. T1me-ourrent zone of partial range fuses
for baok-up proteotion of 6000V a.o. vaouum
oontaotors type HSV7.
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The fuse-elements of these fuses may be of silver or copper strips. Coefficient K,
estimated after lEC Publ 644 [2] , speoif1es overload ou~e. After this ourve, the fuselink when submitted to overload oyolio pulses should not operate. The K value for
ooppeB strip-elements is 0.62, and for the silver ones: 0.66.

- 15K -

The WoHSV7-1 type fuse-links are destinatedfor industrial and ooa1 __ ine power systems
with fault power up to 400 MYA. Ourrent - limiting properties of thes. fuse-links are
shown in ll'1g. 7.

Fig.7. Cut-off current charaoteristio of 6000V a.o. backup fuses for HSV? type
oontactors.
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/Their maximum interrupting capability, up to now has not been verified/. fhe power
losses of these fuse-links are relatively low, i.e.: 100 W for 160A and 150 , for 225A
fuse-links; temperature rises on terminals - 20K and 28K respeotively.

FUSE AND VACUUM.CONTACTOR COORDIN!ATION IN FAULT COKDIT10NS
In. order to ver~fy the coordination prinoiples Irelation 1-5/ short-circuit tests O,f
1000V a.o. oombinations have been oarried out. These tests contained also verification
·of short-circuit withstands /without and with fuse/ of vaouum contaotors [6] • A ourrent
flowing through the olosed oontaots of contactor causes an eleotrodynamio foroe to aot in'
theopposlte direction to the mechanical force to maintain contacts. This leads to sapatlon of oontaotor oontacts and oan develop substantial aroing and heat whioh cause
contacts welFlng. The eleotrodynamio foroe aoting between oontaots is proportional to the
square of the current; the energy oonverted to heat 1n the vioinity of·the separated
oontaots, when aroing, is proportional to the time duration. For th~s reason the value
of 1 2t was taken as a oharacteristic parameter of oontacts welding phenomena.
The Table 1 presents withstands of vaouum contaotors types SV5 and 3V7.
Table 1. Results of short-cirouit withstand tests of vaouum
Rated
ourrent,
In

Breaking
oapacity,

p-

.1

leA r.m.s.

SV5
3V7

100
250

Type

~

I.

2,5
4,0

Power
factor,
oosf

-

~ontaotors

el.dynamio withstand
with fuse,
without
fuse, 1sz
ip
kA 'Deak

kA Deak

0,35

9

1,

0,35

12

4)

Let-t~ough

joule s
integral.
12t w

.x 105 AZs
15
40

Taking Into aocount the ip ourrent values given in the Table 1, from the F1g.5, the short
- oircuit break1ng oapaoity of the 09mbination lwz I see relation /5/ and Fig.2/ may be
est1mated as tollows:
SV5 combination: abt. 24kA r.m.s.
SV7 combination: above 60kA r.m.s.
The present fault current level 1n Polish coal-mine 1000V power systems is not higher

I I)})

-

than 11kA, for this reason the oombinations as above were verified with tbe test
ourrent up to 15k! only.
The short-cirouit tests in.take-over ourrent region IS - 1c,Fig.2,bave shown that the
performenoes of the oontaotor are muoh better than oould be expeoted on the basis of
Fig.2. The charaoteristio in Fig.2 is for single-pbase symmetrical ourrent [4,5J •
In a three-phase f~lt oirouit, at least in the two-phases asymmetrical current is flowing. Hence the operating Joule's integral of the fuse 1n these two phases differs from
the one where symmetrioal ourrent ocours. This why 1n a three-pbase oirouit the shorter
operating time, than in time-current charaoteristic, may be expeoted.
Maximum and minim t.m possible relative r.m. s. values of aaymmet'rical ourrent 1,,/1 versus
time are presented in Ftg.a:
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of asymmetrioal ourrent
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where: I z - r.m.s. asymmetrioal ourrent
I - r.m.s. symmetrical ourrent
ia - instantaneous asymmetrical ourrent
is - instantaneous symmetrical ourrent
From Fig.8
the possible walQ~ee of take-over ourrent oan be obtained i.e.:
For oontaotor operating time t1 • 40ms the take-over current may be within limits
/1-1.5/ I.e; for t1 • 1_ the take-over ourrent may be /O.01-1II.e.
When I. > It in one of the phases the fuse operates as the first, then the three-phase
fault inverts into a two-phase fault. fhe latter may be easily interrupted by a
oontactor-two oontaots operate in series. 'his explains that if even the ooordination
oriterion /2/ is not fuUlled, 1.e. I.e > I", the oontaotor is able to interrupt the
take-over ourrent satisfaotorily. It leads to the oonolusion that in the relation /2/,
instead of the breaking oapaoity value I., e.g aiter [3J t other value may be used,
estimated in two-phase interrupting tests, as this is reoommended by Polish Standard[a].

CONCLUSIONS
-The fuse-vaouum oontaotor oombinat1ons may be used ~n power oirouits at fault power of
400 IVA /1000 volts/ and 250MVA /6000 volts/, respeotively. The majority of faults may
be 1nterrupted by oontaotor, what is very important for a continu1ty of service
• The oombination above may be applied as an operating andshort-c1rouit proteotive devioe,
and in this oase no add1tional cirouit-breaker is needed.

I b0

buis ~ the sivea ooord1J1atiOzl pr1nciple. tbe breaking-oapaoit;r ot tbe oOlllb1natlon
be evaluated b;r the designer. !he additional oontaotor parameter has been 1J1troduoe4:
tbe oontaotor wtthstaat tor out-ott ourrent pulse.
-The tests and anal;rsis of tuse-oontaotor coordination met80d in region ot take-over
ourrent, shows that the breaking ourrent value, whloh 1. compared with the take-over
ourre.t , ma;r be verifled /hlgher/ on the basis. of the oontaotor two-ph••• interrupting
tests. It leads to a higher ooordlnated fuse rating.

• Ott ~be

OaD
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AUTOMATIC TESTING OF MINIATURE FUSES
P.J. van Rietschoten, H.J. van Altena, Littelfuse Tracor B.V., Utrecht, The Netherlands

Miniature fuses involve very large production quantities and in connection herewith very large quantities of
fuses have to be tested. Instead of 100% testing, samples are taken to check the quality level of the whole
lot. This sample testing still involves large quantities, so it is obvious that automatic testing is considered
to be able to guarantee a certain quality level. However, some problems have to be overcome to bring
automatic testing into reality. These problems are related with requirements in the relevant IEC 127
standards. In the next paragraphs these problems will be discussed.
1. THE NEED FOR

The newly proposed part 5 of IEC publication 127 (Quality assessement of miniature fuse links) specifies
requirements for lot-by-Iot inspection. These requirements are divided into two categories, viz:

*

Primary characteristics, that means non-destructive testing on marking, mechanical parameters (length,
diameter, alignment, cap adherence, cracked insulation tube) and cold resistance.

*

Time-current characteristics, that means destructive testing at 1. 5~l' 2. lIn' 2.751 n' 4In and lOIn'

For each category inspection levels according to IEC 410 have been specified, as well as AQL-figures. For
primary characteristics. inspection level II has been specified. This means that, as an average, appro 1% of
all fuses produced should be tested. So per million fuses produced, 10.000 pieces shOUld be tested.
(Production of one million fuses per week is not a very large production volume for this kind of fuses.)
Doing the required inspection by hand and one by one should required more than 10 people per million
fuses per week. For the time-current characteristics. inspection level S 4 has been specified. This means
that, as an average, appro 0.1% of all produced fuses should be tested. This is 1000 fuses per million fuses
produced. The requirement is that 40% of these fuses must be tested at 2. lIn . The blowing time at this
current value may be up till 30 minutes. Assuming an average testing time of 15 minutes and the test will
be done by hand and one by one, then only the 2. lIn test requires 100 hours per million fuses.
From the above it might be clear that in an automatic production facility. the inspection by hand involves a
number of people which is comparable with those producing the fuses. So the gain may get lost by
introducing lEG 127, part 5. Therefore, automatic testing is a need. It should be kept in mind that the lEG
requirements are directed to final inspection. all sorts of in-process inspection, patrol inspection and the
like, are not taken into account.
2. PROBLEMS FOR AUTOMATIC TESTING AS ORIGINATING FROM IEC 127
Electrical continuity (cold resistance) as well as the
time-current characteristic have to be checked
using the test fuse holder as specified in IEC 127.
(see fig. 1)

Fuse link

wire
Fig. 1

Test fuse holder accortling to lEC 127.

Apart from the fact that it is rather difficult to make a reliable mechanism for automatic loading with fuses
of such a fuse holder. an even more important factor is that this type of fuse holder requires much
maintainance to keep contact pressure and contact resistance within specified limits. The same is valid for
the cap adherence test: the requirements and equipment as specified make it not easy to automate such a
testing process. In addition to this, cap adherence is to a large extend determined by the process
parameters during production. If production is well under control and a good patrol inspection during
production takes place, it is questionable why such large quantities should be subjected to an adherence
test during final inspection.
Another problem for automatic testing, originating from IEC 127. is that fuse links should be sujected to a
so-called modified endurance test. This means: passing a current of 1. 5 times rated current through the
fuse during one hour and measuring the voltage drop before and after this one hour test. (The voltage
drop values of one particular fuse may not change by more than 10%) The voltage drop measurement must
be carried out after thermal eqUilibrium, taking appr. 5 minutes for each measurement. So the total modified
endurance test of one fuse takes appro 1. 25 hours. It is specified that 10% of the destructive test category
should be subjected to this test. This means that approximately 100 fuses per million fuses produced should
be tested. It takes 125 hours when they are tested one by one. Automation cannot reduce this testing time
because the testing time is determined by the test requirements. Simultaneous testing can solve this problem
only partly.
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When there is a production of one million fuses per week but devided over 25 different fuse types and
current ratings, then in the average only 4 fuses per fuse type should be subjected to the modified
endurance test per million fuses per week. So in this situation the minimum testing time with one equipment
suitable for testing 4 or more fuses simultaneously, is In the average
~!it 31 hours per million fuses
per week.
A final problem we like to mention is the fact the determination of the time-current characteristic should be
carried out using a DC-source, whereas, according to IEC 127. for the contInuity test AC should be used.
This condition makes it more difficult to use the same equipment for full electrical testing in one automatic
test cycle.
POSSIBILITIES FOR AUTOMATIC TESTING
In the rest of this paper we will not discuss testin g of mechanical parameters, we confine ourselves to
electrical testing. From the preliminary it became evident that many fuses should be tested simultaneously in
order to keep track of production volumes. This is especially true for the more time-consuming tests to
determine the time-current characteristic. In principle two possibilities exist for simultaneous testing, viz

* Parallel
* Testing

testIng (see fig. 2) which requires as much current sources as there are fuses to be tested.

a number of fuses connected in series (see fig. 3) requiring the short-circuiting of each fuse
at the instant that the particular fuse blows.

curren

source

-

Fig. 2

Parallel testing of fuse links.

Fuse link
Current
Source

Fig. 3

Serial tesing of fuse links. -L---n-,-rl'.

_ ....,rr-r"l'- _,_ ./,

T--T-"'-_

In our laboratory we designed and built an automatic testing machine with which a combination of serial
testing and one by one testing is realised. Serial testing is carried out for those tests which take a long
testIng time. (especially the modified endurance test and the 2.lI n test.) Testing times at the remaining
current values for the determination of the time-current characteristic are much shorter. (down to max.
20ms at lOIn)
So one by one testing. but testing a number of fuses in an automatic sequence, is in
this case more pratical. Fig. 4 shOWS the basic concept of the testing machine.

Controller
Fig. 4

Basic lay-out automatic
testing' machine.

+
Data
processor
and
memory

-

In the case of serial tests all fuses
connected in series must be monitored
constanly. When a fuse blows, the blowing
time of that fuse has to be recorded and
this
particular
fuse
must
be
short-circuited,
in
order
to
restore
current flowing in the rest of the circuit.
This short-circuiting should be performed
in a very short time (in the order of 0.1
ms) in order not to influence test results
by the fuse interruption. (see fig. 5)
Care should be taken not to introduce
transient overvoltages (spikes) in the test
circuit, which may arise from switching
actions while short-circuiting blows fuses.

The basic idea of sequential one by one
testing, in use for the higher current set
values, is illustrated in fig. 6.
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Fig. 5

Serial testing

...-----r--- -.,--------t----r- - - - -

testing fuse 2
fuse 1 is blown

Ir----"-~'__J'-v~-

Fig. 6

Sequential one-by-one
testing

~

- -

-

-

testing

3

fuse 1 and 2

are lilown

123

4

The above described functions have been realised in the automatic testing machine. The basic design is
shown chematicaliy in fig. 4. With such an equipment it is of course also easily possible to manipulate the
test data, for instance determining mean values, standards deviations, etc. per batch.
4. CONCLUSIONS

From the preliminary it may be clear that full automatic testing, following the test duties as specified in IEG
127, part 5. is not simple, due to test requirements as specified in lEG 127. part 1 and 2. A testing
machine as described above can, in pratical situations. only be used for final inspection and not for
in-process inspection. This is malnly due to testing times which are too long to give an adequate feed-back
in the production process.
Quality has to be built-in during the production process and cannot be "tested-in" afterwards. So testing
in accordance with lEG 127, part 5 is an additional testing, giving only a final proof of the qUality. Testing
in this way has no value at all for obtaining a good quality level. The automatic testing machine cannot
replace any testing or quality inspection during the production process. The only advantage may be that
better reliability figures per batch of finished fuses can be provided.
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CO:MPA:lU&ON OF SYNTHETIC AND DIRECT TESTING .OF MINIA TUBE FUSES
L.

Vermij. A.J.M. Mattheij, Littelfuse Tracor :a.V .• Utrecbt, Netherlands
A. Th. Maissan, L. van der Sluis, KEMA. Arnhem, Netherlands

According to lEG publication 127 the breaking capacity of miniature fuses should be tested using a
voltage source of sufficient power. In the past proposals have been made and experiments have been
carried out to test the breaking capacity of such fuses in an LC-circuit. It can be argued that relevant
conditions in an LC-circuit differ firom thol'le as experienced in a direct test method. especially duril'lg the
arcing period.
Starting from a simplified arcing model the paper presents arguments based on which it becomes
conceivable that direct testing may result in different conditions in both test methods. which may lead to
test results which are not comparable with each other.
1. INTRODUCTION

The breaking capacity of a miniature fuse is at least determined by two criteria, viz [lJ
1-1 The maximum arc power which in general is developed at the instant of fusing.
1-2 The arc energy Wb g.enerated in the fuse during the arcing period.

In this paper a comparison will be made between two methods {If testing the breaking capacity of miniature
fuses, viz. direct testing according to lEG publication 127. and synthetic testing in an LRC-circuit, as
proposed several times in litterature e. g. by Winter at all [2]. Assuming the validity of both above
mentioned criteria then the two testing methods should result in equal results with respect to the criteria
mentioned and under otherwise comparable circumstances as e. g. pre-arcing .conditions.
So we confine ourselve to the arcing period and to the question whether a synthetic test circuit can be
defined which will give equal test results regarding the above mentioned criteria as compared with the
direct test circuit specified in lEC 127 for HBC miniature fuses. (l500A prospective current in a 250VAC
circuit with cos<p
0.8) In trying to find an answer on this question we assume that pre-arcing
conditions are comparable. This means that for one specific fuse type to be tested the /i'dt value and
the instantaneous value of the current at the instant of fusing are equal in both test circuits.
2. THE

For a theoretical approval of the above mentioned. question we start from the resistance - step
model for
an arc in a fuse as developed earlier [3] [4] and which has proven to give an acceptable explanation of
arcing behaviour in a fuse. Very briefly the resistance - step - model contains the following :
In case of short circuit the arc voltage coming into existance at the instant of fusing can be understood
by the action of a resistance step with amplitude Bf at the instant of fusing t . The value of
is
typical for a given fuse design and may also depend to some extend on the value of the current I. at
instant t
(see fig. 1) The self-inductance, present in any circuit in practice. opposes a" sudden
variation
current at the instant Rf arises, which means that at t :: Ii. a voltage Ef across the fuse will
arise, the value of which is determined by Ef '"
• The power P f at the instant t = t 1
is equal to
P f . II E f = II' R.,. which
normally shows a
value at t = t . This means that the f_.citerium for
maXImum arc power P f includes a criterium for I , meaning that also lconditions resulting from the pre-arcing period are taken into account.
1
In many cases in practice an increase of the arc-resistance during a certain period of time (:, will occur.
Such an increase can be approximated by a linear increase during "'. so R:f may show a time function as
indicated in fig. 2. This will be the case as a consequence of multiple arcing and! or burning back of the
fuse element. The existance of a rise time'" may lower the maximum value of the peak voltage to a value
-< Ef.
This is especially the case if the rise-time 6 is not very small compared with the time
of the circuit from which the fuse forms a part.
.
.....

-- .............

Fig. 1 ; Arc voltage current
and resistance wave forms of
a fuse in case of short circuit.

Fig. 2

Arc resistance model
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3. THE MAXIMUM ARC-POWER IN BOTH TESTING CIRCUITS
Fig. 3 shows, somewhat simplified, the direct testing
circuit as specified in IEC 127 for the breaking capacity
test for HBC-miniature fuses, whereas
4 shows the
synthetic test circuit using a capacitor as a current
source.

U:::

A computer simulation has been made for the computation
of the maximum arc voltage e
in relation to the
maximum possible arc voltage l3f
lR f in both circuits,
and using the arc model as shown in fig. 2.

Usinwt

For the circuit of fig. 3 the circuit parameters as derived
from the lEG test circuit have been taken. The circuit
parameters of fig. 4 have been chosen such that in both
cases the pre-arcing conditions !Ii'dt-value and the value
of 11 ) are equal.

Fig. 3
Direct testing circuit

Fig.

5 shows some computational results.

In this graph
where T L
LIR. As a
remark the capacitance in the synthetic circuit results in a
time-constant TL = RC for which is valid 't » 'fL'

e f i E f has been plotted as a function of ~
is "t'h~ circuit time constant in both circuits TL
c

From the graph of fig. 5 it can be seen that there is no
big difference in values of eEmax I
as a function of f1 fr L
in both circuits. However, plotting efmaxlE f as a function
of f1 and with relevant values of TL in both cases, a
remarkable difference between the two circuits becomes
visible. (see fig. 6) In the example of fig. 6. comparable
results with respect to e fmax are only possible using a
charging voltage of the capacitor which is considerable'
lower than required, according to lEG 127.

R

c

As a remark, it has been shown in the past that good
conformity exists between theoretical curves for the circuit
of fig. 3, as shown in fig. 5, and experimental results
[5]. Further, we remark that values of fI. at which a
remarkable lowering of the peak arc voltage will occur, are
quite normal values for miniature fuses at relevant values
of short-circuit current to be interrupted.

Fig. 4

Synthetic testing circuit

So as a conclusion one may state that a difference between the peak arc voltage in both testing circuits is
quite conceivable, meaning also that the maximum power P f in both cases may differ remarkably from each
other. Similar results with respect to P f may be obtained if TL
LIR is equal in both testing circuits, but
this condition will create a serious complication concerning equal pre-arcing conditions in both testing
circuits.
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4. THE ARC ENERGY IN BOTH TESTING CIRCUITS
In principle the behaviour of the arc in a fuse during the arcing period can be described by two
simultaneous differential equations, viz :
The energy balance equation of the arc in the fuse.
The equation of the circuit from which the fuse is a part.
Solving both equations together may result in an expression for the arc energy in a given situation,
providing that all physical and electrical parameters are known in sufficient detail. This leads to the
conclusion that the arc energy is not only determined by the fuse parameters, but also greatly influenced
by the parameters of the circuit from which it forms a part.
One can wonder if it is in principle possible to create in a totally different circuit equal conditions with
respect to arc energy. This is the more so because a synthetic circuit (LRC-circuit), in contrary to the
direct testing circuit, may show two different states (an aperiodic and a periodic state) which both may
come into existance during testing of one fuse. It has been shown theoretically and proven experimentally
(3] [6] that during fuse operation an LRC-circuit may be in the periodic state during the pre-arcing
period, whereas during the arcing period the LRC-circuit may be in the aperiodic state. This will. be the
case if the fuse resistance R

f

.

is larger than the critical resistance

2Yfi

of the circuit. So adjusting

the LRC-circuit such as to create similar pre-arcing conditions does not garantee at all that during the
arcing period also similar conditions occur.
This statement can be made more plausible by having a somewhat closer look at the differential equations
describing the circuits of figures 3 and 4. For both circuits is valid :

u(t)

di
Lett

.

+ Rl. +

(t)

Where etCt) is determined by ef (t) = irf (t) and r f(t} is governed by the energy balance equation of the
arc. For the arc-energy dW during the time interval dt is valid: dW
ef(tH dt, resulting in :
b
b
dWb(t) = u(t)dt

Li(t)di - Ri' (t)dt
dt

The voltage u{ t) in fig. 3 is given by the expression :

u(t)

0 sin(wt +

u(t) =

i~i(t)dt

r)

whereas for fig. 4 is valid

t,

which in general will result in different expressions for dW and, consequently. for Wb =!dW b for both
b
circuits.
t 1
It can be shown that in general for the circuit of fig. 3 the following is valid

whereas for the circuit of fig. 4 we have

where
and 0 are maximum values of current and voltage respectively and U CU is the charging voltage of
the capacitor of fig. 4. The parameters q ~ and q ~ are rather complicated functions of circuit parameters,
closing angle, rf {tl, a.s.o. It is tempting to analyse these functions further, but the outcome is rather
strong dependant on the ampUed arc model for such an analysis, so the pratical value of such an analysis
is questionable.

As a remark we like to mention that Boehne [7] already arrived at an expression for q , assuming that at
t = t1 a constant arc-voltage E f comes into existance. To give somewhat more e~idence of possible
differences in arcing behaviour in both testing circuits, the current and voltage wave forms in both cases
are shown schematically in figures 7 and 8, for the circuits of figures 3 and 4 respectively.
Fig. 8 shows the transition from the periodic state
(for t < t 1 ) to the aperiodic state (for t >~l)' that
means a transition from \, trni in fig. 8. This will happen if for t < t the resistance R is smalier than
the critical resistance I\: =2V7J- a of the circuit, whereas for t > t is valid R + R f > Rc' In pratical cases,
1
the time constant 'T = (R + Rfle (assuming a constant fuse resista nce R during the arcing period) which
determines the rate of aperiodic discharge of the capacitor, is always far greater than the time constant
lfl = L/(R+R r ) which determines the transient phenomena as indicated by the shaded area of fig. 8. In most
pratical cases the initial fuse voltage E f
11 R j is much greater than the capacitor voltage U
at t = t l '
If this is so, it can be easily derived, introducmg R
n R c(n > 1), :
Cl
f

That means that the magnitude Ia of the aperiodic current (see fig. 8) is considerably less than the
current I l at t = t . Further it means that the value of I a and i {tl depends on the voltage U 1 at the
instant of fusing. Sbch a dependancy does not exist in the case of'the circuit for direct testing as shown
in fig. 3.
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Current and voltage traces
in a direct testing circuit.

Fig. 8

Current and voltage traces in
a synthetic testing circuit.

5, CONCLUSIONS
In the preliminary some comparison has been made between the conditions for testing of miniature fuses in
two different testing circuits, This comparison has been made, based on two criteria for the arcing period
only, so it is assumed that equal test conditions occur with respect to the pre-arcing period. It is argued
that equal conditions regarding the pre-arcing period in a direct testing circuit according to IEC 127 and
a sY,n,thetic LRC testing circuit, does not necessarily mean that during the arcing period also equal
condI,tlOns, ar~ present. Arguments are given for the statement that it is unlikely that both testing
CIrCUIts WIll gIve comparable results with respect to the breaking capacity of fuses,
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BREAKING CAPACITY OF MINIATURE FUSES
AND THE TESTING OF A HOMOGENEOUS SERIES
H W Turner, Dr C Turner and Dr D J A Williams
ABSTRACT
The closing angle is specified in the breaking capacity test in IEC Publication 127.
The
tests analysed in this paper demonstrate that this situation is unsatisfactory for ratings
above a critical level.
The arcing angle should be specified.
Alternatively, the correct
closing angle is shown to be calculable if sui table pre-arcing data are provided when
fuses are submitted for test.
The proposed introduction of homogeneous series testing of miniature fuse-links makes
it more necessary to correct this situation, because a successful breaking capacity test
on the highest rating is then considered to be proof that lower ratings of the same design
are also satisfactory.
1

INTRODUCTION

IEC Publication 127 specifies breaking capacity tests for miniature fuse-links which are
carried out at a prospective current of 1500 A ac rms 50 Hz at a power factor of 0.7 for
high breaking capacity fuse-links, and 35 A or 10 times rated current (whichever is the
greater) for low breaking capacity types.
To attempt to ensure repeatibility of the tests,
a closing angle of 30 ~ 5 degrees on the voltage wave is specified.
In the United States, no closing angle is specified, random switching being employed.
The
tests described below verify the long held suspicion that neither of these methods of
breaking capacity testing is completely satisfactory.
It is well established for other types of fuse-link that the arcing angle is the factor
which determines the severity of a test on a fuse-link, and the results outlined below
verify that this is also the case for miniature fuse-links.
A fuse which successfully
clears the circuit when arcing commences at an angle near to the next voltage zero will
not necessarily perform satisfactorily when arcing commences just before voltage maximum.
Miniature fuse-links are a low-cost item.
This is a reason why the cost of testing must
be kept to the minimum consistent with safety, and there are at present moves to reduce
these costs by introduction of the principles of homogeneous testing of series of fuselinks of similar construction, differing only in the dimensions which determine the current
rating.
In this technique the maximum number of tests is carried out on the highest rating
in a series, and the results are considered to apply to lower ratings without further
test.
This development has focussed attention on the breaking capacity test which is
most unreliable for the larger ratings in the low breaking capacity types.
The present test specification requires the breaking capacity test to be performed on
every rating, and thus unsatisfactory designs can be eliminated when they fail to complete
the breaking capacity test on ratings less than the maximum in the series, where the arcing
commences near voltage maximum.
For fuse-links of very low ratings (eg up to 100 rnA) the arcing angle is extremely close
to the closing angle, and thus there is no need to depart from the practice of specifying
a closing angle.
The range of ratings over which this applies varies with the type of
fuse-link, and can be calculated, as is shown below.
2

RANGE OVER WHICH THE PRESENT SYSTEM IS SATISFACTORY

The range may be assessed by consideration of the maximum values of pre-arcing 1 2 t specified
in Publication 127 calculated from the gates specified at 10 times rated current.
This
will give a margin of safety, since the pre-arcing joule integral tends to be lower at
higher prospective currents.
The mathematical problem is then to find the arcing angle
corresponding to the given closing angle for the value of joule integral thus determined.
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The problem was solved by consideration of the equation for
inductive circuit which is given by the following equation:

J i'dt
Wh~re

the

I at dissipated in an

tz
ZIp'

f
tl

{sin(wtz -",) - exp(-R (t2 - tl)fL).sin(wtl -",)}' dt

Ip

rms prospective current

w

the angular velocity

tl

closing instant after voltage zero (sec)

tz

instantaneous time from voltage zero (sec)

~

ph;;tse angle

R

resistance

L

inductance

(1)

The solution to this equation is as follows:

Where

Cl
exp(-R(tz - tl)/L».(R/wL.sin (C2) + cos(CZ»
R/",L sin(Cl) + cos(Cl)

Wi th the aid of a computer, the arcing angle was evaluated from equation (2) by means
of an iterative program which identified the conditions for the nearest match to the given
joule integral. It is proposed below that the same technique be used to predict the correct
closing angle when the higher levels of current rating are being tested and thus obtain
the desired arcing angle.
On the basis
below it can
90 degrees in
closing angle

of tE;lsts on all types of miniature fUses, confirmed by the tests described
be seen to be desirable that the arcing angle should be bet.ween 30 and
the breaking capacity tests, if the present specification of ill 30 degree
is sustained.

Miniature fuse-links are classified in lEe 127 in four different types, details of which
are given in the standard sheets of the specification.
For the standard sheet I fuselinks the maximum rating is 6.3 A with a maximum pre-arcing time of 0.02 sec at 63 A.
This implies a maximum pre-arcing joule integral of 79 amp squared seconds under these
condi tions.
By sUbstituting the above value in equation (2) we found that on the basis
of the criterion of an arcing angle below 90 degrees, there is no problem with the high
breaking capacity types.
50wever the results of tests (Fig. 1 is an example) showed that
the arc energies peaked at arcing angles near voltage maximum, and there could thus be
an argument for some increase in the specified closing angle.
Comparability between
different sources and current ratings is however very good with the 30 degree closing
angle.
Standard Sheet II fuse-links are low breaking capacity types having a maximum pre-arcing
time of 20 milliseconds at 10 times rated current.
The pre-arcing joule integral is thus
equal to 2 x (rated current)2 amp squared seconds, Substituting this value in the equation
and putting the prospective current at 35 A we find that on the basis of the above arcing
angle criterion, no problem is likely for rated currents of 1.6 A and below.
Standard Sheet III fuse-links are time-lag types with a pre-arcing time of up to 0.3 seconds
which corresponds to a joule integral of thirty times the square of the rated current.
Substituting in the equation as before, we see that problems are only likely to arise
for rated currents exceeding 400 mA.
All the above fuse~link types are of the 5 x 20 rom dimensions, but Standard Sheet IV is
Similar
a 6.3 x 32 rom type with ill maximum of 0.08 sec at 10 times rated current.
calculations reveal that on the basis of the above criterion, there should be no problem
for fuse-links ot rating$ below 800 mA.
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The test results indicate the extent of the problem at present.
Figure 2 is a graph of the arc energies measured for a range of fuse-links 5 x 20 mm of
European manufacture of rated currents from 0.63 A to 4 A tested at their breaking capacity
current and rated voltage.
The current was set by adding resistance to the test circuit.
The test source was a large laboratory test transformer, but of lower power than that
normally used in standard testing, so that the severity of the test was slightly greater
than that specified for type testing.
It can be seen that the arc energy peaks in the region around 90 degrees and that all
the failures were at arcing angles between 55 and 120 degrees.
On the basis of these tests, and the criteria applied in testing other types of fuse-link
we propose that the arcing should commence near 90 degrees on the voltage wave.
4

MEANS OF ACHIEVING THE CORRECT ARCING ANGLE

The expense of measuring and recording arcing angles has been quoted as a major objection
to specifying arcing angle in the past.
However if the average pre-arcing joule integral
is stated by the manufacturer (or obtained from the test of time/current characteristic
at 10 times rated current), then equation (2) gives adequate accuracy for the calculation
of the correct closing angle to obtain arc initiation in the desired range.
Figures 3, 4 and 5 illustrate the degree of accuracy obtained using this technique, for
typical fuse-links to standard sheets I, II and III.
The circles represent the calculated
values using the average value of pre-arcing joule integral for each type and the crosses
show the experimental results, with a solid line which was drawn through the experimentar
points before the calculations were made.

1)

The breaking capacity test specified in the present IEC Publication 127 based upon
a specified closing angle will not always produce the most onerous conditions
particularly for fuse-links of higher rated current of low breaking capacity.

2)

Calculations show that there is likely to be no problem of this kind for fuse-links
below 400 rnA rated current, and that for fast acting fuse-links 5 x 20 mm there
is no problem up to ratings of 1.6 A.

3)

The arcing angle should be specified instead of the closing angle.

4)

The closing angle corresponding to the required arcing angle may be readily
calculated if the average value is known of the pre-arcing joule integral
corresponding to the test current, and calculation of the closing angle from the
average joule integral gives a result sufficiently accurate for miniature fuse
breaking capacity tests.
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STATE OF THE ART OF IEC WORK WITH RESPECT TO FUSES
G.J. Deelman, G.R. Hoekema, B. Noordhuis
INTRODUCTION
In present-day electrical installations the current-limiting fuse forms an integral
component, with an excellent price-performance ratio. As a result, the International
Electrotechnical Commission pays wide and active attention to the various aspects of
fuses.In this paper a review is given of the present situation of the IEC-standardization
work concerning high-voltage fuses, low-voltage fuses and miniature fuses.
For each group of these fuses, first will be summarized which standards are available now
and which will be available shortly.
Further will be reported on the main items which, in the near future, will probably lead
to amendments to the standards. Thirdly, some information is given concerning the future
activities of the relevant Working Groups.
COMMITTEES
Within the IEC, electrical fuses are considered by the Technical Committee 32. This TC
has three Sub-Committees:
- SC 32A: High-voltage fuses
- SC 32B: Low-voltage fuses, and
- SC 32C: Miniature fuses.
Each SC is assisted by one or more Working Groups, composed of specialists from various
countries.
Since 1980 the Technical Committee and its Sub-Committees have met three times: in
Montreux, Tokyo, Brussels (32A and C) and Orlando (32B).
For SC 32C the next meeting is scheduled in Prague in 1987.
Usually the Working Groups meet twice a year.
HIGH-VOLTAGE FUSES
Available IEC Publications.
The main document for high-voltage fuses is IEC Publication 282. This standard consists
of three parts:
282-1 (1985): Current limiting fuses.
Applies to all types of high-voltage current limiting fuses.
The third edition issued in 1985 is based on the edition of 1974 and a number
of amendments issued since.
282-2 (1970): Expulsion and similar fuses.
Applies to high-voltage fuses in which the arc is extinguished by the expulsion
effect of the gases produced by the arc.
The first edition of 1970 is still valid. In 1978 one amendment has been issued,
dealing with revised requirements for the insulation level. On this subject no
further work has been undertaken since by the IEC.
282-3 (1976): Determination of short-circuit power factor for testing current-limiting
fuses and expUlsion and similar fuses.
IEC sub-committee 32A decided that, in order to harmonize the determination of power
factors in test laboratories, some guidance is required. This matter was not
considered by other Technical Committees and as a consequence this document was
issued under responsability of SC 32A.
For specific applications of high-voltage fuses three more standards have been issued:
549 (1976) : High-voltage fuses for the external protection of shunt power capacitors.
The document gives some requirements with respect to the performance of fuses for
this application and it specifies the type tests to be carried out.
644 (1979) : Specification for high-voltage fuse-links for motor circuit applications.
This standard mentions limits for the pre-arcing time-current characteristics. It
also defines an overload factor K to which a fuse-link may repeatedly be subjected
to without deterioration, due to the specific behaviour of high-voltage motors.
It further specifies withstand tests and it gives guidance with respect to proper
selection of fuse-links.
G.J. Deelman - Electrical Engineering Consultant, Eindhoven, The Netherlands
G.R. Hoekema - KEMA, Arnhem, The Netherlands
B. Noordhuis - Holec, Hengelo, The Netherlands
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787 (1983) : Application Guide for the selection of fuse-links of high-voltage fuses for
transformer circuit applications.
Apart from some considerations of the fuse-link's time-current characteristics,
the document elucidates on the co-ordination of fuse-links on the primary side of a
transformer and the protective devices at the load side.
An amendment to this standard requires that the manufacturer of this type of
fuse-links makes available recommendations for ratings of fuse-links for given kVA
ratings of transformers.

In april 1986 a number of documents under the Six Months' Rule have been issued.
32A (Central Office) 80 deals with testing of strikers. An improved method of the
operation tests is described.
These tests are intended to demonstrate that the action of the striker in
every service situation is sufficiently rapid to ensure correct operations of
striker tripped fuse-switch combinations.
(IEC Publication 420).
32A (CO) 81 proposes an amendment to the Application Guide for fuses in a three
-phase isolated neutral or resonant earthed system. It refers to IEC Publication
265-1: "High-Voltage switches" for tests in earth fault conditions.
32A (CO) 82 concerns another addition to the Application Guide of publication 282-1,
namely to the paragraph where it is stated that fuse-links should be handled
very carefully. If fuse-links during normal installation and service are subject to
severe mechanical stresses, it should be verified that the fuse-links can withstand
such stresses without damage or deterioration.
32A (Co) 83 gives an alternative test method for test duty 3:
Verification of operation with low overcurrents.
This method is particularly of interest if has to be proved that the fuse operates
correcly if the pre-arcing time is longer than one hour. It permits the melting of all
main fuse elements in a low-voltage circuit, before the high-voltage circuit is
switched on.
This method is considered to be more severe than the existing method in which the
switch-over has to take place during the arcing period.
32A (CO) 84 describes the waterproof test.
In IEC Publication 282-1 the list of special tests did not mention a test with respect
to ingress of moisture for fuses intended to be used outdoors. As the dryness of the
arc-quenching medium is an important condition for correct operation, this requirement
had to be added.
32A (CO) 85 proposes an enhanced limit for the switching voltage for fuse-links
with a low rated current, intended for protection of for example voltage transformers.
For this kind of fuses the switching voltage may exceed the limits mentioned in the
existing standard, however, only during less than 0.2 ms and up to a level which
averages 1.4 times the actual limit.
32A (CO) 86 proposes the introduction of another appendix to the standard, giving
technical information for test laboratories how to calculate circuit data in case the
test method using two power factors is used for test duty 3.
Work under consideration
For preparation of draft documents Sub Committee 32A is assisted by one Working Group
(WG 3) with a general scope.
At the moment the following items are under consideration:
Classification and designation of current-limiting fuse-links.
For high-voltage fuses two classes have been recognized in Publication 282-1, according
to the range in which they can be used:" back-up" fuses and" general-purpose" fuses.
Actually a third category of fuse-links is on the market: so called" full range" fuses.
One of the Secretariat Documents prepared by WG 3 proposes to delete the known
classes from the standard, however, to retain the terms in the Application Guide and to
determine the fuses by their minimum breaking currents.
Simplification of the rules for homogeneous series of fuse-links.
At present these rUles in Publication 282-1 are complex and lengthy. The aim of the
Working Group is to reassess these rules and to combine the experience of manufacturers
and testing authorities to arrive at simple, however, correct requirements.

17 t

Additional test duty for fuse-links which depend for their breaking performance on more
than one arc quenching principle.
In the region of the so called take-over current, where one arc interruption system
takes over from the other, additional tests are now under consideration.
For the near future IEC Sub Committee 32A may consider further standardization work on new
developments such as SF6 fuses and vacuum fuses. Another type of equipment for which no
standard exists are the hybrid overcurrent protection system consisting of a fast
explosion actuated zero-voltage disconnector in parallel with a current-limiting fuse.
LOW-VOLTAGE FUSES
Available IEC-Publications:
For low-voltage fuses following IEC publications are available:
241

(1968): Fuses for domestic and similar purposes.(Report)
Applies to non-interchangeable fuses of ceramic material with cartridge fuse-links
for domestic and similar general purposes, with a rated voltage not exceeding 500 V
and a rated current not exceeding 200 A, intended for the protection of wiring,
provided that the prospective breaking current is within limits indicated in the
specification.

The main document for low-voltage fuses is IEC publication 269, applying to:
Fuses intended for protecting power-frequency a.c. circuits of nominal voltages not
exceeding 1000 v or d.c. circuits of nominal voltages not exceeding 1500 V.
This standard consists of several subsequent parts.
269-1 (1986): General requirements.
Establishes the characteristics of fuses or parts of fuses in such a way that they
can be replaced by other fuses or parts thereof having the same characteristics
provided that they are interchangeble as far as their dimensions are concerned.
269-2 (1986): Supplementary requirements for fuses for use by authorized persons (fuses
mainly for industrial application).
Specifies, in addition to Part 1, the characteristics of these fuses.
269-2A(1975): First supplement to Part 2: Appendix A( with amendment no. 1.)
Examples of standardized fuses for industrial application.
Contains data sheets for fuses with blade contacts, for fuses with
bolted connections and fuses having cylindrical contact caps.
269-3 (1973): Supplementary requirements for fuses for domestic and similar applications.
(With amendment no. 1).
specifies in addition to Part 1: rated voltages, maximum power losses, time/current
characteristics and conventional currents, rated breaking capacities, markings,
standard conditions for construction, and tests.
269-3A(1978): First supplement to Part 3: Appendix A.
Examples of standardized fuses for domestic and similar applications.
Contains data sheets for screw type fuses, cylindrical fuse-links and pin type
fuses.
269-4 (1980): Supplementary requirements for fuse-links for the protection of
semiconductor devices.
Establishes characteristics of semiconductor fuse-links in such a way that they can
be replaced by other fuse-links having the same characteristics provided that their
dimensions are identical. Defines standard conditions for operation in service,
characteristics of fuses, markings, standard conditions for construction, and tests.
Documents in final stage
The revision of the Publications 269-2A, 269-3 and 269-3A is in the final stage.
- The new draft of Publication 269-2A is printed now and issued as publication 269-2-1.
- The revision of Publication 269-3 is also finished and issued as Publication 269-3-1987.
The revision of Publication 269-3A is in the final stage of considering under the
Six Months' Rule. At issue it will be numbered 269-3-1.
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Work under consideration
IEC sub-committee 32B has set up a number of Working Groups:
WG 7 was formed to prepare supplementary requirements for semiconductor fuses.
WG 8 has the general task to prepare the documents concerning the various items for
further discussion in the National Committees. Special work within WG 8 is done at present
in three ad hoc groups.
Ad hoc group "non-deterioration of contacts".
A German proposal for inclusion of non-deterioration tests in Publication 269-2-1 has
been sent to the National Committees. The necessity of such tests for domestic fuses is
also under consideration.
Ad hoc group "IEC-UL characteristics".
This group has made a reconnaissance concerning the possibilities first and will in due
course make proposals for integration of the UL time delay fuse class J in IEC
Publication 269-1 and 269-2.
Ad hoc group "co-ordination between contactors and fuses"
By the end of 1985 this group was set up to study the problems which arise concerning
the co-ordination between contactors with their relays and fuses.
These problems mainly occur due to the large spread of the operating time of the fuses
in the region of 15-30 times the rated current of the contactors.
In the second meeting of the group is was decided to collect more details of the
contactors and relays involved.
This work has to be done in conjunction with WG2 of sub-committee 17B.
In february 1986 an administrative circular has been sent to all National Committees to
notify the set up of Working Group 13 to study "The feasibility of achieving a world-wide
low-voltage fuse". This WG has to define the problems, to consider the conditions and to
propose ways for feasible solutions. Furthermore a time schedule has to be made. The WG
has to report about its results at the next Sub-Committee meeting. The SC will decide then
whether and how the work will be continued. In the meantime WG 13 started its work and has
met two times.
MINIATURE FUSES
Available IEC-Pub1ications
For miniature fuses there are two main IEC documents:
Publication 127 for the fuse-links and Publication 257 for the fuse-holders:
127

(1974): Cartridge fuse-links for miniature fuses.
This publication relates to miniature fuse-links for the protection of
electric appliances, electronic equipment and components thereof.
It establishes requirements and defines performances and tests.
The Publication contains four Standard Sheets:
No.
No.
No.
No.

..

1 covers fuses 5
2 "
5
3 "
5
"
4 "
6.3
"

x
x
x
x

20
20
20
32

rom, characteristics F, HBC
rom, "
P, L8C
rom, "
T, LaC
mm,

"

F, LBC

F stands for fast-acting, T for time-delay, HBC and L8C for high-breaking and
low-breaking capacity respectively.
127A (1980): First Supplement: Colour Coding.
Gives requirements for colour coding as an additional identification for current
ratings and the time-current characteristics.
127-3 (1984): Sub-miniature fuse-links.
This Publication also specifies four St.andard Sheets:
Nos 1 and 2 for fuses with radial and axial leads respectively, having fast acting
characteristics, mainly in accordance with UL.
Nos 3 and 4 for fuses with radial leads, characteristics F and T respectively,
mainly in accordance with the IEC gates 1.5-2.1.
127-8 (1985): Second supplement.
This supplement contains (among other matters) tables in the Standard Sheets which
are provided with an extra column giving requirements for safe dissipation values.
257

(1968): Fuse holders for miniature cartridge fuse-links.
Applies to fuse-holders with a maximum rated current of 16 A and a maximum rated
voltage of 1000 V a.c. and d.c.
In 1980 was added amendment no. 1, applying to a definition and requirements for
accepted power of a fuse-holder.
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It is envisaged to publish in the near future all documents related to miniature
fuse-links and fuse-holders in one standard: IEC Publication 127, which will be subdivided
in 7 parts, covering different parts and subjects of miniature fuses.
Documents in final Stage
Survey of recent Central Office documents, related to the main topics.
32C
32C
32C
32C
32C
32C
32C
32C

(CO)
(CO)
(CO)
(CO)
(CO)
(CO)
(CO)
(CO)

39
42
43
44
45
46
47
49

(Mar.
(Dec.
(Dec.
(Feb.
(Feb.
(Apr.
(Apr.
(May

1984):
1985):
1985):
1986):
1986):
1986):
1986):
1986):

Maximum sustained dissipation values.
Standard Sheet 5, fuse-links 5 x 20 mm, Char. T, HBC.
Warning note regarding the use of miniature fuses.
Part 5: QUality assessment of miniature fuses.
Fuse-holders for miniature fuses.
Part 1: General requirements.
Part 2: Cartridge fuse-links for miniature fuses.
Part 3: Sub-miniature fuses.

Work under consideration
Within sub-committee 32C five Working Groups are active:
WG 1 drafts a new scope for Publication 257, inclusive of test holders. In WG 4 the policy
and philosophy for miniature fuse specifications are developed. WG 5 studies possibilities
of introducing homogeneous series into Publication 127, in order to simplify the test
procedures.
WG 6 has to prepare a document on Universal Modular Fuses (UMF), based on
32C (secretariat)57 from July 1983 and the comments received since. The scope of WG 7 is
the quality assessment of miniature fuse-links. It has to prepare a proposal for a
standard on acceptance-tests and (a second step) to prepare a document on reliability
tests.
Future work in Sub-committee 32C and its Working Groups will probably concentrate on the
following items:
- Marking the breaking capacity on miniature fuses.
Preparing a final solution for the gates for the UMF series based either on the values
1.25-1.7 or 1.5-2.1
- Total revision of Publication 127 with respect to the gates for all 5 x 20 mm and
6.3 x 32 mm fuses gate 1.5-2.1.
- Study of possible model protection for the UMF version in connection with gates
1 25-1.7.
- I 2t gates especially for time delay fuses.
- Solution of the controversy between IEC SC-32C and UL 198. This controversy has been
caused by equipment manufacturers who, when exporting their products to both USA
oriented countries and Europe, were forced to use miniature fuses with size 6.3 x 32 mm
in order to comply with the USA requirements. However, in Europe smaller (5 x 20 mm)
fuses with IEC characteristics were available for many years.
Wishing to provide 5 x 20 mm fuses acceptable for listing by UL, fuse makers
manufactured such fuses and the UL organisation granted listing (approval) of such
fuses. However, when equipment, provided with UL 5 x 20 mm fuses, needs replacement of
fuses in Europa (where only such fuses with IEC characteristics are available), the
consequences can be very serious due to the totally different characteristics.
Such a SUbstitution involves a serious risk of damage or even fire due to overheating
and/or electric failure.
The above pictured case of trespassing international standardization philosophy might
even result in law suits questioning whom should be held responsible for the damages.
CONCLUSION
Standardization is a continuous process to keep up with new technical developments and
improved understanding of physical phenomena. In this respect it is likely that existing
standards will regularly be subject to amendments. In IEC, experts of many countries are
member of the Technical Committee 32 and its Sub-Committees and Working Groups in order to
draft standards for all kinds of electrical fuses.
For both low-voltage fuses and miniature fuses there is a trend to specify world-wide
acceptable fuse systems, although this will not be an easy task.
Anyway, the lEe TC 32 activities are directed towards improvement of certification of
electric fuses, for safer and more reliable electrical equipment and installations.

0-0-0-0-0-0
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TRENDS AND POSSIBILITIES
By L. Vermij
During the 1950' s, Prof. Lerstrup from Copenhagen made the statement : "fuse designing is an art, not a
science". It seems to me that ever since it is becoming more and more a science. However, this science has
not, up until now, produced any major break-through. At best, what has been achieved, is an explanation of
certain aspects of the art.
Since the invention of the fusible link by Edison around 1660, only two major steps in the development of
fuses have been made, viz :
- the current-limiting HBC-fuse.
- the M-effect.
All the rest are refinements and improvements. The major steps have been made during the "art-period" and
did, roughly speaking, not result from science.
The last 10 - 20 years we entered the "science-period". What can be expected from putting more science in
our designs? What are we going to do in our laboratories and institutes and what should be done in future?
Perhaps this question can be put in another way : Why are we doing what we are doing and why are we not
doing something else? Really the question is:

how to realise a reliable protection at the lowest cost.

Let us realise that the best fuse is no fuse. That means that the ideal situation is a system which is so
reliable that no overcurrent protection or short-circuit protection is needed. Probably such a situation can
never be achieved. However it means that a protection device like a fuse is the best of all evils or, if you
like, the most acceptable evil. Having said that, it may be concluded that a fuse must be :
- very cheap.
- not creating additional unreliability to the system.
- small in dimensions.
- easy to mount or to install.
We must realise that from a technical point of view a fuse still has some disadvantages, viz
- it operates only once.
it is a heat source.
it is sensitive to environmental conditions, especially temperature.
- many types and ratings are required.
- obviously it is difficult to standardize.
- ageing still occurs with some designs.
Furthermore, there still are some difficulties in designing a reliable protection scheme, using fuses, viz
- There is still a lot of misunderstanding regarding the functioning of fuses by users, system engineers, etc.
- Do we know exactly and in all detail what are the "ideal" or required characteristics of fuses from an
application point of view? Sometimes it appears to me that we are making
looking for the problems which belong to those solutions.

solutions and

afterwards we

are

-
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It is at least interesting to compare the above problem areas with the overview of recent advances Dr. Turner

presented in her introductory lecture and with the topics presented during this conference. As an example,
what has been done during the last years to overcome the problem of the "operating-only-once" of a fuse?
A couple of years ago, especially the Japanese did a lot of work on the so-called Permanent Power Fuse (PPF) ,
using a liquid metal as a fuse element. Up till now it still not resulted in a completely reliable and economic
solution of a "re-usable" fuse. At the Liverpool Fuse Conference in 1976 two papers have been presented on
the PPF-fuse. The last three years only one (Russian) paper has been devoted to this subject. Why is that? Is
it no longer promising to work on this? Or are the Japanese now quietly concentrating on making their PPF
more reliable and economical?
Another example. We have seen recently the introduction in the market of the so-called self-restoring polymer
fuse (also called current-sensitive resistor, or PTC current protector), for lower current ratings and for use
in low-voltage circuits. The present devices have switching times of several seconds and depending rather
strongly on ambient temperature. Furthermore, to keep such a device in the high-resistance-mode requires a
minimum power dissipation which,

in low voltage circuit as e. g.

used in electronic circuitry,

cannot be

supplied by the energy source. So the device may start to oscillate under faulty conditions. As a conclusion at
this point in time such a device cannot replace a fuse. However, can it be the start of a new generation of
protection devices? That brings me to the question : what do we, fuse engineers, know about developments in
adjacent areas of technology? In how far should the development of other current-limiting devices be of
influence for future developments of fuses?
Another point I like to raise is the following
From an application point of view mainly 4 areas in fuses exist, viz
- high-voltage fuses.
- low-voltage industrial fuses.
- fuses for the protection of semi-conductor devices.
- miniature fuses.
The number of papers devoted to these main areas on the last Fuse Conferences and on the present Conference
are shown in the following table :

HV-fuses

LV-fuses

Miniature fuses

Semi-conductor fuses

Liverpool

1976

6

2

6

1

Trondheim

1984

10

5

2

0

Eindhoven

1987

9

4

1

7

I have the impression that the market volume in money is more or less in reverse proportionality with the
figures for 1984 and 1987. It is certainly the case that at least two manufacturers of miniature fuses have each
individually a turn-over in miniature fuses greater than the total market-volume in HV-fuses. It is also
well-known that the market for semi-conductor fuses is huge in comparison with the HV-fuse market.
An economist, aware of market volumes but, knowing nothing of fuses, should possibly draw the following
conclusions from the above table.
- There is no or only limited need for further R&D work on semi-conductor fuses. The big markets are
there, also for the near future, and all problems have been solved adequately.
A lot of R& D work has to be done on HV-fuses to develop this market further.
Or does the above table suggests that the HV-fuse is the most challenging to us (scientists
regardless what the market value is or 'will be? Do we create solutions without regard
solved?

to

and

the

technicians),

problems to

be

-
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In the preliminary I raised a number of questions, no more than that. It is my believe, however, that putting
the right questions may at least be helpful in finding the right direction for future work.
Although some people obviously still believe that fuse designing is an art, I think it is not exaggerated to
state that fuse designing was an art. by now it can be a science. This science will bring us more optimized
designs of fuses, will also create a better insight in requirements to be fulfilled and, possibly, will bring
about new designs and concepts. It is my believe that some areas need more attention, as there are :
- Thin-film technology. Only one paper presented to this Conference touches on this area. However. without
doubt this technology opens new and unexpected possibilities. We look forward to a number of papers on
this subject on the next Fuse Conference.
The use of ablative materials. During this Conference we had two papers on this subject. but both
restricted to miniature fuses. It seems to me that this subject needs also attention in other fuse areas.
-

New possibilities stemming from material sciences and solid-state
technologies used in these fields of activity. need our attention.

physics,

including

manufacturing

- More attention should be paid to adjacent areas of technologies which are influencing or might influence the
application of fuses.
At the next Fuse Conference a great deal of the subjects will of course be discussed again. Not all problems
have been solved yet. I do hope. however. that new subjects will be added to the existing ones. Let us try
to answer real questions, not finding answers on questions which never have been raised.

